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[k.M ^bZ^ Mhty yksdkseksfVo
Part ‘E’ Diesel Locomotive
Q.1. ,d Mhty yksdks'ksM] tgk¡ 100 Mhty yksdks gS] dk ys vkÅV cukrs le; dkSu&dkSu ls
fofHkUu QSDVj daflMj fd;s tkrs gSAa Mhty 'ksM esa fofHkUu izdkj dh lqfo/kkvks]a ,e,.Mih
lfgr o.kZu djsAa
What are the different factors are considered during making of lay out of 100 loco, diesel
shed. Describe Required different type of facilities Machinery & Plant with other
facilities?
ANS- Following factors should be considered while finalizing the shed lay out :• A uni-directional movement of locomotive in the shed is preferable.
• Separate entrance and exit points should be provided to avoid bottlenecks.
• The layout should permit a locomotive to skip stage of servicing without hampering the
flow of Other locomotives.
• The shed should have covered accommodation in its repair area for about 25-30% of the
fleet Homed. The yard of the maintenance shed should be able to hold at a time about 50%
of the total Holding of the shed.
• Each line in the covered repair area of the shed should be able to hold 3 locomotives. The
layout should provide for possibility of expansion width-wise i.e. by providing more lines
side by side.
Following point should be considered while constructing a Shed :• The shed should have three level working floor arrangements.
• This facilitates simultaneous and expeditious maintenance service as well as repairs.
• The flooring should be such that spilt oil can be easily removed.
• Pits should have convex flooring and efficient drainage.
• Flooring in heavily lifting bays should be strengthened.
• Platforms and ramps should be provided
• Minimize dust nuisance in working area.
• Uniform roof height
• Protect personnel working all elevated platform falling down.
• Roof extractors should be provided to expel harmful diesel fumes.
• Sufficient covered space as under should be provided to take in a part of the
The shed layout should permit future expansion of the covered area in a manner to
accommodate more lines under the covered area. The expansion along the length of running
lines is not advisable.
The shed buildings should normally include:1.
Injection room, Battery room, ( with exhauster )
2.
Break test room,
3.
Welding booth,
4.
Machine room,
5.
Blacksmith shop and coppersmith shop.
6.
Break test equipment room, ( air-conditioned )
7.
Filters’ benches,
8.
Lubricants store with pump house, ( dust proof )
9.
Stores,
10. Tool stores,
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11. Distillation plant and boiler room, or other water treatment plant.
12. Laboratory,
13. Lockers and washing room,
14. Supervisors’ room,
15. Shed officers’ room,
16. Library-cum-lecturer room,
17. Lube oil filter plant,
18. Water load box computerized & dust proof,
19. ROC room
FACILITESLIFTING & Material Handling :-One over head crane of suitable capacity should be provided to
serve the heavy repair –way the free space, part of the machine shops and the store For lifting of
smaller locomotive, heavy hydraulic jacks could be used Battery moving trolley car should be
used for transportation of scrap For lifting heavier locomotives, electrically operated heavy
lifting jacks
Shed Lighting- Lighting inside the shed with fluorescent tube is desirable .illumination at
platform and floor level of the minimum of 20 foot candles should be provided. Bulk head
fitting for direct lighting of the under gear. Plug point at 24 volt should be made available at all
levels in the pits. Yard lighting should result in an even illumination of 3-4 foot candles
Fuel Supplies Installation-For storage of fuel oil tank should be provided above ground level.
The tank should be approachable by road as well. For day to day fueling and decanting. An
electric pump must be provided .total storage capacity provided should hold a minimum of 10
day consumption. The delivery hose should be installed such that the nozzle does not touch the
ground when not in use, and is suitably protected from rain and dust.
Sanding: - Proper storage facilities for sand should be provided to keep the sand dry. In
places where rainfall is heavy, sand drying facilities should also be provided. Arrangement
should be made for sand to be fed to locomotives by gravity.
Washing: - A proper washing apron should be provided for washing of locomotives.
Shed storage:- the storage room should be preferably at platform level and provided with a rail
siding to help direct loading and unloading of storage wagons. The storage should have an
approach by road as well. Suitable to avoid damage to components. Since the maintenance of
diesel locos requires a ready stock of a large number of spares. Generous accommodation
should be provided for the storage.
Battery room: - A separate battery room should be provided preferably at platform level. Care
should be taken to provide exhausters to exhaust harmful fumes etc. from the battery room.
Battery charging plant should be installed with points available beside the bits to allow direct
charging of batteries while in position on the locomotives.
Compressed air: - Supply of compressed air should be arranged care being taken to install the
air compressor in a place where minimum disturbance and vibration to the surrounding are
caused. Compressed air points should be provided near each servicing berth.
Lubricating oils:- Lubricating oil storage tanks should be located at convenient sites to make
lubricating oil readily available at the pits. Facilities for drainage of engine lubricating oil from
locomotives should be to enable easy collection and removal of engine lubricating oil without
spilling and dirtying the service pits.
The yard should be of sufficiently generous dimensions to permit free mobility for
normal working and to meet with emergencies, and it should provide adequate holding capacity
for at least 50% of the fleet homed in that shed.
Fire Fighting :Adequate safety measures must he adopted against fire hazards in the shed. Since large volumes
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of petroleum products are handled, special precautions are necessary. Firefighting equipment
such as hydrants, hoses, extinguishers and for alarm boxes etc. should be conspicuously visible
both at day and at night.
Training School:For proper maintenance of the sophisticated equipment on diesel locomotives, the work force
has to be adequately trained.
Laboratories: - For following testing
•
Spectrograph for lube oil testing.
•
Magna flux testing machine
•
Rubber tensile testing machine
•
Zyglo testing machine
•
Oscilloscope
•
Ultra sonic testing machine
M &P :- following M&P is required
• E.O.T cranes 40 tons & 10 Tons
• Whiting Jacks
• Tram beam 3 Ton cranes
• Pillar cranes with 1.5/1ton hoists -16
• Forklift truck (2T)-2
• Platform Truck (2T)-5
• Pick up van-2
• Truck 3 tons-1
• Monorail with hoist for battery room, heavy switches gear and piston assembly.
• Hoist for Governor, heavy switch gear.
• Under floor wheel lathe
• Dynamic balancing machine
• Water and Grid load Box

Q.2. eYVh flys.Mj bZt
a u esa Qk;fjax vkWMZj ds D;k egRo gS\a MCY;w-Mh-,e-2 yksdkseksfVo ds
Qk;fjax vkWMZj dk o.kZu dhft,A
What is the importance of firing order in multi cylinder engine? Describe firing order of
WDM2 locomotive?
ANSIn case of four-stroke cycle engine, there is only one power stroke in the four strokes
of pistons or every two revolutions of the crankshaft. It is therefore necessary to have a
flywheel, to give a 'carry over' for the three "waste" strokes and to ensure a smoother power
output. To increase the power output and to make it smoother, multi-cylinder engines are used
in which, the firing strokes on different cylinders are suitably spaced in relation to the crank
angles so that during the revolutions of the crankshaft, firing of the cylinders takes place one by
one at regular intervals
For even firing in a four-stroke engine, one cylinder must be allowed to fire during each of the
four strokes and, therefore the crankshaft arranged at 720O/4=180O intervals, and for a sixteencylinder engine, it
is 720O/16=45O.
It follows from the above that as the number of cylinders increases, the power output becomes
smoother. The firing order is used to prevent damage arising from vibrations setup in the
crankshaft, the sequence of firing is so arranged that the vibrations tend to cancel out as far as
possible. It may, however, be mentioned that in large engines, running at high speeds, the firing
order may not by itself, prevent the buildup of vibrations, and, therefore vibration dampers are
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mounted on the crankshaft. For our railway standard engines, the following firing order has
been prescribedWDM2 LOCOMOTIVES

(1R1L-4R4L-7R7L-6R6L-8R8L-5R5L-2R2L-3R3L)

Q.3. eq[;ky; vf/kdkjh ds ukrs vkidks lh-,e-bZ- egksn; us Mhty 'ksM fujh{k.k djus ds fy,
HkstkA vki 'ksM ds fdu&fdu eq[; vkbZVeksa dk fujh{k.k djsx
a ]s lHkh vkbZVeksa dk lwph rS;kj
djsAa
As a Head Quarter officer CME send you to inspect diesel shed. What are main item you
will inspect. Prepare a list of all these items?
ANSFollowing steps will be considered during inspection:
• Quality of failure investigations, trend of failures and preventive actions taken / to be taken.
• Super checking of at least one locomotive on the standard format.
• Check of repair books and action taken / being taken on the repairs booked by the drivers.
• Corrective / Punitive action taken in case of failures on account of maintenance lapses.
• Inspection of outgoing locomotives in respect of :
∗ Quality of Schedule Attention.
∗ Out of Course Repairs.
• Items of any special drive based on Failure Analysis.
• Record keeping of various repairs.
• Attention to and Monitoring of High LOC locomotives.
• Availability of spares.
• Unit exchange items.
• COS, Purchase and DLW items.
• Shop manufactured items.
• Summer drives and other special drives, if in progress.
• General housekeeping of Sheds.
• Washing, Cleaning and radiator blowing of locomotives.
• Holding of locos and ineffective percentage.
• Progress of Schedules and Out-turn, locos overdue schedules.
• Availability of De-mineralized water.
• Availability of Lubricants.
• Tests of water & oil samples in laboratory and availability of chemicals.
• Check the fuel installation as per checklist of the RCD’s.
• Record keeping of laboratory tests and action taken on them.
∗ Spectrograph results and action taken.
∗ Chloride level maintained.
∗ Sulphur content of HSD.
• Machinery & Plant, Whiting Jacks etc.
• Condition of building, pathway and drainage system and other assets.
• Trend of expenditure and economy measures.
• Review of training of staff including training facilities.
• Checks carried out by ACMT on fuelling installation.
• Consumption of ‘A’ category items.
• Checking of Load Box records.
∗ Condition of load box.
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∗ Record keeping.
∗ Display of permissible spectrum of values of outgoing loco.
∗ Values of HP of heavy schedule locos.
• Check of locos received after POH / Rehabilitation in last 3 months.
• Review of overall performance of shed vis-à-vis Action Plan Target.
• Vacancy and attendance position, administrative action taken for long unauthorized
absentees.
• Super check of outgoing locos after maintenance attention given in the shed.
• Drivers repair book should be checked for remarks given by drivers & Loco Inspectors till
the last schedule before starting the super checking of the locomotive by both Mechanical and
Electrical side.
Mechanical
Radiator Room, Expresser Room, Engine Room, Bogie, Nose Compartment,
Electrical
Engine Cab, Generator Room, Engine Room, Bogie,

Q.4. Mhty yksdkseksfVo ds {ks= esa Hkkjrh; jsy esa D;k&D;k MsoyiesVa gks jgs gS]a budk o.kZu
dhft,A
In Indian Railways what development are in progress in the field of diesel locomotive.
Describe all of them?
ANS – The latest developments taking place in the field of diesel locomotives in Indian
Railways are as follows:
1. Revision of ETS setting.
2. Pressurization of cooling water system.
3. Flexible water inlet elbow.
4. Digital water temperature indicator cum switch.
5. Electronic water level indicator cum switch.
6. Lowered fin radiator.
7. Cyclone motor.
8. Revised setting of OPS.
9. Improved type pipe joint.
10. Centrifuge by pass machine.
11. Long life filter.(92 days)
12. High efficiency turbocharger.
13. Larger after cooler and water connection.
14. 17mm fuel injection pump.
15. Steel caped pistons.
16. 251 plus cylinder head.
17. High speed bogie/high adhesion bogie.
18. Roller bearing fitted in traction motor.
19. MEP 660 locomotives to control transmission.
20. Paperless speedometer
21. Auto flasher light.
22. Twin beam headlight.
23. LED type flasher light.
24. Air dryer.
25. MCB Governor.
26. Self Cooled Rectified
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27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Mechanical Bonded Radiator.
ALCO locos upgraded to 3100 HP with AC-DC traction
Transfer of technology for 4000 HP AC-AC traction locomotives
High efficiency turbocharger
Modified cooling water circuit
17mm fuel injection pump
140 degree over-lap camshaft
Larger after cooler
High efficiency suitable turbocharger with higher pressure ratio
Stiffer unit camshaft
Re-optimizing high efficiency higher pressure ratio turbocharger
18 mm Fuel Injection Pump
Twin discharge turbocharger, twin after cooler
GE electrics - GTA24 Alternator, GE752 Traction Motor and GE Bright Star
Microprocessor Control System
Complete new design of Locomotive (1.5 m longer)
IGBT Traction Control Cabinet
Software for high power
Modified Engine Governor
Less lube Oil consumption due to less wear on Piston rings & liner.
Less maintenance efforts due to less contamination of exhaust system.
Longer maintenance intervals & related components life time
A quantum jump in technology.
Introduction of Microprocessor based control system on ALCO locomotives.
Higher adhesion
Higher input to traction
Smooth- step-less excitation
Fault logging, retrieval and self diagnostics
VCD and event recording
Flexibility in operation and maintenance - user settable parameters
Platform for future development
Roof Mounted Force Pre-assembled, Cooled DBR
Pre-lubricated sealed bearings.
Increases maintenance schedule period from 6 months to 3 year.
High Speed Capability.
Reduced life cycle cost
MOATTI - SELF-CLEANING LUBE OIL FILTER
Computer Controlled Brakes
LCD Based Display for Driver’s Cab

Q.5. th-Vh-46 ,e-,-lh-] th-,e- yksdkseksfVo dh eq[; fo'ks’krkvksa dk laf{kIr esa o.kZu djsAa
Describe the main characteristics of GT46 MAC, GM Loco. ?
ANS- AC-AC locomotives hitherto manufactured by GM have been only for the North
American market which does not impose any major constraint on the layout primarily because
axle loads are in region of 30t are permitted on North American Railroads. Development of the
layout for GT 46MAC the axle load for which is restricted to around 20.5 t, was therefore, a
major exercise in locomotive design.
The locomotive has been designed on the ‘platform’ concept i.e. the layout and the mounting of
equipment is arranged in such a manner that retro fitment of equipment developed in future on
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existing locomotives as well as equipment changes/up gradation of the existing design of the
locomotive can be implemented without any major change in the under frame, superstructure
and even layout.
GT46MAC is provided with the following special features1. Performance Specifications
•
4000 TCV locomotive
• Higher tractive and braking effort capability – 540 KN starting TE and 270 KN braking
Effort.
• 11% improvement in fuel efficiency over existing WDM2 locos.
2. Performance Impact
• The GT46MAC provides unit reduction, fuel savings and additional revenue tonnage
capability
• Operation of fewer units results in significant maintenance and operating savings
3. Reliability and Serviceability
•
90-day maintenance intervals
•
AC motors double traction motor life
•
No running maintenance required on traction motors, No brushes, commentator, nor rotor
Insulation, No flashovers/ground relays
•
Bogie Inverter Control High level of reliability with fewer parts
•
1.6 million kilometer ( I million mile) overhaul with HTSC bogie
•
6 year engine overhaul period
4. Computer Control, a 32 BIT computer control for locomotive controls having following
features •
Trouble Shooting and Self-Diagnostics
•
Alpha Numeric display
•
Archive memory and Data logging
•
Radar based super series Wheel Slip/Slide Control System
5. Engine
•
4,000 TCV, 16-710G3B
•
High efficiency turbocharger
•
Unit fuel injectors which eliminate the problematic HP tube.
•
Low emissions
•
Laser hardened cylinder liners.
•
Inconel valves and Hydraulic valve adjuster.
•
Durable crankcase and piston structure.
6. AC Traction Technology
•
Simple, robust motor design
•
Higher efficiency-lower temperatures
•
Doubles motor overhaul interval
•
Utilizes bogie –controlled AC traction inverters for higher inherent reliability
•
All weather adhesion of 32%
•
High adhesion and Tractive effort
•
Maintenance-free traction motors
•
No limitation of minimum continuous speed
•
High reliability and availability
•
Lower rolling resistance and higher energy efficiency
7. HTSC Bogie-Basic
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No wearing surfaces extent bogie overhaul intervals to 1.6 million kilometers (one million
miles)
•
Dual high adhesion and high speed
•
Available gear ratios for heavy haul and passenger operation
•
Reduced wear of components extends bogie overhaul intervals to 1.6 million kilometers
(one million miles)
8. Improved mechanical systems, the notable being•
Microprocessor based engine cooling system
•
High lube oil sump capacity
•
Self-cleaning inertial type primary filter
•
Efficient secondary air filtration
9. Improved Miscellaneous Electrical Systems, the notables being:
•
Wide range dynamic brakes effective down to near standstill
•
Maintenance-free roller suspension bearings having lower rolling resistance
•
Efficient filtration for electronic cabinet.
10. Cab Features
•
Desk style control console
•
Air operated windshield wipers
•
Multi-resettable vigilance controls (optional)
11. Air System
•
Knorr CCB Electronic Air Brake System
•
Direct drive WLN air compressor
12. Safety Aspects
•
Increased crashworthiness requirements
•
Cab design and overall car body configuration provides improved visibility
•
Anti-climber available

•

Q.6. vki lhfu;j Mh-,e-bZ-¼vks ,.M ,Q½ gS]a rFkk vkidks Øw cqfdax IokabV dk fujh{k.k djuk
gSA vki fujh{k.k ds nkSjku fdu eq[; vkbZVeksa dk fujh{k.k djsx
a ]s mu vkbZVeksa dh lwph rS;kj
djsAa
You are Sr. DME (O & F); you have to inspect crew booking point. During inspection
what main items will you inspect? Prepare a list of all these items. ?
ANSCrew booking points: Action to be taken.
1. Breath Analyzer Machine – In Working order or not.
2. On Duty Register – Crew fills up the columns such as Signature, possession of two pairs
Spectacles. Road learning and result of Breath Analyzer test and signature of Booking
Clerk or In-charge.
3. Off Duty Register – Engine No. Train No, name of staff and off duty time.
4. Signal & Track Defective Register- Each Driver records all sigma defects/poor visibility
and track riding or has put a NIL statement.
5. Driver’s Native Book-Each Driver has acknowledged the natives by putting his signature
against his name.
6. Caution Register – Each Driver has signed the Register against his name in support of his
noting down cautions in force.
7. Green Native Book- The drivers sign the notice book against their names.
8. Speed Restriction Board – Name of stations clearly written, properly illuminated from back
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and speed restrictions in force as per caution register indicated with indicators.
9. Staff authorized to wear spectacles – Authorized staff possesses two pairs of spectacles
each and Accordingly filled the column of on duty book.
10. List of Staff Undergoing Punishment-Staff undergoing punishment is not working in higher
grade.
11. Learning Road Register-staff has been given Road Learning before booking him to work
over Section.
12. Due sight test list of staff – No staff is working on footplate running over –due sight test.
13. List of Break Down staff with local address. – The list is available, so that in emergency,
staff can be called.
14. Message Book – Messages are relayed/received correctly putting time & private no.
15. Booking Books – The booking is done on in turn basis and after availing of proper rest.
16. Safety Posters & Slogans – Safety posters & slogans are properly displayed in Driver’s
lobby.
17. First Aid Box – Properly sealed and locked. First aid medicines are available in the Box.
Date of issue of medicines. Availability of list of staff trained in giving first aid
18. Stretcher – Stretcher is kept in clean and good condition.
OTHER RECORDS AT CREW BOOKING POINTS:
 Staff overdue Courses viz. Technical & Safety Refresher Courses.
 Simulator training.
 Long absence cases.
 Periodic Medical Examination overdue registers.
 Staff Grievance Register
 Supply of running staff personal stores viz. Uniforms, Torch cells, Dusters, Soaps, etc.
IMPLEMENTATION OF 10 HOUR RULE FOR RUNNING STAFF:
a) %age of implementation.
b) Loco detention/crew detention.

Q.7. Vªus daVªky
s flLVe ls vki D;k le>rs gS\a orZeku esa D;k flLVe gSa rFkk mldh D;k
lhek,¡ gS\a u, Vªus daVªky
s flLVe dh D;k vfHkdYiuk,a gSa rFkk ;g dSls dk;Z djsxkA
What do you understand by train control system? What is present system today and what
are its limitations. What is the future design of new train control system how it will work?
ANS• Management of train traffic with a view to provide fast, efficient and safe mode of transport.
• It is achieved by signaling and use of telecommunication in conveying information to
driver/ASM.
What is the existing system of train control?
• Each division has 4 to 6 sectional controls.
• They are controlled manually
• Manual charting for train operations
• No proper planning of train movement in general; done on day to day basis
• Working of fixed block system of signaling i.e., absolute and automatic block systems
Limitation of existing train control system
• More human involvement at all stages of operation and control – this is prone to unsafe
actions
• No optimum utilization of sectional capacity.
• Inefficient planning – some times.
• Large number of stations and IBS for block splitting so as to avoid longer block sections and
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hence increasing the separation between trains
• Huge man power required for operation & maintenance.
Concept of future train control system
To bring out a future control system, We have to look at the following factors• Requirement
• Assumptions
• System architecture
• Model projection
• Advantages
- Safety
- Manpower
- Overall efficiency
- Reduction of assets
Requirement of a new train control system
• Limitations of existing system enumerated above.
• Traffic projected to go up and customer requirement of lesser travel time.
• Train speeds will be going up and safety is of prime importance – hence need of a
technologically better and advanced control system
• Reliance on human element needs to be less.
• Overall reduction in manpower and hence better organized system
• More profits
Assumptions
Before proceeding any further it is better to have a few assumptions on which the model will be
built. These are –
• Goods train speed will match passenger train speeds
• Demand for traffic will grow up so much that commuting between cities will become a daily
routine and hence lesser travel time and higher periodicity
What can be the system architecture?
• A centralized train operation and control system for a defined length of route
• Facility for stoppages at major stations only. Small wayside stations to go hence a concept of
moving block instead of fixed block system
• Facility for precedence etc at major stations only.
Why centralized train control?
• Supply of instantaneous comprehensive information about events through collection of
pertinent data at the same location
• Immediate judicious decision making by a small skilled staff
• Fast execution of new strategies thanks to direct remote control of some equipment and a
complete telecommunication network providing links with operations and technical department
staff
• Hence control of train identification and location and movement by automatic route setting
or manual setting
What should be the functions of a CTC system?
• Assistance to operating staff
• Data concentration and display
• Train announcement and identification
• Train description
• Route programming and setting
• Storage of train movement information
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Architecture of the CTC system
• We should be having microprocessor based modules so that replacement in cases of failures
is eased out and only part system is affected
• Customized self tests to cope with operational safety and availability problems
• The modular systems defined above can be –
• Computerized data transmission system (CDTS)
• Route setting system (RSS)
• Train describer system(TDS)
• Timetable file system (TFS)
• Automatic train graph system (ATGS)
• Passenger information and display system (PIDS)
SOLID STATE INTERLOCKING (SSI)
Indian Railways with a large network, have approximately 130 RRI (Route Relay
Interlocking) and 1450 PI (Panel Interlocking) Installation. These systems require considerable time
in installations; require considerable space and a large no. of relays which makes
the system considerably complicated. With the advancement of computer and communication
technology it has become possible to incorporate the logic in Electronic Interlocking System
which is more compact and easy to adopt frequent changes. Various railways are slowly adopting
different types of Electronic Interlocking Systems (SSI) all over the world. Indian railways
also have installed Solid State Interlocking System.
Solid State Interlocking
System with object controller has additional advantage of reduced signaling cable requirement with
higher overall availability. Various Zonal Railways have already taken up replacement work of
existing interlocking system with Solid State Interlocking System.
ADVANTAGE OF SSI OVER RELAY INTERLOCKING
Approx. 60% reduction in relay used.
50% reduction in space required.
Initial commissioning and changes due to yard remodeling can be carried out in negligible
time i.e. less manpower for traffic management during blocks as well as less detention to
trains.
• 30% reduction in power consumption.
• Reduction in wiring and inter connections.
• Same equipment is suitable for AC electrified area.
• No relays are required for interlocking function. Only interface relays are required.
• No air –conditioning is required.
• SSI has got self-diagnostic features. Any failure in the system is located and
enunciated. Faulty module can be immediately replaced by spare module hence the down
time of installation is reduced.
• Reduction in no. of fuses.
• Less prone to short cut method, total system goes to shut down if point/ signal is even wrong
feed.
• Less possibility wiring fault.
• The conventional block and intermediate Block system circuit can be incorporated in the SSI
system circuitry.
• More reliability due to less relays and accessories.
• Less man power requirement due to high reliability components and self-diagnostic feature.
• More safety.
•
•
•
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Q.8. ih-,e-bZ- D;k gS\ ;g dc M~;w gksrk gS\ ;fn dksbZ O;fDr ih-,e-bZ- esa Qsy gks tk, rks
vki D;k djsx
a As
What is PME and when does it become due? What will you do with a person failing in
PME?
ANSPME stands for periodical Medical Examination. No staff can be booked if he is overdue
medical examination or is likely to be overdue. PME is conducted every 4 year till 45 years age,
every 2 yrs between 45 to 55 yrs and every year above 55.
PME is calculated by the current age, for example, if last PME was done at the age of 41, next
PME shall be at the age of 45. If last PME done at the age of 44, next PME shall be at the age of
45. If last PME done at the age of 44, next PME shall be at the age of 45. If last PME shall be at
the age of 45. If last PME done at the age of 53, next PME shall be at the age of 55. If last PME
done at the age of 54, next PME shall be at the age of 55.
Based on the vision test ( a part of PME), the crew may be required to correct their vision by
using Near Vision (NV), Distant Vision (DV) or Bi-focal spectacles. They are also required to
carry a spare pair of the prescribed spectacles. The records of PME done/due date are updated
along with correction of vision recommended in the medical certificate after crew passes the
PME. Crews failing to pass PME are not allowed to work on Running Duty and are de
categorized either permanently or Temporarily for period specified in the medical certificate.
After this period the crews are subjected to reevaluation.
On permanent de categorization, crews have to be redeployed in categories other than
running staff. On temporarily de categorization, crews are recommended for light duties or
stationary duty. After reevaluation crew may be permanently de categorized, asked to come
back again after some period or made fit for running duties.
Employees in A-one category who are suffering from Diabetes Mellitus can be declared
fit for the respective categories if Diabetes is controlled on diet and/or on Tab. Metformin (Oral
Hypoglycemic Drug) up to 2 gm/day only.
Periodic medical examination of such employee is to be conducted every year in
addition to regular follow up as per the advice of the treating physician. (RB L.No.2008/H/5/18
dated 20.5.11)

Q.9. jfuax LVkQ ds M~;Vw h rFkk jsLV ihfj;M ds fofHkUu izdkj ds D;k izkfs otu gS\a foLrkj ls
o.kZu dhft,A
What are the various provisions for duty and rest periods for the running staff?
ANSThe duty and rest periods for the running staff are as under :
• The running staff is classified as continuous and the duty period per week is 54 hours.
• The running duty at a stretch should not ordinarily exceed 10 hours from the time of train
departure.
Rest at Headquarter
• For duty less than 8 hours – 12 hours rest.
• For duty more than 8 hours – 16 hours rest.
The staff can, however, be called in breach of this limit in cases of accidents or breakdowns. All
the running staff while employed on duties, which provide for daily rest at Headquarters
including those employed on shunting operations. Suburban trains, ballast trains or working as
pilots etc. will not be eligible to the grant of liberalized Headquarters rest mentioned above.
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At Out Station
• For duty of 8 hours or more-8hours (staff may opt for 6 hours rest only).
• For duty less than 8 hours – 6 hours
As regard grant of periodic rest and rest at Hq or out station Rly board has decided that same
should be related to duty from the time of employee sign on till he sign off preceding such rest.
When duty is less than 5 hours then the minimum out station rest can be less than 6 hours
but not less than the total duty plus 1- hour.
Periodical and Compensatory Rest at HQ
• Four periods of 30 hours rest or five periods of 22 hours rest per month. This should be at
headquarters and should include a night in bed (between 22-06 hrs).
Away from HQ
• Staff should not be away from headquarters for more than 96 Hrs at a stretch.
Continuous Night Duty
• Continuous Night duty should not exceed more than 6 nights at a stretch.

Q.10. MªkbZoj fyad cukrs le; vki fdu dkj.kksa dk /;ku j[ksx
a ]s vki MªkbZolZ dh fjDok;jesVa dSls
fudkysx
a As
What factors will you consider during making link of driver and how will you find out
requirement of drivers?
ANSFollowing point should be kept in mind while preparing the driver’s links :1. Driver/Crew links are prepared by CPRC and got verified from Adjudication section.
Objective of crew links is to ensure optimum utilization of crews.
2. Check train timings from the latest time table.
3. Prepare links before promulgation of new time table.
4. Max. duty hours in any one trip should not exceed 10 hours.
5. Avg. duty hours in a fortnight should not exceed 104 hours.
6. Min. no. of rests in a month should be 5 of 22 hrs. or 4 of 30 hours including night in bed
from 22 hrs. to 6 hrs. from sign off to sign on.
7. Min. out of station rest in case less than 8 hrs. duty in the previous trip should be 6 hrs. from
sign off to sign on. In case duty is 8 hrs or more than 8 hrs., then 8 hrs. rest to be given. In
case of short trips of less than or equal to 5 hours, then duty performed plus 1 hrs. will be
sufficient.
8. Link having the max. earning Kilometer age should be worked by senior most drivers and so
on.
9. Separate links should be prepared for super fast trains such as Rajdhani/ Shatabdi Exp.
10. Chronic late running trains should be kept in view to avoid link failures.
Requirement of drivers:1. Running staff review should be carried out after every six months i.e. on 1st Jan. and Ist July
by SIO of the division.
2. Before preparing review, driver’s links of all the sheds should be got prepared and vetted by
ADJ branch.
3. Statement of avg. hours on road and no. of goods trains run during last six months for each
section should be duly approved by Sr. DOM/DOM.
4. Mail/Exp./Pass. Driver’s requirement to be worked on the basis of drivers/crew links.
5. 30% leave reserve and 10% trainee reserve should be demanded for this additional
requirement.
6. Shunters should be demanded @ 1 against 8 hrs. point. Rest giver should be demanded @ 1
for 6 shunters. Demand Leave reserve and trainee posts separately.
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7. Requirement of Diesel Assistants should be same as that of drivers
(Excluding motormen where no assistant driver is required).
8. Running staff review duly signed by Sr. DME/P should be put up to Sr. DAO for vetting.
9. Sr.DPO will issue circulars of revised sanction after accounts vetting and sanction of DRM.
10. The crew controllers should also be calculated @ 4 per lobby including rest giver and leave
reserve.
As per NCR JPO, based on RB L.No. 2008/TT-I/76/8 dated 23.10.2009.
1. Running staff review shall be carried out after every six months for the period from
April to September and October to March and to be completed by 31st December and
30th June respectively of each year.
2. Mail/Express/Passenger crew requirement should be worked on the basis of crew links,
Holiday specials run in peak season during period under review should also be taken into
consideration.
3. For Goods crews the requirement to be worked out at the rate of 6 crew for one freight
POL+30% leave reserve+10% trainee reserve=8.24 crew per POL. POL (Power on line)
consideration for calculation will be for the peak month of the period of review provision
for crew should be made separately for activities which can not be covered in POL
power plan e.g., DMT, PQRS running with de-rated powers not covered in POL, and
empty coaching rake running with mail powers etc.
4. Shunter’s requirement to be worked out @ 1 against 8 hrs. for each shunting pilot. Also
rest giver @ 1 for 6 shunters to be demanded. 30% leave reserve and 10% trainee reserve
to be de3manded separately.
5. Requirement of Assistants will be same as that of pilots.
6. Running supervisors review should also be made with staff review @1 loco inspector
against 25 loco pilots or 50 shunters. No rest giver allowed. Leave reserve 12.5%.
7. Running staff review duly signed by Sr. DME/Sr. DEE (in case of crew) or Sr. DOM (in
case of guard) should be put up to Sr. DFM for vetting.
8. After accounts vetting and formal approval of the DRM, the proposal should be sent to
HQ for further processing and sanction of GM. In HQ the sanction of GM should be
obtained preferably in 15 days.

Q.11. Mhty bZt
a u ds fy, Vªkalfe'ku D;ksa vko';d gS\ vkn'kZ Vªkalfe'ku ds D;k dk;Z gksus pkfg,A
Mhty yksdkseksVho esa iz;ksx gksus okys Vªkalfe'ku flLVe dk la{ksi esa o.kZu djsAa
Why transmission is necessary in diesel engine. What are the features of ideal
transmission? Describe briefly about the transmission system used in diesel locomotive.
ANSDiesel engines have some drawbacks, they are as follows so transmission is necessary in
diesel engine:
1. Diesel engine cannot start on its own. (You have to supply power from external source
for starting i.e., hand cranking, self starter, detonator, air motor etc.)
2. To start the engine you have to crank the engine at a particular speed known as starting
speed. It is 7 to 10% of rated speed.
3. Once the engine is started you cannot keep the engine running below a particular speed
known as low critical speed. It is 35 to 40% of rated speed. Definition of low critical speed: It is
the speed at which the engine can keep itself running along with its auxiliaries and accessories
without smoke and vibrations.
4. The engine cannot be allowed to run beyond a particular speed known as high critical speed.
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It is 112 to 115% of rated speed. The high critical speed is the speed at which the engine can
keep itself running without damaging itself due to thermal loading and centrifugal forces.
5. The Diesel engine is a constant torque engine for a particular fuel setting irrespective of its
speed. It can develop rated power at rated speed and fuel setting only.
6. The diesel engine is unidirectional.
7. To de-clutch power, you have to shut down the engine or a separate mechanism has to be
introduced.
What are the requirements of traction?
1. It requires high starting torque at zero speed so that the train can be started without jerk.
2. Once the train is started torque should, reduce quickly uniformly and speed should increase
with a quick acceleration factor.
3. The speed and torque characteristics should change automatically & uniformly depending on
the road requirements so that the power transmission is jerk free.
4. The speed transmission should be reversible with identical speed & torque characteristics
with easy reversibility in both the directions.
5. There should be a power declutching arrangement whenever required.
Features Of Ideal Transmission

1. It should be able to multiply the torque and reduce the speed to such a level that the train can
be started without a jerk.
2. Once train is started it would decrease the torque and increase the speed as required
automatically.
3. The torque & speed characteristics should be varied uniformly throughout the traction
depending on the road requirement so that power transmission is jerk free.
4. It should be capable of reversing the power transmission easily with identical torque & speed
characteristics on both directions.
5. It should be light, robust and occupy very little space.
6. It should be reliable and ask for minimum maintenance.
7. It should be approachable easily for maintenance and ask for low & minimum numbers of
consumable.
8. It should not transmit road shocks and vibrations to the engine.
9. It should have good efficiency, good utilization factor and good degree of transmission.
10. It should be capable of starting the engine if required.
11. It should be able to apply brakes if required
Types of Transmission
1. Mechanical Transmission,
a) Gear b) friction clutch c) belt and pulley d) chain and sprocket etc.
2. Hydraulic/Hydrodynamic Transmissions,
a) Fluid coupling b) Torque converter
3. Electrical Transmission,
a) D. C. electrical b) A.C./D.C. electrical c) A.C. electrical d) Linier motor etc.
4. Hydro static Transmission.
5. Hydro Mechanical/Suri Transmission.
6. Mech. Hydro Transmission.

Q.12. Mhty yksdkseksfVo dk ¶;wy vkW;y flLVe dk lfp= o.kZu djsAa esfa Vusal djrs le; ¶;wy
vkW;y flLVe ds fofHkUu daiksuVsa ~l dh VsfLVax rFkk fjis;j dk o.kZu dhft,A
Describe fuel oil system of Diesel Locomotive with the help of diagram. Describe repair &
testing procedure of different components of fuel oil system?
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ANSFuel Oil System
The fuel oil system is designed to introduce fuel oil into the engine cylinders at the correct
time, at correct high pressure, at correct quantity and correctly atomized. The system injects
into the cylinder correctly metered amount of fuel in highly atomized form at a stipulated time
in the four stroke cycle operation of the engine. High pressure of fuel is required for lifting the
nozzle valve and penetration of fuel into the pressurized combustion chamber. High pressure
also helps in proper atomization so that the small droplets come in better contact with the fresh
air in combustion chamber and thus have better combustion. Metering the fuel to correct
required quantity is important because the locomotive engine is a variable speed and variable
load engine with variable requirement of fuel within a particular range. Timing the injection of
fuel is also important to enable fuel to burn completely for maximum benefit out of it.
The fuel oil system may be discussed in two portions separately, although both are a part of
an integrated system: (i) Fuel feed system
(ii) Fuel injection system

FUEL FEED SYSTEM
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The fuel feed system includes the following: (1) Fuel oil tank
(2) Fuel primary filter
(3) Fuel transfer pump / fuel booster pump
(4) Fuel relief valve
(5) Secondary filter
(6) Fuel regulating valve
(7) Fuel oil header
The fuel feed system provides the backing up support to the fuel injection pumps by
maintaining steady supply of fuel for them at a pressure of 3.00 Kg/cm sq.- 3.6 Kg/cm sq. so that
the fuel pumps in turn can meter and deliver the oil to the cylinders at correct pressure and time.
FUNCTIONING OF FUEL FEED SYSTEM
The fuel booster pump or transfer pump is switched on and the pump starts sucking oil from the
fuel oil tank, filtered through the primary filter. Because of variable consumption by the engine,
the delivery pressure of the pump may raise increasing load on the pump and its drive motor.
When the rate of consumption of fuel by the engine is low, the relief valve ensures the safety of the
components by releasing load, by-passing the excess pressure back to the tank. Then oil passes
through the paper type secondary filter and proceeds to the left side fuel header. The fuel header is
connected to eight numbers of fuel injection pumps on the left bank of the engine, and a steady oil
supply is maintained to the pumps at a pressure of 3.6-kg/cm. Sq. Then the fuel oil passes on to the
right side header and reaches the eight fuel injection pumps on the right bank through jumper pipes.
The regulating valve remaining after the right side fuel header, takes care of excess pressure over
3.6 kg/cm. sq by by-passing the extra oil back to the tank. A gauge connection is taken from here
leading to the driver's cabin for indicating the fuel oil feed pressure. Thus the fuel feed system
keeps fuel continuously available to the fuel injection pumps, which the pumps may use or refuse
depending on the demand of the engine.
Fuel Injection Nozzle Inspection And Maintenance
The criteria for good nozzle are good atomization, correct spray pattern and no leakage or
dribbling. Before a nozzle is put to test the assembly must be rinsed in fuel oil, nozzle holes cleaned
with wire brush and spray holes cleaned with steel wire of correct thickness.
Spray Pattern
Spray of fuel should take place through all the holes uniformly and properly atomized.
While the atomization can be seen through the glass jar, an impression taken on a sheet of blotting
paper at a distance of 1 to 1 ½ inch also gives a clear impression of the spray pattern.
Spray Pressure
The stipulated correct pressure at which the spray should take place 3900-4050 psi for new
and 3700-3800 psi for reconditioned nozzles. If the pressure is down to 3600 psi the nozzle needs
replacement. The spray pressure is indicated in the gauge provided in the test machine. Shims are
being used to increase or decrease the tension of nozzle spring which increases or decreases the
spray pressure
Dribbling
There should be no loose drops of fuel coming out of the nozzle before or after the
injections. In fact the nozzle tip of a good nozzle should always remain dry. The processes of
checking dribbling during testing are by having injections manually done couple of times quickly
and check the nozzle tip whether leaky. Raising the pressure within 100 psi of set injection
pressure and holding it for about 10 seconds may also give a clear idea of the nozzle dribbling, if
any.
The reasons of nozzle dribbling are 1) Improper pressure setting 2) Dirt stuck up between the
valve and the valve seat 3) Improper contact between the valve and valve seat 4) Valve sticking
inside the valve body.
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Nozzle Chatter
The chattering sound is a sort of cracking noise created due to free movement of the nozzle
valve inside the valve body. If the chatter is not proper then chances are that the valve is not
moving freely inside the nozzle.
Nozzle Leak Off Rate
A very minute portion of the oil inside the nozzle passes through the clearance between the
valve and the valve body for the purpose of lubrication. Excess clearance between them may cause
excess leak off, thus reducing the amount of fuel actually injected.
The processes of checking the leak off rate is by creating pressure in the nozzle up to 3500
psi and hold the pressure till it drops to 1000 psi. The drop of pressures is due to the leak off and
higher the leak off rate the pressure drop is quicker. In the event of the leak off time recorded below
stipulation the nozzle valve and the valve body have to be changed for excessive wear and
clearance between them.

Other maintenance jobs required to be done on the nozzle assembly are the following:
-

1)

Checking Of Nozzle Valve Lift
The valve and the valve seat are surface hardened components. Any attempt to work them
beyond the hardened surface is restricted. The amount of wear on the valve face and the seat is
measured with the help of a dial gauge and the process is known as checking of valve lift.
2)
Grinding Of Valve and the Valve Seat
The nozzle and the valve need grinding if wear has taken place to disturb proper bearing between
them. This should be done with utmost care to avoid loss of hardened surface more than actually
required. The grinding of valve face is done on a specially designed machine at the recommended
angle. A cast iron arbor is first ground to the recommended angle and then used as a tool for
grinding the valve seat. The valve and the seat must have proper line contact between them to
ensure perfect sealing and prevent dribbling of nozzle. Lapping may be necessary to achieve better
line contact after grinding. It is also necessary to check the nozzle valve lift after grinding of valve
and the seat to make sure that the assembly has not reached condemning limits. The use of a
special type of flash light known as optician’s torch is recommended for inspection of the nozzle
valve seat. The arbor once used for grinding a nozzle valve seat should not be reused for grinding
another valve seat without being reground itself to proper angle.

Q.13. 6lhMh 4;wlh ,Dliz's kj dh ofdZx
a dk la{ksi esa o.kZu djsAa ,Dliz's kj ;wfuV esa lkekU;r% D;k&D;k
[kjkfc;k¡ gksrh gS]a rFkk budks nwj djus ds fy, vki D;k mik; djsx
a As
Explain the working of 6CD4UC expresser in brief. What type of defects are normally
noticed in an expresser unit? What remedial measures will you take to avoid such failures?
ANSThe expresser consists of the following components:
• Crank case
• Crank shaft
• Four nos. of exhauster cylinders with cylinder heads.
• One LP compressor cylinder With cylinder head
• One HP cylinder with cylinder head
• Six nos. of pistons with connecting rods, including one LP, one HP and four exhausters.
• .Lube oil pump.
Each of two crankshaft journals supports three connecting rods. The crankshaft is supported at the
both ends by double row ball bearings. Outside the ball bearings are located oil seals to prevent the
leakage of oil from inside the crankcase and air from outside into it.
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Working of Exhauster
The pressure differential between the available pressure in the vacuum train pipe and inside the
exhauster cylinders open the inlet valve and air from vacuum train pipe is drawn into the exhauster
cylinders during suction stroke. In the next stroke of the piston, the air is compressed and forced
out through the discharge valve while the inlet valve remains closed. The VA-I control valve helps
in maintaining the vacuum to requisite level. Each of the exhauster cylinders is having two inlet
and two discharge valves.
Compressor
It is two stage compressors with one LP and one HP cylinder. After suction of air through a wire
mesh filter, III stage of compression is done in LP cylinder. The air is then delivered to a discharge
manifold at a pressure of30-35psi. Working of valves is similar to those of exhauster i.e., open or
close automatically under differential air pressure. The air is then passed through an inter-cooler to
increase volumetric efficiency. The inter-cooler is an air-to-air cooler when pressed air is passed
through the element tubes and it by atmospheric air blown on the outside fins by a fan on the
expresser crankshaft. An inter cooer safety valve at 60 psi is provided after the intercooler as a pre
against high pressure developed in the intercooler defects of valves. Air then enters HP cylinder
and pressed to a pressure of 135-140psi. After cooling through a set of coiled tubes below the loco
superstructure before sending the air to air-reservoir. To avoid the compressor running hot due to
overloading and also to avoid wastage of engine horse power, arrangements are provided to unload
the compressor when a particular pressure is reached. The compressor cylinders are not required to
compressor the air beyond 10 Kg/Cm2, so it stops loading MR pressure reaches this limit. The MR
pressure r falls due to normal consumption and leakages.'
Reaches 8 Kg/Cm2. it resumes loading. The processing and unloading is achieved through un
loader and NS-16 air governor.
Lubrication
It is having a separate lubricating system independent lube oil system of the engine. SAE-40 is
filled in 21 lts capacity sump. The sump oil is sucked through a strain screen by a gear type pump
under hung from the crank journal 7 driven through sprocket and chain. The oil is circulated to the
journal bearings at a pressure between L 60psi. It also lubricates the small end bush of the
connecting rods and the cylinder liners. A connection is taken from the pump housing to the stem
valve, lift of which indicates adequacy of oil pressure. A relief valve is also provided to release oil
pressure in case the pressure in the system beyond its usual limit.
Expresser crankcase vacuum
The expresser crankcase must have some vacuum vent oil throw through the exhaust by preventing
development of pressure in the crankcase. The vacuum in crankcase is maintained by connecting it
to the vacuum pipe to crankcase vacuum maintaining valve. A differential of 5” vacuum is
considered ideal. It is advisable to take ex~ for attention, once the crankcase vacuum drops below
5”
The expresser is failed or require attention due to following defects: - .
• MR pressure not building up.
• Excessive oil throws.
• Expresser running red hot. MR pressure fluctuating.
• Excessive leakage.
• Needle valve not lifting up.
• Intercooler safety valve blowing
The above defects crop-up in the expresser due to the following reasons:
• Low lube oil pressure due to defective pump and excessive wear of crankshaft journal.
• Breakage of drive chain.
• Defective relief valve.
• Choking of strainer.
• Excessive wear of piston rings or liners.
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• Excessive wear of wrist pin.
• Breakage of piston or connecting rod.
• Working out of balance weights studs.
• Excessive carbonization of discharge valve.
• Breakage of valve plates or springs resulting in defective inlet or discharge valve.
• Working out of Discharge valve nut and studs.
Bursting of intercooler tubes.
Defective intercooler safety valve.
Breakage or bending of UN loader plunger prongs resulting in continuous loading.
.
Working out of HP discharge pipe.
Defective NS-16 air governor.
'Breakage or dirtiness of green glass filter.
Leakage from oil seal.
• Foundation bolts worked out due to slackness, excessive vibrations or improper alignment.
• Leakage from various pipes and joints
• Defective oil pressure indicator or needle valve due to damage to '0' ,ring or less piston travel or
piston sticking or leakage of oil from body casting, thus giving false indication of less lube oil
pressure to the crew.
Take following steps during maintenance to avoid failures of various components of expresser:
1. Check exhauster vacuum on the test stand after overhaul.
2. Lap the expresser on test stand before fitment on locomotive for a period of minimum 8 hrs.
3. Carry out expresser alignment correctly - axial and angular.
4. Check liner of LP, HP and exhauster during every HY Schedule. Replace if required.
5. Record expresser sump vacuum and LOP in each schedule and maintain in a graphical form.
Record LOPS in hot condition. In case of vacuum less than 15", attention to HP and LP piston,
piston rings and liner to be given on programmed basis. Examine expresser seal for proper functioning. In case of low lube oil pressure, adequate attention to lube oil pump and crank shaft bearing
be given. Excessive clearance between pump body and crankshaft will also result in lower LOP. The
lube oil should be maintained at 3.5 KglCm2 in higher notches and 1.7 KglCm2 in idle.
6. For avoiding false indication of needle valve not lifting up owing to choking of the orifice, clean
Orifice, strainer and engine sump properly during monthly schedule.
7. Change needle valve '0' Ring during every monthly schedule. Perished '0' Ring of expressor /
compressor will reduce the lube oil pressure.
8. Overhaul relief valve of express or/compressor during every monthly schedule. Leaky relief valve
or relief valve set at a low pressure will reduce lube oil pressure.
9. Dirty gauge glass may result in inadequate topping of lube oil in expresser sump causing seizure
of expresser. No locomotive is allowed to leave shed with dirty gauge in which expresser oil level is
not visible.
10. Procure HP discharge pipe from OEMs and change it in the yearly schedule. The pipes are
working out from flange due to worn out thread of pipe or due to welding. Proper procedure of
alignment to be adopted.
11. All expresser clamps should be provided. Improper clamping may result in leakage of MR
pressure/poor creation of vacuum.
12. Overhaul LP and HP discharge valve of Compressor/ Expresser during T I Schedule of Goods
locos and after 10 days of Mail locos.
13. While replacing the valves of Expresser/Compressor, annealing/replacement of copper gasket to
be done.
14. Over torque of valve guide may cause breakage of cylinder head valve seat and other
consequential damages. Correct torque to be carried out.
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15. During overhauling, valve studs of less than 0.375"should not be fitted at the time of assembling
of the valve.
16. Although the condemning thickness of the valve plate is 0.038", no valve plate less than 0.040"
thickness should be used to avoid breakage of plates. Valve plates should be lapped properly before
fitment.
17. No loco be allowed to leave shed with loose cap of Compressor/Expresser.
18. Overhaul AC governor during every QL Y schedule.
19. Ensure correct loading and unloading of compressor/expresser. Unloading time should not be
less than loadding time. The range should be 8-10 Kg/Cm2.
20. Ensure during every trip schedule that there is no leakage of MR pressure. MR pressure leakage
will keep the compressor/expresser on loading most of the time causing heating up
compressor/expresser.
21. Ensure that green glass filter is properly cleaned. Drain out the filter in every schedule.
22. Check in every trip schedule that inter cooler safety valve is properly tightened
23. New piston rings should be subjected to dimensional checks, light leakage test, axial distortion
test, Tension test, chemical composition, hardness and microstructure test.
24. Subject pistons to Zyglo testing, besides dimensional checks, scoring and pitting marks.
25. Provide discharge valve nuts with locative solution to prevent its working out.
26. Examine Lube oil chains for slackness in every monthly schedule.

Q.14. okWYo Vkbfeax Mk;xzke ls vki D;k le>rs gS\a Vw LVªkWd rFkk Qksj LVªkWd ds fy, bldk o.kZu
dhft,
What do you understand about valve timing diagram? Explain valve timing diagram of 2
stroke and 4 stroke engine?
ANSValve Timing- Two Stroke Cycle
Just before the TDC, the fuel injection starts and the power stroke begins just after the TDC. After
the piston has moved down partly, and the crank is at a position of 106O from the TDC, or 74O from
the BDC, the exhaust valves pen allowing the exhaust to escape. With the escape of the part of
exhaust gas, the pressure in the combustion chamber falls. By this time the piston has gone further
down, and when the crank comes to 45O before TDC, the piston uncovers inlet port on the sides,
and scavenging air finds access into the cylinders and tries to push out the exhaust gases. This
process continues up to 45O after the BDC. Thus for a period of 90O, both exhaust valves and the
inlet ports remain open. After 45O after the BDC, the inlet ports close, but the exhaust ports still
remain open. At this time, the lower port of the combustion chamber is full of fresh air, and the
upper port is filled with a mixture of burnt gas and air. With further movement of piston in the
upward stroke, the piston has moved further, bringing the crank to about 61O after the BDC, and the
exhaust valves close. The trapped gas contains mostly pure air, and compression takes place. While
compression is taking place at about 23O before the TDC, the fuel is injected at a high pressure
against hot compressed air. The firing starts with peak pressure being reached just after the TDC.
From the above, it is seen that in the first or downward stroke, this type of engine, following takes
placeA Combustion of fuel, giving power, forcing the piston to go down.
B exhaust of the burnt gas starts at 106O after TDC or 74O before BDC.
C scavenging and inlet of fresh air starts at 45O before BDC.
Therefore, only a part of the downward stroke is power stroke, and the rest is taken up by the
exhaust and scavenging. Similarly, in the upward stroke, the following takes place.
A inlet of fresh air
B discharge of balance of burnt gas
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C compression of trapped air
D fuel injection into the compressed hot air.
Valve timing diagram - 4 stroke cycle:
As already stated this type of engine needs four strokes of piston or two revolutions of the crank to
cover all the events of the cycle Though, superficially it appears that each of the stroke is distinctly
for one major event but in actual practice it is not quite so. These events sometimes
overlap
between two strokes for better performance.
At the later part of the exhaust stroke when the piston is still moving upwards with exhaust valve
already open, the inlet valve opens at 63O48' before the TDC. The supercharged air at about 1.5
kg/cm2, above the atmospheric pressure reaches through the inlet valves and pushes out the burnt
gas. This process continues up to 60o after TDC when the exhaust valve closes.

Valve Timing Diagram of WDM2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INLET Valve Open
- 630 48’ Before TDC
INLET Valve Close
- 290 40’ After BDC
Period of Compression - 1500 20’
Spill Cutoff
- 250 30’ Before TDC
Fuel Injection Starts
- 180 15’ Before TDC
Injection Lag
- 070 15’
Termination of Injection - 140 45’ After TDC
Exhaust Valve Open
- 410 28’ Before BDC
Exhaust Valve Close - 600 After TDC
Period of Exhaust
- 2810 28’
Over Lap Period
- 1230 48’

Q.15. Øsd
a 'kkW¶V esu fo;fjax dh ijQkjesal dks izHkkfor djus okys dkSu ls dkjd gSAa budks nwj djus
ds fy, ejEer ds le; dkSu lh fof/k viukuh pkfg,A
What are the factors affecting the performance of the crank shaft main /bearing and what are
the various maintenance aspects to be followed to avoid their failures?
ANSSince inception of diesel traction, an early failure of crank shaft or main bearing has been
considered a blot on the performance of diesel sheds/workshops. Crank shaft of ALCO locomotives
though working under extreme condition of bending and tensional stresses are capable of giving
more than 36 years of trouble free service provided essential maintenance practices are adhered to.
Factors affecting performance of crank shaft
I. Variation in peak firing pressures:
The maximum variation in firing pressures between the two cylinders is permitted only to the
extent of 80 psi. Any variation beyond this limit in peak firing pressures may lead to failure of
crank shafts in torsional mode since it is bound to result in to unbalanced cyclic forces coming on to
the crank shaft.
2. Reverse bending stresses due to the bearing bore being out of line:
Crank shaft, whose-main journals are not out of line, is only subjected to static bonding stresses
which are considered completely harmless for the crankshaft. A bearing bore which is out of line
means that the crank shaft is subjected to dynamic stresses. The stresses caused by forced
deformation can be considerable and rapidly load to bonding fatigue stress fracture. At the same
time bearings are subjected to high stresses which often damage them. Even if the bores are offset
by few tenths of millimeters. This must be considered critical.
3. Reverse bending stresses caused by bearing seizures and worn bearings:
A melted or worn bearing has a similar effect to that of an offset bearing bore. With the support
gone. the bending stresses immediately grow to several times the normal values. The melted iron
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bearing no longer supports the crank. Shaft but the combustion compression and inertia forces
continue to work on the shaft to the same extent. The fillet radii are subjected to loads twice as high
as usual and are. Therefore, no longer fatigue resistant. Once the fatigue en. Durance limit has been
reached the incipient crack occurs at the point which under the greatest stress.
4. Fatigue crack developing due to deep abrasion marks silica build up in lube oil:
Scoring marks are caused on the crankshaft due to abrasive action of silica present in lubricating
oil. Such scoring marks may get developed in course of time and act as local stress raisers and can
be the starting point for the development of fatigue crack. The silica build up in oil is restricted by
the replacement of lube oil filters on condition basis and also by maintaining in take air filtration in
efficient order.
5. Condition of vibration damper:
It should be ensured that the clearances as stipulated in ALCO MI for vibration damper are
maintained. Periodical check may be done to examine for the free movement of the outer ring.
Improperly maintained vibration damper may load to the failure of engine crankshaft in tensional
mode.
6. Engine Lubrication
Importance of lubrication in high out diesel engine cannot be over-emphasized. Various
instructions regarding lubrication system of locomotives are given in ALCO MI. Neglect of any of
these instructions always result in catastrophic failure. Following points need special attention:
Lube Oil Pump
Indifferent maintenance of unsatisfactory initial manufacture of lube oil pump can cause
inadequate pressure build up in lube oil system. Some of the causes, which lead to drop in
performance of pump are:a. Leakage
b. Wear
c. Gear back lash
d. Gear alignment
With induction of modified lube oil problem of lube and in adequate oil pressure has been
mitigated to enlarge extent. It is to be ensured that all locos are provided with modified lube oil
pump. .
Correct cutting of relief and regulating valve
Setting of lube oil relief and regulating valve be carried out as under ;
Relief valve Regulating valve
Loco with AI. Piston
105-110 psi 75-85psi
Loco with steel cap piston Lube Oil Filters 130-135psi
80-90psi
In use lube oil filters get progressively choked with trapped contaminants. The pressure drop
across filters keeps on increasing. Filters cannot be allowed to remain in service beyond the
differential pressure (across the filters) of 1.4 K&, Cm1, Though rise in differential pressure
depends to a large extent can utilization of locos, load factors, condition of engine and oil, it may
be generally stated that rise in differential pressure across the filter is fairly rapid once it exceeds
1.2 kglcm1Clogging of filters is also very rapid when loco run with worn cylinder liners. Since the
lube oil system has been provided with bye-pass arrangement across the filters, in case choked
filters bye-pass valve. Opens and allows the oil to circulate through the same system in unfiltered
condition. Thus, if choked filters are allowed to remain in service, serious damage to bearing is
inevitable.
Bye-Pass Valve
Bye-pass valve is set for 1.4 Kglcm2 differential pressures across the filter. In usage, carbon and
gummy varnish may deposit inside bye pass valve and should be removed by using suitable
solvents. Test of bye pass valve on test stand is very important. Bye pass valve should open only at
the specified pressure. The early opening of bye pass valve is very dangerous as it can cause
scoring of the bearing. In case of late opening, less lube oil pressure and starvation results in over
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heating of the main bearing wear and damage of the cylinder liner and overheating of piston.
Turbo bearings are also seriously affected by low oil pressure, as these are located towards the end
of lube oil circuit.
Lube oil coolers
Neglect of lube oil coolers results in loss of oil and scarcity and hence oil pressure. Extent
instructions regarding cleaning of waterside and oil side of the cooler are to be followed to ensure
trouble free service. No more than 7 tubes ‘are to be plugged at any time in any cooler. Lube oil
temperature under full load condition and normal working temperature of cooling water is a good
indication of efficiency of lube oil cooler. The lube oil temperature should, therefore, be observed
and recorded at regular interval.
Lube oil strainer
Checking of lube oil strainer should not be left to the lowest level. If the strainer screen is plugged
with carbon it should be considered an indication of high blow by through worn piston rings.
Clogging by sludge shows that filter by pass valve is open. Presence of copper particles in the lube
oil strainer is an indication of bearing troubles or failure, Whenever this is found main and can rod
bearing are to be examined. Chromium and aluminum particles indicate wear and damage to liners
Piston rod. Blockage of strainer would normally arise when oil is by passing the filters or filters
are sub-standard or have been damaged. To avoid disastrous results, choked strainers call for
detailed investigation.
Lower gasket of strainer is to be replaced regularly. Similarly, no loco should be allowed to leave
the shed without strainer springs. These springs cause proper seating of the strainer on bottom
gasket and do not allow unfiltered oil to pass to the main bearings in case lube oil filters are
choked and bypass valve operates.
Low Oil Pressure Switch (LOPS)
LOPS setting in EG/EDC governors locos is generally kept at 1.8 Kg/cm2.1t is to be noted that
LOPS setting protects the engine only against extremely low pressure. The normal steady idling
pressure should, however, be 2.5 kglcm2 or more.
Spectrographic Analysis
Spectrographic analysis is not receiving as much importance as it is desirable for proper
monitoring of engine condition. It is important that oil sampling is done correctly.
7. Engine Block Maintenance
Meticulous checking of engine block during POH, checking of saddle sectarians, main bearing
bores, taper, horizontal misalignment, and vertical misalignment is of great significance. Mandrel
ling of engine block during POH is essential. Checking of engine block becomes more important
when loco has been involved in any of the following accident failure
i. Crank case explosion
ii. Failure of piston and other power assembly’s
iii. Collision
iv. Earlier history of main bearing seizure or crank shaft breakage
In the above-mentioned situation, engine block is subjected to a very high stress; distortion bearing
bore and misalignment should be expected in such cases.
Rectification of bearing bore if carried out in shops is to be done in most meticulous manner,
prescribed surface finish for main bearing bore being 2S RMS Micro inch or better .Besides,
checking of engine block thorough check of crankshaft on a surface table during POH is of vital
importance.
8. Expresser Fitment
While carrying out "the expresser alignment, if nut to nut distance and hub to hub distance (
Between fast coupling and expresser coupling) are not kept within the prescribed limits of 5/16" to
9/16" and 11/8” to 13/8" respectively, it can lead to seizure of thrust bearing no. 9.
9. Main Generator Alignment
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In case deflection of crankshaft Le. Alignment of Main Generator/Alternator with engine
crankshaft is not within the" prescribed limit of .0008" max. (.00!6" total indicated run out), then
bearing may seize due to overloading.
"10. Engine Block Shifting
In case the engine block is shifted due to some accident Collision and the correct alignment is
done, it may lead to main bearing failures.
11. Elongation
If the elongation of main bearing studs and connecting rod bearing bolts is not carried out to the
prescribed limits of .040" and 0.015" respectively it may lead to main and connecting rod bearing
failures. It may be noted that there may still be some blocks of 0.030" and there would be
connecting rods of 0.020" for which elongation value would change accordingly.
12. Water Contamination
Repeated water contamination in lube oil may lead to main and connecting rod failures. In case of
water contamination, critical main bearings no. 2,3 and 7 may be checked. If any one of the
bearing ~hells found worn out, all main bearings should be examined.
"
13. Fuel Dilution
Normally the viscosity of new lube oil is 165cst. Lube oil should be replaced when the viscosity
reaches +_25% of 165cst. In some cases, when the viscosity reaches 60-70cst due to heavy fuel
dilution because of nozzle tip breakage, heavy dribbling worn injectors. Inadequate compression
pressure or any other reasons, the lube oil is changed. In such a case, the critical main bearings
should be examined invariably.
14. Over speeding
Repeated over speeding may affect main and connecting rod bearings. In GE governor locos, OST
is set by increasing the RPM through SAR3 but in Woodward governor, sometimes the setting is
done by pressing the rack manually with a bar .In the event of excessive pressing of rack, RPM
increases tl 1250-1300 and can damage main and connecting rod bearings. In Woodward governor
locos, OST is to be set solenoids of W/W governor or by a clamp for lifting power piston.
15. Presence of Cotton waste.
Some foreign material like cotton waste or cloth piece left in the main bearing during examination
may lead to its seizure,
16. 'S' pipes
The leakage form’s' pipe or its nut may cause main bearing failure. 'S' pipes should be checked in
position visually during monthly schedule and after removal during IOH/PO schedules.
17. Piston damage
Piston gets damaged due to :
. Dropping of valve or valve seat insert.
. Inadequate Clearance between piston and liner due to sleeve not of proper size and liner outer dia
not machine as per requirement.
. Working out of stretch bolts of steel cap piston.
•
Presence of cracks in piston due to not examined properly, during Zyglo test.
After breakage of piston, the gudgeon pin works out an~1 connecting rod gets free causing damage
to crankshaft and engine block.
I8. Incorrect size of Connecting Rod split pin
The incorrect size of the connecting rod split pin may results in working out or breaking of the
split pin, which may further lead to loosening of connecting rod bolts and consequential damage to
crankshaft counter weigh crankshaft and engine block.
19. Split Gear
Crankshaft is also damaged due to widening of key groove of split gear and crankshaft. Such cases
normally occur o~' locos having inadequate contact area between crankshaft and split gear. The
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contact area should be almost 100%.
20. Valve lock
The dropping of inlet and exhaust valves may ultimately lead to damage to crankshaft. It occurs
due to very less or no gap between the two halves of the valve locks. The gap must be checked in
every monthly schedule.
21. Oil Catcher Bolts
Slackening of oil catcher bolts and cracks in crankshaft webs' may lead to crankshaft failures.
These aspects must be checked during yearly schedule.
Important Maintenance Aspects Of Main Bearing
, Main bearing caps are not interchangeable. These should not be mixed up. .
Bearing shells should be discarded when any of the following conditions exist.
Evidence of fatigue failure as evidence by localized damage of the bearing lining.
Embedded foreign particles.
Overlay worn through to point where intermediate layer can be seen.
P- Circumferential grooves exposing intermediate layer.
Erosion of running layer.
If a bearing is removed, examined and found satisfactory for reuse, it must be reapplied to its
original position. Under no circumstances the used bearing is ever applied to other than its original
position.
Examine the shells for nicks and burrs on back and inner surface of the bearings.
Other points to be considered to avoid failures are :
Steel cap pistons must have '1/2." rifle whole connecting rod bolts.
Ensuring proper and adequate lapping after a major schedule or after replacement of
main/connecting Rod bearing, or power assembly.
Check for free height of connecting Rod bolt and main bearing stud.
.
• Adequate attended to piston and connecting rod during Zyglo test.
• Checking of parallelism of connecting rod on the fixture. . Tapping of piston lifting hole to
remove carbon beforeremoval and fitment of piston.
• Measure exhausts gas temperatures at the outlet of each cylinder head and at turbo inlet
during every HY schedule. In case of excessive exhaust gas temperature, give attention to
Compression pressure, Fuel Injection System, Inlet Air, After cooler and Power Assembly.

Q.16. okVj dwfyax flLVe dh iz's kjkbZt's ku dk laf{kIe esa o.kZu djsAa blds D;k ykHk gS\a bldh ejEer ds
fy, D;k vko';drk,¡ gS\a
Describe briefly the pressurization of water cooling system. What are its advantages? What
are its maintenance requirements?
ANSCooling water system of WDM2 locomotives has been designed marginally. Often,
temperature of cooling water rises above the permissible temperature, resulting in · Hot Engine’.
During summer season, a large number of failures of these locomotives take place on this account.
Pressurization of cooling water system is introduced on WDM2 locos to overcome this problem.
Pressurization of cooling water system envisages a closed system in which water vapor gets
accumulated. Accumulation of water vapors causes pressurization on water surface. To avoid
formation of excessive pressure, a spring-loaded valve is provided which opens the system to atmosphere as soon as pressure of the system reaches a pre set value of 0.5 KglCm2. When engine is not
running for a long time, condensation of vapors takes place, causing a fall in pressure. It may also
result in dropping of pressure below atmospheric pressure. To avoid dropping of pressure to a very
low level, an anti-vacuum release valve is provided which opens the system to atmosphere as
pressure of the system falls to 0.7 KglCm2 - below atmospheric pressure. Both the above valves are
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fitted on one pressure cap assembly. The cap has been made of non-ferrous material to avoid
corrosion.
Existing water filling hole located in the front expansion tank is blocked. In the rear expansion tank,
the pressure cap assembly is connected to the extended overflow pipe of the expansion tank. Water
is required to be filled by opening the pressure cap. To avoid loss of pressure cap assembly on run, a
chain has been provided between steel plate and the cap. Hot engine setting on all locos provided
with pressurized cooling water cooling system is also increased to 94°C from 85oC.
Benefits of Pressurization
• By pressurization of water, the boiling point is elevated. With an increase of 0.5 KglCm2, the
boiling point increases to 110°C from l00oC. Therefore the setting of hot engine alarm can be
increased proportionately and the capacity of cooling the engine can be enhanced.
• Since the pressurization envisages a closed system, evaporation losses of cooling water in such a
system will get reduced drastically. Therefore, drivers and maintenance staff will not be forced to
add untreated or raw water to make good evaporation losses. Hence, bad effects of adding raw
water on cooling - efficiency of system and life of various components can be avoided.
• Cavitational erosion on cylinder liners is generally caused due to sudden bursting of small vapor
bubbles on cylinder liner walls. These vapor bubbles start forming in water jacket at a much lower
temperature than the boiling point. Pressurization of cooling water and increasing boiling
temperature of water reduces the tendency of SI bubble formation and hence cavitational erosion
drastically, hence increasing the life of cylinder liners.]
• Siphoning of cooling water will also gets eliminated due to adoption of pressurization of cooling
water system

Q.17. ,d Mhty bZt
a u dh ¶;wy daVªky
s flLVe dk lqxe Mk;kxzke cukdj foLr`r o.kZu dhft,A
Describe fuel control system of a diesel engine with the help of a diagram?
ANS-

In an automobile engine the power is controlled by the amount of fuel/air mixture applied to the
cylinder and then applied to the cylinder. The mixture is mixed outside the cylinder and then
applied by a throttle valve. In a diesel engine the amount of air applied to cylinder is constant so
power is regulated by varying the fuel input the fine spray of oil injected into each cylinder has to
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be regulated to achieve the amount of power required. Regulation is achieved by varying the fuel
sent by the fuel pumps to the injectors. The control arrangement is shown in the diagram above:The amount of fuel being applied to the cylinders is varied by altering the effective delivery rate of
the piston in the injector’s pumps. Each injector has its own pump, operated by an engine –driven
cam and the pumps are aligned in arrow so that they can be well adjusted together. The adjustment
is done by a toothed rack (called the fuel rack) acting on toothed section of the pump mechanism.
As the fuel rack moves so the toothed section of the pump rotates and provides a drive to move the
pump piston inside the pump. Moving the piston round alters the size of the channel available
inside the pump for the fuel to pass through to the injector delivery pipe.
The fuel rack can be moved either by the driver operating the power controller in the cab or by the
governor. If the driver asks for the power the control rod moves the fuel rack to set the pistons to
allow more fuel to the injectors. The engine will increase power and the governor will monitor
engine speed to ensure it does not go above the predetermined limit. The limits are fixed by
springs limiting the weight movement

Q.18. Ykksdks Oghy fMLd dh [kir dks vki dSls de dj ldrs gS\a o.kZu djsaA
How will you reduce consumption of wheel disk. Describe in detail
ANSFollowing steps should be taken to reduce the consumption of wheel disc:•
The tendency to merely machine the wheels and return to service in case of locos having biased
wear should be curbed. Investigation to establish the correct cause of biased wear should be carried
out with special emphasis to the following aspects:o Axle box lateral wear liners set wrongly
o Bogie frame lateral wear liners set wrongly
o Bogie misalignment
o Excessive lateral clearance
o Brake block rubbing on wheel flange due to shifting.
•
Reversal of loco bogie- Track point track at specific terminal may be used for reversing such
locos, to avoid biased wear. Bogies should be interchanged where reversal on triangle is not
possible.
•
Whenever tyre turning is necessitated due to biased wear or skidded wheel, the particular
defective wheel set should be replaced with a matching sized wheel set rather than machining all the
wheels of the loco to the lower size.
•
The brake gear on the locomotive should be maintained properly so that the brake blocks do
not rub/ride on the wheel flange necessitating frequent tyre turning.
•
Alignment of brake hanger bracket on bogie frame during POH of locomotive should be
ensured. The practicing of reversing the brake head followed by some of the sheds should be
discontinued as it increases the offset in the centre line of brake head.4mm thick MS washer may be
inserted in the hanger assembly to enable the brake head assembly to move away from the flange.
•
100% pins. Bushes and liners associated with truck frames as well as brake gear equipment
should be renewed 3 yearly schedules and POH.
•
The air brake system on the loco should be maintained properly so that the skidding of wheel
does not take place. Every case of skidded wheel should be thoroughly investigated and corrective
action on the loco/entire fleet should be taken on priority as warranted. The drivers should also be
educated in correct driving practices to avert cases of wheel skidding.
•
The drivers should be monitored to make use of dynamic brakes. It should be ensured that all
of the loco have fully functional dynamic/rheostat brakes.
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•
Whenever tyre running is necessitated it should be ensured that minimum machining cut is
taken to obtain maximum possible life of wheel discs.
•
All sheds and shops must switch over to wear adopted profile, if not already done. This is
necessary to eliminate tread wear.
•
The limits of root wear at which wheels should be re profiled should be scientifically fixed by
each shed. A wear of 3.3 mm to 4.0 mm is however considered as optimal level as a thumb rule for
the purpose of withdrawing locos for wheel re-profiling.
•
Frequent check must be made to ensure that brake blocks used are as per the specification
particularly in respect of hardness and the width.
•
Bent or misaligned brake beams results in brake blocks being pulled toward flange, thus
causing avoidable root wear. Presence of such beam results in faster wear of the wheel. Bent brake
beams should be straight and alignment corrected if necessary using the washer between frames
supports and the hanger.
•
Check on pressed wheel has indicated that although gauge is maintained sometimes center lines
of wheel discs and axle in vertical plane do not coincide with each other introducing an offset
between the two. It must be ensured that the two center lines coincide.
•
Wheel skidding occurs due to one or more of the following processes
i.
Use of locomotives for shunting purposes without connecting the brakes on trailing stock
ii.
Non adherence to the prescribed time gap for loco brake application during operation of
dynamic brakes
iii.
\Brake cylinder pressured on the loco being above prescribed limits.
iv.
Uneven adjustment of brake cylinder piston travel.
v.
Frequent wheel slips-wheel slipping due to heavier trailing load etc.
Lastly it may be worthwhile to instruct workshop not to re disc indiscriminately each and every
wheel received under the POH locos but to fix certain limits. Railways may use their discretion in
the regards but residual life of 12 months on Mail and express services is considers adequate for this
purpose

Q.19. dkaVªDs Vj ds ckjs esa vki D;k le>rs gS]a ,Ydks yksdkseksVho esa iz;ksx gksus okys fofHkUu izdkj ds
dkWVªDs Vjksa rFkk muds dk;Z dk o.kZu dhft,A
What do you understand by a contactor? Describe briefly various types of contagion used in
an ALCO locomotive?
ANSContactors are switches which handle heavy current and operate as a result of the action of
other switches or relays. They fall into two main classes electromagnetic (EM) and Electro
pneumatic (EP).
The exposed surfaces which actually make contact and complete the circuit are called contact tips.
They get mechanical wear and electrical burning. They are usually made to copper and bolted in
place. If these bolts get loose, the tips will get overheated. The heat will carry to the surround. ing
parts and cause warping and bending.
Interlocks are small contact fingers that work at the same time as the main contacts. They are
usually connected in the low voltage or battery circuit and give a signal when the main contacts
operate. Two kinds are common. One is normally open i.e., the interlocks are opened when the main
contacts are closed. The other is normally closed i.e., the inter lock circuits are closed when the
main contacts are open. Interlocks, being in low voltage circuits usually have silver contact tips to
reduce electrical resistance.
Electromagnetic contractors
Magnetic contactors are operated directly by electricity. When the current flows through the operating
coil, the core becomes a magnet and pulls the armature against the core. This is the force that closes
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the contact tips and completes the circuit: As the armature moves, it also stretches the armature
spring. When the current flow to the coil is stopped, the core ceases to be a magnet. The armature
spring pulls the armature away from the core and back against the stop. This is the force that opens
the contact tips. The knife edge on the armature may become worn and may cause faulty operation.
All contactors have a flexible lead called a shunt. It is made by woven strands of very fine copper
wire. It is expected to last several hundred thousand operations of the contactor. But since copper
strands are very fine, the shunt can be easily damaged on large contactors. This may happen through
misdirected arcs. If an arc strikes the shunt it may weld together a large number of strands. Then this
part of the shunt is no. longer flexible. The result is usually a broken shunt. While a damaged shunt
may last to the next inspection, it should be replaced as soon as possible.
Loose connection also shortens shunt life. If the bolts that fasten the ends of the shunt to the contactor
get loose, shunt terminals will get over heated due to poor connections. This makes the copper
strands brittle and discolored; such a shunt will break early.
Electro-magnetic Contactor of an ALCO Locomotive
CKI &CK2 (Cranking Contractor) - These contactors are operated to connect the battery to the
Main Generator to crank the diesel engine. CK I is at the +ve side and CK2 is at –ve side.
FPC (Fuel Pump Contractor) - This contactor connects the Fuel Pump Motor and Crank Case
Motor circuit the Battery / aux. Gen.
GFC (Generator Field Contractor)- This contactor connects the Exciter output to the Main
Generator field.
FS2I - FS26 (Field Shunting Contractor) - These contactors introduce the Field Shunting
Resistors to the Traction Motor Fields in order to have the field weakening process. There may not
be any FS Contactor, if the locomotive does not have the provision of Field Weakening.
RI & R2 (Radiator Fan Contactors) - These two contactors supply the ECC to clutch the Radiator
Fan of the Diesel Engine. RI & R2 are operated by T l and T2 thermostats respectively, at two preset temperatures.
Air OPERATED Contactors
In the main traction circuits carrying heavy currents, contactors operated by air pressure are
commonly used: Such contactors have a piston, piston rod, spring and cylinder. The piston
packing is of some flexible material usually rubber or leather. The other end of the rod is connected to a lever which moves one of the contact tip commonly called the movable tips. The
cylinder is a casting with the walls honed to a very smooth finish.
All air operated contactors have some means of lubricating the cylinder. This lubricant does
following three things:
. It reduces wear and prolongs the life of the piston packing.
. Ensure free movement of piston.
. It helps the packing to fit closely and form an airtight seal. If the cylinder walls get sticky, the
operation of the contactors becomes sluggish.
The control air available at 70 psi or 5 kg/cm2 is used for operation of the contactors. If the pressure
is below normal, the operation of the contactors is sluggish. Air entering the cylinder, builds up
pressure and pushes the piston away from the contactor base. This is the force that closes the
contact tips. At the same time the piston return spring is compressed. When the air supply is cut
off, the spring forces the piston back. This is the force that opens the contact tips.
Electro-pneumatic: contractors of ALCO locomotive
S1, S21, S31 (Series Contactors) &P1, P21, P31, P2, P22, P32 (Parallel Contractors) - These are 9
Power Contactors for connecting the Traction Motors to the Main Generator, which are known
as Traction Motor Contactors too. The Series Contactors connect the Traction Motors in Series.
Parallel combination and the parallel contractors connect Traction Motors in parallel. If the
locomotive does not have the Series-Parallel combination, the there can be only six power
contactors.
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Q.20. lqxe Mk;xzke dh lgk;rk ls dkcZu czq'k dh lajpuk dk o.kZu djsAa dkcZu czq'k dh ijQkjesal dks
izHkkfor djus okys fofHkUu dkjd D;k gS\a blesa fofHkUu izdkj dh D;k &D;k ijs'kkfu;k¡ gksrh gS] budksa nwj
djus ds fy, vki D;k mik; djsx
a As
Explain the construction of a carbon brush with a simple diagram. What are various
factors affecting the performance of carbon brushes? What difficulties are normally
encountered in working regarding carbon brushes? What steps would you take to
counter these problems?
ANSThe brushes are usually made of carbon are in the shape of rectangular blocks. The brushes
are held loosely in the brush holder and are connected to it through a pigtail which carries the current
from the brush to the brush holder. Protective tops are provided on the brushes to give
protection to the brush top against indentation by the pressure arm, to position the pressure arm
on the brush top and to provide a bridge over the two halves of a split brush. A reinforced
plastic material is usually used and the top is held in position by means of a suitable adhesive.
Factors affecting the performance of carbon brushes are :
I. Brush Grade - the brush grade is selected keeping in view the design of the equipment and
the requirements of the service. The current density, specific resistance, commutator rubbing
speed and the spring pressures are some of the factors to be considered. In any case, different
brush grades are not recommended in the same machine as this will lead to brush chatter,
breakage and commutater film stripping due to increase in friction.
2. Brush friction - It depends upon the surface conditions, spring pressure and the commutater
speed. It also varies with the current densities. For traction machines, the coefficient of
friction of the brush grade should generally be low and of the order of 0.15.
3. Operating speed'- When the maximum operating rubbing speed is exceeded, it may result
in dusting or poor commutation or film stripping. For traction application, the brushes
generally should be suitable for the speeds up to 50-60M/s
4. Spring pressure - It is required to maintain contact of carbon brush with the moving surface of
the commutate. It influences the coefficient of friction. Too low spring pressure will result in poor
brush riding, flash-over due to brush bouncing and adverse commutator condition. Too high spring
pressure will promote faster comutator wear, reduced brush life and film’ stripping. Generally the
spring pressures of the order of 0.21 to 0.25 KglCm2 for traction generators' and 0.5 to 0.7
KglCm2 for traction motors give satisfactory performance.
S. Brush Connection - The brushes are generally connected to the brush holders through flexible
shunts to avoid overheating and loss of power. The flexible connection should have maximum load
current capacity, uniform low electrical resistance, ability to withstand fatigue failures due constant
vibrations and free from mechanical failures. Any loose connection may lead to burning and
additional heat to commutator.
6. Atmospheric conditions - Non-conductive dust present in the atmosphere causes rapid brush
wear destroys commutater film and may result in brush chatter, brush break. age and flashovers.
Conductive dust causes flashover due, to short-circuiting of the bars also.
Problems associated with brush operation
Sparking - A thin line of pin point like sparks visible under the edges of the brushes is usually
quite harmless. Orange or red glowing at the brush edge is an indication that the particular brush is
carrying overload. Noisy blue or green sparks indicate a machine fault to be rectified at the earliest.
Possible causes of sparking are as under :
Electrical Fault Bad joints in commutate risers or equalizers; armature faults.
Excessive Heating - The excessive temperature rise of the machine as a whole may be due to
overload or inadequate ventilation due to choked ducts. Excessive heating appearing mainly at the
commutator is generally due to the same faults as for sparking. Overheating of individual brushes
and burning of flexible is due to unequal load distribution between brushes and may be due to
brush sticking, unequal pressure on brushes, loose terminals, too short or stiff flexible, inadequate
brush bedding or incorrect commutating conditions.
Excessive wear of brushes and commutator - Most of the wear takes place at the brush and depends
upon the load and duty of the machine. The wear rate is different for different grades. The brush wear
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is
O.05-0.15 mm l/1000Kms on
DC generators fitted on diesel locos.
For traction motors, it is 0.06 to 0.20
mm/1000kms. With dynamic braking,
wear rates tend to be on higher side for
traction
motors.
Mechanical
imam/imperfections
and
bad
maintenance often give rise to wear
which may be electrical in nature. Use
of an unsuitable brush grade may also
result in heavy brush or commutator
wear. Generally the ratio between
brush and commutator wear is 30 to 50:
1
.Bad Surface condition - Development
of flats on commutator gives rise to.
Sparking, brush bouncing and breakage
of carbons. The flats may develop due
to vibrations originating /from old worn bearings, defective gearing, unbalanced machine, lose or high
resistance joints between armature winding & commutator, etc.
Flexible burning - Normally brush flexible are designed to carry about 200 to 300% more load than
average current. If the flexible are burning, it means that a particular brush is carrying. more than
this load for a considerable period. This may cause unequal/insufficient pressure on brushes, brushes
sticking in boxes, flexible too short or stiff, or loose terminal screws or burned terminals.
Serrations or grooving -It is due to failure of the brush to produce an adequate protective skin on the
commutator. Machines, which run for a considerable period on light loads, are more prone to this. Use
of low speed electro graphitic brushes, reduction in number of brushes per arm and periodic.
dressing of commutator with a paraffin wax stick are recommended
Blackening -It is caused by disintegration of brush material, usually as a result of high current
densities for flats on the commutator surfaces.
Copper Picking - The conditions which cause the copper to adhere to the brush surface in a manner
similar to electroplating is associated with imperfect contact between the brush & commutator. It is
also prevalent when the current density is high.
Copper dragging - This is caused by high frequency vibration conditions at the brushes not
necessarily such as to give rise to complaints of noise but sufficient to give a hammering effect on
the commutator surface.
Brush Chattering - Noise produced by resonant vibrations of the brush is called brush chattering.
Excessive clearance between the brush and the holder, holder’s too far from the commutator,
unsuitable grade of brushes and surface conditions of the commutator (eccentricity and waviness)
are some of the causes for brush chattering.
Following steps must be ensured to avoid above defects:
I. Brush bedding - A new brush should be bedded so that the brushes are able to seat themselves
over the commutator properly. If it cannot match the curvature of the commutator, then the contact
surface would be less resulting in bad commutation. The bedding is done by means of a fine sand
paper placed between the commutator and brush, with the abrasive side up as per proper
procedure. The entire contact surface of bedded brushes should correspond exactly to the
roundness of the commutator. After bedding, all the brushes, brush holders and the windings
should be freed from grit and dust by blowing compressed air. Finally the commutator should be
polished.
2. Clearance - The brushes should be free to move in their boxes.
3. Spring pressure - The pressure on all the brushes of a
set should be same and within the
prescribed limits.
4. Brush Holders - A brush holder on a DC machine has two functions :- To hold the brush & guide
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it in the brush way to follow the irregularities of the track and to convey the current to the
terminals. The brush holder assembly should therefore provide some resilience in the radial
direction to allow the brush to follow small irregularities in the moving surface and also for
maintaining the correct brush pressure at the surface as the brush length becomes shorter
due to wear.
Take following action for brush holder maintenance :
. Check brush holder pressure spring and adjust pressure if not same. Replace weak springs.
Examine spring for discoloration caused by overheating.
. check pigtails for looseness and breakage.
. Ensure shunts are properly connected to the holder. Exam
ine the shunts for broken strands, particularly at the ends where they are fastened.
. Replace the holders that are bent, have badly worn carbon ways or large chunk melted out of the
body.
. Examine all terminal contact points on the brush holder body. The connections should be tight and
should have low resistance.
.
. Check clearance between bottom of the brush holders and the commutator. .
. Examine studs and insulators for chipping, cracking or burning from flashovers. Do not let oil or
dirt accumulate on the brush holders.
. It must be ensured that the brush holder assembly is rigidly attached to the frame so that it will not
vibrate and cause the brushes to chatter and spark.
. Correct spacing of brush arms round the commutator is very important and should be checked
after any disturbance of the brush holder.
. It should be ensured that all the brush holders on one arm are exactly in line across the commutator.
5. Carbon Brushes ;- No carbon brush with condemning limit should be allowed.

Q.21. Mhty yksdkseksVho ds okVj dwfyax ds flLVe dk lfp= o.kZu djsAa batu dwfyax flLVe esa ;kaf=d
rFkk fo|qr nksuksa izdkj ds QsY;kslZ dks lekfgr djrs gq, o.kZu djsAa xehZ vkus ls igys vki D;k lko/kkfu;ka
cjrsx
a As
Explain water cooling system of diesel locomotive with the help of diagram. Explain about
electrical and mechanical failures in the system. what precautions you will take before starting
of summer season ?
ANSAfter combustion of fuel in the engine about 25% to 30% 0f heat produced inside the cylinder
is absorbed by the components surrounding the combustion chamber i.e. Piston, Cylinder, Cylinder
head etc. Unless the heat is taken away from them and dispersed elsewhere, the components are
likely to fail under thermal stresses. All internal combustion engines are provided with a cooling
system designed to cool the excessively hot components, distribute the heat to other surrounding
components to maintain uniform temperature throughout the engine and finally dissipate the excess
heat to atmosphere to keep the engine temperature within suitable limit. Different cooling systems
like air cooling and water cooling are adopted depending on the engine design, working conditions
and service etc. The advantage of having water cooling is that it maintains uniform level of
temperature throughout the engine and by the control on water temperature
the
engine
temperature is also effectively controlled.
•
The ALCO WDM2 Locos have closed circuit non-pressurized water cooling system for the
engine. The system is filled in by 1210 Lts. of distilled water or de mineralized water treated with
corrosion inhibitor made out of 60% sodium chromate, 30% soda ash, 5% potassium dichromate
and 5% hexameter phosphate to a concentration of 4000 PPM. pH value being 8.5 to 9.5.
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3) The third connection from the three way elbow leads to the right bank of the cylinder block.
After cooling the cylinder liners, heads etc. on the right bank, reach the right side radiator for
cooling itself. Before it enters the radiator a connection is taken to the water temperature manifold,
where a thermometer is fitted to indicate the water temperature. Three other temperature switches
are also provided here out of which T-1 is for starting the movement of radiator fan at 60 deg. C
slowly, through the eddy current clutch. The second switch T-2 picks up at a water temperature of
64 deg. C and accelerate the radiator fan speed to full. The third switch is the ETS (engine
temperature switch) supposed to bring the engine back to idling speed in the event of cooling water
level dropping within one inch from the bottom of the expansion tank. Simultaneously power cut
off also take place to reduce load on the engine with bell alarm and red lamp indication. The ETS is
set to 85 deg. C as a protection against hot engine. The above action helps in bringing down the
cooling water temperature quickly with the radiator fan moving at full speed when the engine is at
idling speed with load cut off.
The water circuit remaining filled in has two storage tanks in two segments known as the expansion
tanks on top of the locomotive. Apart from supplementing in case of shortage in the system, these
inter connected tanks have some empty space left at the top to provide expansion to the water when
it is hot.
A centrifugal pump driven by the engine crank shaft through a gear, suck water from the system and
deliver through the outlet under pressure. The outlet of the pump has three branch lines from a three
way elbow. The branching off leads water to the different places as follows: 1) To the turbo-supercharger through a flexible pipe to cool the intermediate casing, bearings on
both sides of the rotor and the turbine casing. After cooling the components in the turbosupercharger, water returns to the inlet side of the pump through a bubble collector. The bubble
collector with a vent line is a means to collect air bubbles formed due to evaporation and pass it on
to the expansion tank so that they cannot cause air lock in the water circulatory system.
2) The second line leads to the left bank of the cylinder block. A diversion is also taken from this
line for circulation through the after cooler to cool the charge air for engine. Water from the after
cooler then returns back to the same line to enter the engine block and circulate around the cylinder
liners, cylinder heads on the left bank of the engine and then pass on to the water outlet header.
Individual inlet connection with water jumper pipes and outlet by water riser pipes are provided to
each cylinder head for entry and outlet of water from the cylinder head to the water outlet header.
Cooling of cylinder liners, piston rings, cylinder heads, valves and fuel injection nozzles are done in
this process. Water then proceed to the left side radiator for circulation through it and release its
heat to the atmosphere to cool down itself before recirculation through the engine once again.
•
The third connection from the three way elbow leads to the right bank of the cylinder block.
After cooling the cylinder liners, heads etc. on the right bank, reach the right side radiator for
cooling itself. Before it enters the radiator a connection is taken to the water temperature manifold,
where a thermometer is fitted to indicate the water temperature. Three other temperature switches
are also provided here out of which T-1 is for starting the movement of radiator fan at 60 deg. C
slowly, through the eddy current clutch. The second switch T-2 picks up at a water temperature of
64 deg. C and accelerate the radiator fan speed to full. The third switch is the ETS (engine
temperature switch) supposed to bring the engine back to idling speed in the event of cooling water
level dropping within one inch from the bottom of the expansion tank. Simultaneously power cut
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off also take place to reduce load on the engine with bell alarm and red lamp indication. The ETS is
set to 85 deg. C as a protection against hot engine. The above action helps in bringing down the
cooling water temperature quickly with the radiator fan moving at full speed when the engine is at
idling speed with load cut off.
•
Water temperature is controlled by controlling the movement of radiator fan. Cooled water
from the left side radiator passes through the lube oil cooler where water circulation is through a
bunch of element tubes and lube oil circulation around the tubes. Thus passing through the lube oil
cooler and cooling lube oil it unites with the right side radiator outlet, to be back again to the suction
of
the
pump
for
recirculation
through
the
cooling
circuit.
Apart from hot engine protection another safety is also provided by way of a LWS (low water
switch). In the event of cooling water level falling below 1” from the bottom of the expansion tank
the LWS connected to it, shuts down the engine through the governor with warning bell and lamp
indication
to
ensure
safety
to
the
engine.
Vent lines are provided from after cooler, lube oil cooler, radiators, turbo-supercharger vent box and
bubble collectors etc. To maintain uninterrupted circulation of cooling water by eliminating the
hazard
of
air
locks
in
the
system.
Cooling water is subject to laboratory test at regular intervals for quality control. Contamination,
chloride contents and hardness etc. are checked to reduce corrosion and scaling. The concentration
of anti-corrosive mixture is also checked and the laboratory advises corrective action in case of
contamination, required addition of anti-corrosive mixture or change of cooling water. Proper
quality control of cooling water and use of proper quantity of anti-corrosive mixture prevents scaling
and corrosion in the system and ensures longer life of components.
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Q.22. yksdkseksVho ds okVj dwfyax flLVe esa dkSu lk ikuh iz;ksx esa yk;k tkrk gSA okVj flLVe esa
izkd`frd ty dks iz;ksx esa ykus ls D;k gkfudkjd izHkko iM+rk gSA ikuh dk VªhVesVa dSls fd;k tkrk gSA
Which type of water is used, In water cooling system of locomotive, what are the harmful effect
of natural water while used in water system? How water treatment done.
ANSThe WDM2 class locomotive have a closed circuit water cooling for the engine>the system is
filled by 1210 liters of distilled water or de mineralized water treated with non chromate corrosion
inhibitor to maintain a concentration of 4000RPM.The Ph value is 8.5-9.5.
Although natural water can meet the basic requirement its use is prohibited for engine cooling due
to presence of many dissolved solids and corrosive elements. Some of the dissolved solids may form
scales on the heat exchanger surface and reduce the heat transfer coefficient>it also accelerates
corrosion .Others minerals gets collected in the form of sludge at an elevated temperature>this
sludge may get deposited at the low pressure zone and choke the passage of circulation>the
insulation caused by the scale deposits results in unequal expansion and localized stress which may
eventually rupture the engine block, cylinder block, cylinder etc. To eliminate the above problems
distilled or de-mineralized water is used in the cooling system of the diesel locomotive.
How is water treatment done?
The water sample is tested for chromate concentration hardness Ph value and chlorine content>In
case Chromate concentration is found lower than the required quantity mixture is added. Water is
changed due to contamination the system the system is cleaned by adding Tri sodium phosphate
and circulating water for 45 min>This water is drained out and fresh distilled water with chromate
mixture is filled in the locomotive.

Q.23. izfrjks/kd czfs dax dk fl)kar le>kb;sA czfs dax daVªky
s ls vki D;k le>rs gSAa Mhty bysDVªhd
yksdkseksVho esa ;g dSls izkIr dh tkrh gSA
Explain the principle of resistive braking. What do you mean by braking control and how it is
achieved in diesel electric locomotives?
ANSBy taking advantage of the traction motor's ability to act as a generator, the diesel electric
locomotive offers a form of braking power which, without the use of air can be used as a speed
controlling brake on grades or a slowing brake on level track. This is known as dynamic braking and
is quite common on diesel electric locomotives.
The momentum of the train pushes the locomotive and turns the wheels, which drives the motors as
generator. The output of the motors is fed into the braking resistors and the resistors heat up. The
traction motor, working as a generator, resists the turning of the wheels and tends to stop it, so the
motor is used to do the same thing as the brake shoes. In this case the braking resistor and motor
instead of the brake shoes and wheel get hot. Hence, the blowers must cool them. The wheels and
brake shoes do not wear because there is no rubbing.
The driver controls the braking by moving the selector handle. A load-meter shows him how much
braking current he is getting. Use of dynamic brake lessens brake shoe and wheel wear on both
locomotives and train .On long downgrades dynamic brake operation enables a train to be handled fewer
air applications. This results in safer train operation. Due to the locomotive and car wheels running
cooler.
Motors As Generators
DC machine can be used as either a motor or a generator. Current is pumped through the motor
armature and field by the generator. This causes the motors to turn and move the locomotive. Now
the generator pumps current through the motor fields only. Two things have happened to the
armature
I. It was cut off from the generator,
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2. It was connected across the braking resistor.
Now the motor field is separated from its armature and
Pumping current through the field only. If the locomotive moving, the wheels are turning and
driving the armature. is connected across a resistor so that it has load. In electrical. language it is a
separately excited generator with a load resistance.
If we change from motoring to braking and the field current stays the same .If the field current is
reversed, the braking current will stay the same.
The more current we put through the motor field, (within certain limits) the more braking current
we will get. The lower the braking resistance, the higher the braking current (this resistance is
fixed when the locomotive is built).
The faster the armature turns, the higher is the braking current.
The higher the braking current, the more braking we get.
Braking Control
The key to controlling the output of almost any generator is its field. In this case, it is the traction
motor field. The main generator supplies the current to the traction motor field. During braking, the
generator is connected to the motor field only. By controlling this we control the dynamic braking
current. The driver does this by moving the selector handle.
For example at high train speed we need a weak motor field to hold the braking current to a
reasonable value. This calls for a small main generator output. The driver achieves this by moving
the selector handle. At low speed we need a strong motor field to get full braking current. He gets
this by moving the selector handle further into the braking sector. The driver can get the amount of
braking he wants for any speed by moving the selector handle.
The capacity of braking resistors is limited by the amount of heat it can withstand. To prevent them
from getting damaged blower fans are used. The power for driving these fans from the power
generated during the application of dynamic brake. When there is no braking current, the fans do not run,
but as the braking increases, with that the braking current and heat increases and also the fan speed
increases hence giving more cooling. Braking resistors usually require little attention. Dirt and water
are the biggest source of trouble.
Recalibration system
Assume that train is drifting downgrade, and that the engine man is preparing to apply the dynamic
brake moves the throttle to "IDLE" position. With the throttle in 'Idle' all power contactors drop out
and the motor-generator circuits become completely de-energized.
Now the engine-man moves the selector handle from whatever motoring position it was in, to the
'off' and then to the Big ‘D’ position. Moving the SH to the 'Big D' accomplishes the following
i) Causes braking switch (BKT) to throw reconnecting the power circuits.
a) Connects all motor fields in series,
b) Connects series motor fields across main generator,
c) Connects motor armatures across braking grids.
ii)Energizes braking relay (BKR) which:
a)Raises engine speed to 4th notch,
b)Replaces engine speed signal with braking control signal at reference-mixer circuit
c)Re-calibrates control circuits as required,
iii) Sets up braking potentiometer (BKCP):
Note that the starting field is in the circuit with the generator armature and motor fields during
braking. This is done to make the generator more stable at the very low range of voltages used in
braking. Current in the starting field creates an opposite effect to that in the shunt field; consequently
much more exciting terminal voltages than would otherwise be needed. This makes it possible to
operate the exciter at output levels more nearly comparable to those in motoring.
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Q.24. MCY;w-Mh-,e2 ykskdkseksVho esa D;k & D;k ekWfMfQds'ku fd;k x;k gSa rFkk bl ekWfMfQds'ku djus ds
ckn esfa Vsusal f'kM~;y
w D;k gS\ 07 fnu f'kM~;y
w ls 10 fnu f'kM~;y
w fLofpax djus ij gedks D;k ykHk gSAa
What are the modification carried out in WDM2 locomotive .What are the maintenance
schedule after these modifications.What are the advantages in switching over 07 days schedule
to 10 days schedule ?
ANSName some of the developments taking place in the field of diesel locomotives of Indian
Railways. The latest developments taking place in the field of diesel locomotives in Indian Railways
are as follows:
1. Revision of ETS setting.
2. Pressurization of cooling water system.
3. Flexible water inlet elbow.
4. Digital water temperature indicator cum switch.
5. Electronic water level indicator cum switch.
6. Lowered fin radiator.
7. Cyclone motor.
8. Revised setting of OPS.
9. Improved type pipe joint.
10. Centrifuge bypass machine.
11. Long life filter.
12. High efficiency turbocharger.
13. Larger after cooler and water connection.
14. 17mm fuel injection pump.
15. Steel caped pistons.
16. 251 plus cylinder head.
17. High speed bogie/high adhesion bogie.
18. Roller bearing fitted in traction motor.
19. MEP 660 locomotives to control transmission.
20. Paperless speedometer
21. Auto flasher light.
22. Twin beam headlight.
23. LED type flasher light.
24. Air dryer.
25. MCB Governor.
Following modification were necessary to extend trip schedule on WDM2 loco from 7 to 10 days:
1.Essential
a) To raise the high mark on lube oil dip stick for engine by 2”
b) Fitment of inertial filters for car body application in case of locos operating under extremely
dusty environment.
c) Fitment of 4906 traction motor with enhanced sump capacity. In case of locos not having
4906 motor following courses of action should be taken
• Suspension bearing oil sump capacity is at present specified as 5 liters for 165/165M motors
with low oil level s 3 liters. The oil available for consumption is thus only two liters. These
limits can be refined as 5.5 liters and 2.5 liters, without any detrimental effect. The oil
available for consumption can be increased to 3 liters
OR
• Whenever the loco is fitted with the type of motor railway may modify in the sheds the
existing motor to have suspension bearings with double groove PTFE seals to reduce oil
consumption.
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d) Use of anti oxidant “Servo pass 15” oil in the expresser
e) Enhancing the expresser sump capacity from 21 to 30 liters. This is a simple modification
which can be carried out in sheds.
f) Fitment of rubber hose for water inlet elbow
2. Desirable
a) Steel cap pistons
b) Pressurization of water cooling system
c) High capacity of lowered fin radiator
d) Change over to longer life primary fuel filter
e) Fitment of ceramic vent plugs on the batteries
f) Speed recorder with 15 days capacity charts
g) Provision of electronic water level indicator
Advantages of 10 days schedule
By introducing 10 days schedule the fortnightly schedule stands eliminated and there will be only
two trip schedules(10th and 20th day between tee monthlies).The loco down is thus reduced by 8
hours per month, increasing the availability by 1%.A saving of 24 man-hours per month is also
effected. More than anything else this improvement will do away with the need for moving the loco
all the way to shed in one out of four cases, improving operational flexibility.

Q.25. MOy;wMh,e2 yksdks esa D;k&D;k ls¶Vh vkbVe gS\a foLrkj ls fyf[k,A
What is the safety items fitted in WDM2 locomotive. Describe in detail?

ANS-

Safety items-

1. Hand brake: - Hand brake Is fitted in driver cabin and works as hand pump to lock the wheel
R1.
2. Cattle guard:- It is fitted with rear truck & front truck at the end of locomotive. it is bolted with
chassis of the engine with height 7.5” approximately from rail level. It is also welded/ bolted with
three supports, two at the sides of the cattle guard and one is middle of the cattle guard. Cattle
guard provides the protection to air brake′s pipes from infringement like cattle run over.
3. Rail guard: - It is fitted on cattle guard. This protecting any obstacle faults on the rail. Rail guard
bolted with rail guard with height 4” approximately from rail level.
4. Stay plate:- Stay plate is fitted on every bottom of the on the bogie frame in each hub, two
number of stay plate fitted with bolts and leveling washer also provided to overcome problem
with unscrew the bolts stay plate protects the axle to axle while on locomotive, force applied on
the axle, so axle may come out from the hub may from the derailment / accident
5. Gear case bolts: - Gear case covered bull gear and pinion as a housing. Gear case mounted with
two bolts and jointing with four bolts. These bolts given protection to gear case housing, in which
servo coat filled. In case of bolt loosened or broken, Hanging/uncoupled housing works as
infringement
6. Gear case U clamp:- It protect the bolts of safety clamp, Which are fitted with spring chair and
safety clamp
7. Brake hanger sling:-Brake hanger sling fitted between brake hanger and tie bar. it gives support
to tie bar to not uncouple in case of brake shoe bolt broken.
8. C.B.C. pin:-It’s retained the retaining plate of center buffer coupler and holds the CBC.
9. Wages:-These wages are made of wood and fitted on track under wheel to give protection against
rolling of wheels.
10. L rod: - To operate the BKT/ Reverser manually, when any reason they are not operating
automatically or stick up.
11. Equalizing beam tie bolt:-Two nos. of bolts fitted with spring chair and safety bracket for each
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set of equalizing beam. Equalizing beam tie bolt hold the spring chair.
12. Equalizing beam U clamp:- Equalizing beam clamp protect the bolts of safety clamp.
13. Equalizing beam bolt split pin:-One split pin is fitted with each bolt of the equalizing beam It
gives protection to equalizing beam bolt to not uncouple.

Q.26. Mhty yksdkseksfVo esa Lusgd dk D;k egRo gS rFkk Mhty yksdkseksfVo esa Lusgd fof/k dks js[kkfp=
lfgr le>kb,\
What is the importance of lubrication in diesel locomotive? Explain lube oil system with the
help of diagram WDM2 Diesel locomotive
ANSThe lubricating system in a diesel engine is of vital importance. The lubricating oil besides
providing a film of soft slippery oil in between two frictional surfaces to reduce friction and wear,
also serves the following purposes: 1. Cooling of bearings, pistons etc.
2. Protection of metal surfaces from corrosion, rust, surface damage and wear.
3. Keep the components clean and free from carbon, lacquer deposits and prevent damage due to
deposits.
The importance of lube oil system is comparable with the blood circulation system in the human
body. Safety of the engine, it’s components and their life span will largely depend on correct
quality of oil at correct quantity and pressure to various locations of the diesel engine.

•

The ALCO 251-B diesel engine of WDM2 class locomotive has a full flow filtration lube oil
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system with by-pass protection. The system essentially consists of a (1) Gear type oil circulating
pump (2) Relief valve (3) Lube oil cooler (4) Filter (5) By-pass valve across filters (6)
Regulating valve (7) Strainer filter and associated pipe lines.
• The lube oil pump on the free end of the engine is driven by the engine crank shaft through
suitable gears and keeps it running along with the engine. The displacement of the pump at its
maximum speed of 1800 rpm is 1190 lts. Per minute at 90 psi pressure (SAE 40 oil at 820 C
temperature).
• When the engine is started the pump draws oil from the engine sump and delivers it. The
delivery pressure of the pump has to be controlled, as the pump is driven by an engine of variable
speed, and would often have higher delivery pressure or load on it than actually required. This
would mean loss of more power from the engine for driving the pump and higher rate of
depreciation on it due to higher load. Higher pressure may also endanger the safety of the filters
and the pipe lines and its joints. The relief valve set at 7.5 kg/cm. sq ( 105-110 psi) releases the
delivery pressure above its setting and by-pass it back to the oil sump. Oil then flows to a filter
tank containing 8 nos. of paper type filter elements. The filter has a by-pass valve across it set
at differential pressure of 1.4 kg. Cm. sq. (20 psi). Due to choking of the filter elements if the
pressure differential between the inlet and the outlet of the tank is more than 1.4 kg. cm. sq. then
the differential by-pass valve opens up to by-pass a part of the oil without filtration and thus
reduces the pressure on the filters. Although allowing unfiltered oil to go to the engine is not
advisable but there is another filter at later stage through which the oil has to pass before entering
the engine. Moreover higher pressure on the filters may cause damage to the filters and cause
greater damage to the engine. After the filtration the oil passes to the cooler, gets cooled by
transferring heat to water and regains its lost viscosity. At the discharge side of the cooler a
Regulating valve adjusted at 4 kg/cm. sq. (55 - 60 psi) is provided to regulate the pressure.
Excess pressure is regulated by-passing the oil back to the engine oil sump. The oil then finds its
way to the main oil header after another stage of filtration in the strainer type filter from where it
is distributed for lubrication to different places as required.
• Direct individual connections are taken from the main oil header to all the main bearings. Oil
thus pass through the main bearings supporting the crank shaft on the engines block, pass through
crank pin to lubricate the Conn. rod big end bearing and the crank pin journals, reach the small
end through rifle drill hole and after lubrication the gudgeon pin and bearings enters into the
pistons. The aluminum alloy pistons are provided with spiral oil passage inside them for internal
circulation of lube oil. This is done with the purpose of cooling the pistons which are highly
thermally loaded components. After circulating through the pistons oil returns back to the oil
sump but in this process a part of the oil hits the running Conn. Rod and splashes on to the
cylinder liners for their lubrication. The actual lube oil pressure is a function of lube oil pump,
temperature of oil, engine speed and regulating valve setting. A line from the main oil header is
connected to a gauge in the Driver’s cabin to indicate pressure level. Lube oil pressure drop to
less than 1.75 kg/cm. sq. (25 psi) would automatically shut down the engine through a safety
device (Oil pressure switch) to protect it from damage due to insufficient lubrication.
• From the main oil header two branch lines are taken to the right and left side secondary
headers to lubricate the components on both banks of the vee shape engine. Each branch line of
the secondary header lubricate the cam shaft bearings, fuel pump lifters, valve lever mechanism
and spray oil to lubricate the gears for cam shaft drive. A separate connection is taken to the
turbo supercharger from the right side header, for lubrication of its bearings.
• After circulation to all the points of lubrication the oil returns back to the sump for
recirculation through the same circuit.
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Q.27. ,l-,Q-lh- ls vki D;k le>rs gS\a bZ/a ku rsy dks cpkus ds fy, D;k&D;k mik; djsx
a \s
What do you know about SFC. What steps will you take to save fuel.

ANSSFC -Specific fuel consumption is the ratio between the fuel consumed and load hauled .It is
Measured in terms of liters/1000GTKm.
SFC =

fuel consumption ×1000
(Engine speed+ train load)×distance (in km)
By calculating SFC, we can gauge the performance of the any diesel locomotive and can monitor
the fuel air consumption of any loco. SFC can be calculated by following formulas. It is calculated by
maintenance staff on load box. Department calculation is different way by using given formulas. It is
the most important measure for diesel loco and inventory of diesel locomotive shed.
By maintenance staff:- On load box 20 liters fuel is consumed during load box and following
parameter to be noted.
Fuel oil used - 20 litters
Leak off oil – in litters,
Time taken in consuming 20 litter’s fuel oil –time in second
Voltage- reading
Current-reading
OHP= V×I × η gen
746
CHP = OHP (ABC is connecting factor)
ABC
CGHP = CHP+175
SFC = (20 lits leak off oil ) ×3600 ×846
CGHP× time taken
By Traffic- SFC is the ratio between the fuel consumption and load hauled. It is measured
in terms of lts/1000Gt kms (gross ton)
SFC = fuel oil ×1000
(Loco load + train load) ×distance
Max. Fuel consumption – 489lts.
At idle – 25 lts.
SFC- 154.1gm/bhp/Hrs.
(It is depend on turbo supercharge used)
Fuel Saving
. Maintenance side.
 Most of the excess fuel consumption on loco maintenance account is due to the leakage only
except this the exhaust gases air or vacuum affect the fuel consumption, timely replacement
of flexible pipes, O rings, and rubber gaskets during schedules may also result in fuel
conservation.
 Some components & units also directly influence the fuel consumption like Turbo
Supercharger, FIP, Air filters, Valves.
 Fuel injection pump, Fuel injectors - This should be calibrated during nominated schedule
and replaced as per schedule program.
 Turbo Supercharger – Turbo run down should be maintained on load box.
 After cooler - Proper cleaning and overhauling should be done before fitting.
 Cylinder head, Piston ring – Blow wire test should be done as per schedule program, valve
clearance should be maintained, Rings should be renewed and ring gap should be
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maintained as per schedule maintenance.
Dynamic brake – To be kept functional.
Batteries – They should be in good condition.
SFC testing on load box – SFT testing to be done as per RDSO and data should be
maintained.
ETS setting – ETS setting should be done and radiator fan RPM should be maintained as per
maintenance manual.
Bogie and Wheel – Wheel profile will affect the SFC and horns clearance also affects the
SFC.
Brakes – Brake binding, excessive brake piston travel affect the fuel consumption, proper
maintenance should be required for brake rigging.
Super structure – Super structure affect the fuel consumption, so doors should not be kept
open. 2. on Line.
Crew should aim at achieving the section speed by using the full power of engine at
minimum possible time in various weather conditions.
He should avoid frequent reverser of throttle and should run the train at constant speed.
Use dynamic brakes to control the train.
Note down the engine problems along with the track.
He should have through knowledge of the section.
Counseling of drivers on foot plate by Inspectors.
Special courses and seminar may be arranged for diesel crew and Inspectors on the subject
of fuel conservation.
Reward may be given to drivers having fuel efficient performance.

Q.28. yksM ckWDl VsfLVax D;k gS\ yksM ckWDl dks djus dh fof/k dks foLrkj ls le>kb,\
What is load box Testing? Explain the testing procedure in detail?
ANSLoad box –
Load box of diesel loco motoring match the engine performance with the generator demand of
diesel locomotive.
The methods of load box are –
1. Grid load box
2. Water load box
1. Grid load box – By grid load box we cannot achieved accuracy of parameter for which we
used load box because to major horse power curve current and voltage gives to the grids,
could not be varies in different notches.
2. Water load box – Most of shed use water load box in water load box specific size. MS plates
are being use and current given to the plates which is deeped in water; load can be increase
and decrease by lowering MS plate in the water tank.
Condition of load box –
1. After the major schedule done locomotive
2. Pilot booking of BAP, less and horse power poor.
3. After major component changes or any abnormalities seen by supervisor.
Load box can be done in two stages –
1. Preliminary stage
2. Final stage
1. Preliminary stage – In Preliminary stage all the oil level and parameter to be checked by
mechanical and electrical and satisfactory parameter to be adjusted and oil level to be added as a
required. All gauges to be fitted to measure the parameter and all electrical connection to be made
to load box with the locomotive.
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Mechanical parameters should be checked in every notch and if found adequacy to be
mention properly. Electrical parameter i.e. that is reference current and voltage to be checked and
maintain as per requirement GF on and off position.
MLR -31.4 Mile amp. (GF off) 32 Mile amp. (GF on).
No load voltage – 760volt to 765volt
2.Finally – In a every notch by putting on the GF On current and voltage to be noted and if
current
and voltage could not get as per requirement, we checked the system and rectify.
We plot the voltage and current graph of a every notch, we get H.P. constant curve if
constant curve is ok and then we can understand loco is ok.
Mechanical side check all the leakage every system if found any leakage arrest then.
We check the following parameters are as 1. Fuel rack - Idle -11mm
full notch – 27.5mm
2. Lube oil pressure - Idle – 2.2kg/cm2 Full notch – 5.2kg/cm2
3. Fuel oil pressure - Idle – 3.8kg/cm2 Full notch – 4 kg/cm2
4. BAP pressure - Idle - 1.8 to 2.2 kg/cm2 (if varies on turbo used)
5. Exhaust gas temperature – exhaust manifold – 476 O C Turbo inlet - 525 O C

Q.29. vkb-vkj-,-ch-&1 rFkk 28 ,y-,-oh-&1 czd
s iz.kkyh D;k gS\ buesa D;k varj gSALi’V dhft,\
What is IRAB1 and 28 LAV-1 brake system. What are the differences between them,
explain?
ANSThe difference between IRAB-1 and 28LAV-1
28LAV-1
IRAB-1
1. It is design by the SAB WABCO
1. It is design by RDSO
2. It is applicable for both air &
2. It is applicable only for air brake
Vacuum brake
3. It is upgraded version of 28LV1
3. It is newly design by RDSO only for air
Brake
brake
4. For vacuum creation VA1B
4. There is no such type of arrangement.
Valve is provided.
5. For conjunction braking 28VB
5. C3W valve is provided
Valve is provided.
6. Auto flesher light-P1, P2, PCS1 &
6. Only P1 & P2 provided.
PCS2 provided.
7. HB5 valve provided for train parting
7. No such type of arrangement.
8. Maintenance is more
8. Less
9. More valves exist
9. Less
10. Expresser is used
10. Compressor

Q.30. lqij pkftZx
a D;k gS] iz.kkyh dks js[kkfp= lfgr le>kb,\ yksdks esa fdrus izdkj ds VczksZ lqij
pktZj iz;ksx fd;s tk jgs gSA bldk dk;Z fl)kar fy[ksAa
What is Super Charging? Explain with the help of diagram, How many types of turbo super
chargers are used in locomotive? Explain working principle of turbo super charger.
ANSThe diesel engine produces mechanical energy by converting heat energy derived from burning
of fuel inside the cylinders. For efficient burning of fuel availability of sufficient air in proper ratio is
a pre-requisite.
In a naturally aspirated engine, during the suction stroke, air is being sucked into the cylinder from
atmosphere due to displacement of the pistons. The volume of air thus drawn into the cylinder
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through restricted inlet valve passage within a limited time, would also be limited and at a pressure
slightly less than the outside atmosphere. The availability of less quantity of air of low density inside
the cylinder, would limit the scope of burning only a matching quantity of fuel. Hence mechanical
power produced in the cylinder also is limited.
Improvements on the naturally aspirated engines are the supercharged or pressure charged engines.
During the suction stroke pressurized air of higher density is being charged into the cylinder through
the open suction valve. Air of higher density containing more oxygen will make it possible to inject
more fuel into the same size of cylinder and produce more power by effectively burning it.
• The exhaust gas discharged from all the cylinders accumulate in the common exhaust manifold at
the end of which the turbo supercharger is fitted. The gas under pressure there after enters the turbo
supercharger through the connector and the torpedo shaped bell mouth and then passes through the
fixed nozzle ring. The exhaust gas passing through the fixed nozzle ring is directed on to the turbine
blades at increased pressure and at the most suitable angle to achieve rotary motion of the turbine at
maximum efficiency. After rotating the turbine the exhaust gas goes out to the atmosphere through
the exhaust chimney. The turbine has a centrifugal blower mounted at the other end of the same
turbine shaft and rotation of turbine drives the blower at equal speed. The blower connected to the
atmosphere through a set of oil bath filters suck air from the atmosphere and deliver it at higher
velocity. The air then passes through the defuse inside the turbo, where the velocity is defused to
increase the pressure of air before it is delivered from the turbo.
• Pressurizing air of-course increases its density which is the ultimate aim to achieve, but at this
stage due to compression heat develops in it to cause expansion and reduce the density already
achieved. This affects our effort of supplying higher density air to the engine. To take care of the
situation, at this stage air is passed through a heat exchanger known as After Cooler. The after
cooler is a radiator where cooling water of lower temperature is circulated through the tubes and
around the tubes air passes. Circulation of water through the after cooler is a part of the water
cooling system for the engine. The heat in the air is thus transferred to the cooling water and air
being cooled regains its lost density. From the after cooler air goes to a common inlet manifold
connected to each cylinder head. In the suction stroke as soon as the inlet valve opens the booster
air of higher pressure and density rushes into the cylinder completing the process of
supercharging.
• The engine initially starts as a naturally aspirated engine and acceleration of engine speed by
increased quantity of fuel injection increases the exhaust gas pressure on the turbine. Thus the self
adjusting system maintains proper air and fuel ratio under all speed and load conditions of the
engine on its own. The maximum rotational speed of the turbine is 18,000 rpm for the 720A model
Turbo supercharger of ALCO 251B engine. Low booster pressure causes black smoke due to
incomplete combustion of fuel with consequential losses of power output and fuel efficiency.
High exhaust gas temperature due to after burning of fuel may result in considerable damage to the
turbo supercharger and other components in the engine.

Different types of TSC
A. On efficiency basis;I.
Low Efficiency:2400 HP;-Alco 720A for WDM2 loco
1200 HP:-350C for WDS6 loco
II.
Higher efficiency: for 2600 HP:-ABB VTC 304
Napier make
For 3100Hp:-GE TSC
ABB TPR 61
Hispanosuiza
B. On cooling basis:i.
Water cooled:- Alco 720A
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ii.

ABB VTC-304
Napier
GE make
Air cooled:- ABB TPR-61
Hispanosuiza

•

Q.31. fizofsa Vo esafVusal D;k gS\ Mhty yksdks esa viukbZ tkus okyh fizofsa Vo esfa Vusal ds ckjs esa foLrkj ls
fy[ks\a
What is Preventive maintenance? Explain the preventive maintenance followed in loco Sheds.

AnsPreventive Maintenance In Diesel Shed
OBJECT: Railways follow the system of preventive maintenance for the rolling stock. The object is to
secure the best possible availability & maximum reliability in service. The system of preventive
maintenance envisages a schedule for maintenance attention at regular specified intervals &
replacement of components. The system also aims at synchronization of attention to all related
components so that the manpower & engine days lost on the account of the examination are kept
to the minimum.
FREQUENCY OF MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE: The locomotive are being stopped for preventive
maintenance as follows:Conventional
Modified
S.no
Schedule
S.no
Notation
Periodicity
Notation
Periodicity
1
Trip/Schedule weekly T1
7 Days
1
T
30 Days
2
Fortnightly
T2
15 Days
2
M2
60 Days
3
Monthly
MLY
30 Days
3
M4
1ST Qly
4
Quarterly
QLY
3 Months
4
M8
2ND Qly
5
Half- Yearly
HLY
6 Months
5
M12
HLY
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6
M16
3RD Qly
7
M20
4TH Qly
8
M24
YLY
9
M48
2YLY
9
POH
6 Years
10
POH
8 YRS
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE: The schedule of attention to various items in loco shed be indicated in
the loco maintenance schedule Issued by R.D.S.O. any changes warranted for the above shall be
authorized by CME.
UNIT EXCHANGE: The unit exchange method of repair is being followed in the diesel shed. The
defective unit/assembly/ Sub assembly is withdrawn from the loco & is replaced by the
unit/assembly/ Sub assembly in good order, kept, stored ready for use in the pool. The defective
unit is then repaired, overhauled, tested & kept stored in the pool.
HOME SHED & TROUBLE SHOOTING POINT: Since diesel locos are costly assets & also lend
themselves to extensive operation with a fairly large amount of flexibility, they cannot always be
brought back, nor insisted upon to be brought back to the home shed very frequently for attention.
The maintenance work is therefore decentralized to a certain extended to suit the requirements of
operation in each area.
TROUBLE SHOOTING / OUTSTATION POINT: These are located at selected marshalling yard/
fuelling or crew changing point. They are suitable manned & supervised by competent supervisor
who will attend to any minor repairs that might develop in between schedules. This avoids working
the locos dead all the way to a home shed for attention.
HOME SHED: All repair work & schedule maintenance attention is undertaken at home sheds,
barring POH.
SPARE PROCUREMENT: For satisfactory maintenance of diesel locos adequate supply of requisite
spares is very essential. At the same time, care is being exercised against over-stocking of items. The
following principle is being followed for the procurement of spares:
A – For imported items & items of long lead: 18/24 Months stock maintained with recoupement
done every year.
B – For indigenously available items: 12/12 with recoupment balance returns done every year.
C – Items such as filter, gaskets, carbon brushes, brake blocks & hardware procured on basis of
running contract entered into annually with established manufacturers of proven reliability with
reference to both quality & capacity for supplies, keeping adequate buffer stock.
SERVICE ORGANISATION FOR DOCUMENTATION & RECORDS:
PURPOSE: The documentation & record keeping services are designed to provide apprehensive well
organized records which should suitable:
a) Provide the basic data for directing maintenance for minimizing breakdowns, optimizing
costs.
b) Compliance with internal directives, schedule requirements, statutory & mandatory
regulations.
c) Assess performance.
6
7
8

Yearly
2- Yearly
4-Yearly

YLY
2YLY
4YLY

12 Months
24 Months
48 Months
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Q.32. fdlh yksdks'ksM ds baMkblsl ijQkWjesal D;k gS\ buds lq/kkj ds fy, D;k&D;k mik; fd;s tkrs gS\a
baMkblsl ds ckjs esa foLrkj ls fy[ksAa
What is indices performance of a loco shed? Explain in detail any one of Indices.
ANSThe following parameters should be monitored to judge the performance of loco shed
a. Indices of reliability
b. Indices of safety
c. Indices of capacity utilization
d. Indices of performance standards
e. Staff related indices
The five statistical figures are regularly compile to measure the performance are as under –
• Goods outage
• Lube oil consumption
• Fuel oil consumption
• Failures
• Lose of punctuality
1. Goods outage
Goods outage calculation is being done depend on holding of Loco of any shed and utilization of
mail loco. Initially @ 10% of holding loco calculated as a statistical that includes all major schedules
of holding loco. After that by subtracting the 10% of STT and mail link loco to be calculated for the
goods loco and then @ 10% of goods loco, NSTT is calculated. After subtracting 10% of NSTT from
goods locos. Goods outage to be achieved /calculated.
2. Lube oil consumption
Lube oil consumption to be calculated by 100 KMS as per lube oil consumption loco to be
categorized in four categories i.e. A, B, C & D. Most probably A category loco utilized for mail link.
3. Fuel oil consumption
Fuel oil consumption to be calculated by 1000 GTKMS as loco given for traffic. In maintenance
practice during load box SFC being calculated by using 20 ltrs fuel oil and the parameter found
during SFC, all the parameter feed in computer and the system give the result as SFC. SFC of any
loco is depend on types of TSC fitted on Loco, SFC of any loco is normally 154 gems/Bhp/hrs
4. Failures
Failure includes setouts, statistical and non statistical failure. This parameter gives and indication of
failure rate of the locomotives of the shed and can be found out in a number of ways.
• Total number of failure
• No of failure per 100 loco holding per month
• No of failure per 100 mail link per month.
5. Loss of Punctuality
Loss of punctuality cases includes all those cased o f loco failures resulting in the punctuality loss of
the train and can be monitored as –
• Total number of punctuality loss cases
• No of cases per 100 mail link per month.
Suggestion for improving these indices
1. Proper failure analysis identifying exact causes and then to make an action plan to arrest
those failure prone areas the analysis can be made sub-assembly wise, gang wise, schedule
wise etc.
2. Dissemination the information to the staff in comprehensive manner through seminars, quiz
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competitions, proper technical library cum reading room, monthly magazine etc.
3. Training to staff regarding correct maintenance practices
4. Quality audits to check whether proper maintenance practices are followed or not
5. Regular interaction with other field units
6. Encouragement to staff for problem solving approach.
7. Monitoring of overdue and schedules of all locomotives
8. Steps to be taken to improve LOC and SFC of the locos, high LOC and SFC locos to be paid
special attention.
9. Detailed analysis to be done for cost of repairs and how to reduce it further.
10. More attention on preventative attention than break down attention.
11. Overhauling of sub-assemblies as per schedules
12. No overdue running of stock.
13. Proper action on failure prone areas
14. Rationalization of loco link
15. Proper monitoring of loco running.
16. Take disciplinary action against habitual offenders
To imbibe safety consciousness among staff.

Q.33. dks&dks rFkk cks&cks cksxh D;k gS\ buesa nksuksa esa varj Li’V djsa rFkk buesa dkSu lh cksxh csgrj gS]
le>kb,\
What is CO-CO and BO-BO bogies. Mention differences between them. Explain Which bogie is
better .Explain.
ANSDiesel Locomotive Co-Co /Bo-Bo Bogie-

Sr. No.

Co-Co Type Bogie

Bo-Bo Type Bogie

1.

Bogie having three axle called - C

Bogie having two axle called -B

2.

All three axle having own drive called - CO

All two axle having own drive called -BO

3.

Locomotive having two bogies with three Locomotive having two bogies with two
axle & each one having own power
axle & each one having own power
called – CO-CO

called – BO - BO

4.

Bogie fitted in WDM2 & WDS6

Bogie fitted in YDM4 & NDM5

5.

Cast steel & Fabricated bogie used

Fabricated bogie used

6.

Electrical Transmission provided

Hydraulic Transmission provided

Co-Co bogie have 3 axles so it can bear more weight than Bo-Bo bogie
All 3 axle are own driven so they can pull more load
Co-Co bogie used in electrical transmission and electrical transmission prefer for higher capacity
loco in comparison to hydraulic transmission
So Co-Co bogie is much better than Bo-Bo boogie
Description Of Bogie :- WDM2 & WDS6 Class broad gauge and YDM4 Class meter gauge
locomotives Supplied by Alco products Inc, U S A and the same classes of locomotives being built
by the Diesel locomotive work are fitted with Alco's TRIMOUNT Rigid bolster, Swivel type, three
individually motored axle bogies. Requirements of WCG2 class loco / bogies which differ form the
above mentioned loco / bogies are “Traction motors, driving gears, return shunts and earthling
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brushes. Each of the three driving axles is driven by a T/M 4939 AZ / TM 165 / m axle hung nose
suspended traction motor". The tri-mounts bogie consists of a single piece cast steel frame, which has
a conventional bogie pivot (swivel bearing) carried in the cross member located between the leading
and middle axles and two load bearers which are carried in cross member of the frame between the
middle and trailing axles. The weight of the locomotive body is transferred to the bogie at the pivot
and at the two load bearers to form a three-point support. The pivot carries approximately 60% of the
vertical load and also receives and transmits traction and braking forces while the two load bearers
share the remaining 40% of the vertical load. The load bearers are not designed to transmit any
traction or braking forces. The effect of the off centre pivot and the concentric loading pads is
virtually that a large diameter pivot This tends to minimize weight transfer due to tractive effort or
braking force and maintain a higher factor of adhesion in service.

Q.34. ,vj Mªk;j D;k gS\ budks yxkus ls D;k ykHk gS A ,;j Mªk;j dk lfp= o.kZu dhft,A
What is air drier? What are the advantages after fitting it? Describe about air drier with the
help of diagram? What is the purpose of AIR DRYER on a diesel locomotive? Explain in detail
its functioning.
ANSThe primary purpose of the dryer is to provide dry, oil free and clean compressed air to
the locomotive brake system.
Air dryer is a complete air cleaning and drying unit provided between MR-I and MR-2 of a diesel
locomotive. It also helps the Automatic Drain & Check valve by purging the Dryer system. Purging
is the removal of collected moisture from the desiccant beds. Drying means drying the compressed
air by absorbing the water vapor from the air passing through that tower. It supplies dry and clean
air to the locomotive brake system.
The current design consists of a borosilicate coalescing filter known as pre coalesce and twin
regenerative desiccant towers that operates simultaneously. These two towers are connected to pre
coalesce to remove oil and water aerosols. Pre coalesce and dryer towers are connected by a
common inlet and outlet manifold with solenoid assembly. All the electrical controls, which
program the sequence of operation, are located in housing attached to the outlet manifold.
The first component is a multi layered Pre coalescing element. Two other layers are constructed
by small microscopic fibers, which are random in size to enhance the collection of . oil and water
aerosols. The unit is mounted with aluminum housing having a pneumatically operated double
seated drain valve attached to the sump.
The second component is a pneumatically controlled inlet check valve located within the inlet
manifold for each of the identically designed dryer tower. Each dryer tower consists of finned
aluminum housing containing a desiccant canister. This canister includes a pneumatic compactor to
hold the desiccant tightly within the canister to minimize attrition or dusting of the desiccant and a
mesh filter that is attached to the bottom of the desiccant canister along with the pneumatically
operated single seated purge.
The third component is a spring-loaded outlet check valve mounted in the outlet manifold of the
dryer towers adjacent to the humidity indicators.
Function
Air from no. I MR flows into the Air dryer inlet manifold down to the cell of the pre coalescing
element and exits through the pre coalescing element where oil and water aerosols are collected.
Air then flows up around the out side of the element and through the interning manifold to both of
the dryer towers. Contaminants such as oil and water aerosols are collected in the element,
migrate to the sump. These contaminants are then discharged to the atmosphere through a double
seated pneumatically operated drain valve attached to the bottom of the pre coalescing sump. This
valve is activated momentarily each time of the dryer cycles. Filtered air leaving the pre
coalescing element passes through the manifold with pneumatically operated inlet check valve
and inters the top of each of the air dryer tower.
The internal design of the housing slings the air down word around desiccant canister in a
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simplified path. This simplified movement cools the air and separates moisture from the air,
which settles in the sump at the bottom of each tower. The air then flows through a oval stainless
steel mesh filter attached to the bottom of the desiccant canister. The secondary filter restricts and
collects all droplets and contaminants not removed by the pre coalescing element. The filter is
self cleaned each time the single seated pneumatically operated purge valve is operated at bottom.
The actuation of the valve also expels to atmosphere any separated water, which is collected in
the sump. The air passing through the secondary filter now passes upward through the desiccant
bed where water vapor is absorbed by the desiccant .beads. The result is that the air existing top
of the canister is very dry with an extremely low relative humidity. The dry airs now flows
through the outlet manifold, which contains the humidity indicators and the outlet check valve
prior to entering the locomotive air system. The identical airflow through both towers permits the
maximum flow of air to charge the air system initially. When the locomotive air system pressure
reaches a pre determined point normally 100 psi+/-5, a pressure switch within the dryer closes.
This supplies power to the timing control circuit, which energies the solenoid on one tower and
the tower start purging.
Drying and purging cycle
There is an arrangement of drying and purging cycle, which is governed by timer circuit. One
tower drying by collecting moisture from air while the other purging the collected moisture from
the desiccant beads. It continues for one minute. After one-minute timer circuit changes the
position, the tower that was drying begins to purge and the tower that was purging begins to dry
air.
The timer circuit is electronically timed to operate the tower. When air pressure reaches 100 psi, the
pressure switch closes. The timing circuitry energies the solenoid on one tower, which provides
pneumatic signal & closes the inlet check valve and at the same time opens the purge valve at the
bottom of the housing. Simultaneously the spring loaded outlet check valve is closed and stops the
flow of air to the tower. A small amount of dry filtered air from the top of the drying tower flows
through an internal orifice and to the desiccant beads removing collected moisture. At the same time
the opposite tower collects moisture from the compressed air, which passing through the desiccant
beads. After one minute the electronic timer reverses the operation of the tower. The purging tower
now becomes the drying tower. The solenoid is de-energized which causes the inlet and outlet check
valves to open and the purge valve to close permitting full air flow through the desiccant beads that
absorb water vapor. Simultaneously the solenoid circuit on the opposite tower is energized.
Checking the proper fund ion of the air dryer system
This is accomplished by inspecting the humidity indicators, which indicates as follows.
Blue indicator- indicates dryer has been performing correctly.
Lavender indicator- dryer is suspect.
White indicator-;- possible damaged dryer. Check for water in tinal tilters.
Yellow or brown indicator- damaged dryer.

Q.35. yksdkseksfVo esa dkSu lh cSVjh yxh gksrh gSA cSVjh dk pkftZx
a rFkk fMlpkftZx
a dk lfp= o.kZu
dhft,A
Which type of battery are used in locomotive .Explain charging and discharging of battery
with the help of diagram
ANSBattery is the combination two or more cell is in parallel. Every cell convert the chemical
energy into Electrical energy and reversible action again electrical energy into chemical energy.
There two type of battery.
1. Primary
2. Secondary
Primary Battery only once used it cannot be used again but Secondary can be used many time ,
after charging .
Eight No’s of Secondary Battery fitted on Locomotive, Each of 08 volt & Each Battery have 04 N0’
of Cell of 2.2 V.
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As per Schedule Maintenance up to M12 Schedule done on Locomotive and for M24 and above,
Battery should be sent to the Battery Section.
Inspection of Battery:1. Battery should be clean for Oil, Dust & Grease.
2. Vent plug should be clean
3. Electrolyte should be in equal level.
4. Connections should be in tight position & keep in clean.
5. While placing Battery in Battery Box, Battery should be packed with wooden wages.
6. Specific Gravity of Battery 7 Voltage should be monitored as per MI.
Battery should not be charged or Discharged frequently or Over Charge.
Chemical composition / Reaction of Led Acid Battery :

Charging
When the cell is recharged ,the H2 ions move to cathode and SO4 ions go to anode and the following
change take place:
At cathode: PbSO4 +H2---
Pb+ H2 SO4
At anode: H2 SO4 +2 H2O------
 PbO2 + 2H2 SO4
Hence the anode and cathode again become PbO2 and Pb respectively.
i.
The anode becomes dark choclate brown in colour(PbO2) and cathode become grey mettalic
lead(Pb)
ii.
Due to consumption of water specific gravity of H2 SO4 is increased
iii. There is arise in voltage
iv.
Energy is absorbed by cell

Discharging:
When the cell is fully charge its positive plate or anode is PbO2 and the negative plate or cathode is
Pb. When the cell discharges it sends current through the external load, then H2 SO4 is dissociated
into positive H2 and negative So4 ion. As the current within the cell is flowing from cathode to
anode,H2 ions move to anode and SO4 ions move to the cathode.
At anode PbO2, H2 combines with oxygen of PbO2 and and H2 SO4 attacks lead to form PbSO4
PbO2 + H2 SO4 + H2
---------->
PbSO4 + 2 H2O
At the cathode (Pb),so4 combines with it to form PbSO4
Pb+ SO4-----> PbSO4
It will ne note that during discharging:
i.
Both anode and cathode become PbSO4 which is somewhat whitish in colour.
ii.
Due to formation of water specific gravity of the acid decreases
iii. Voltage of the cell decreases
The cell give out energy
The charging and discharging of the cell can be represented by a single reversible equation :
Pb02+2 H2 SO4 +Pb-------
PbSO4 +2 H2 O+ PbSO4
For discahrge the equation should be read from left top right and for charge from left to right
The following test is being done to check working efficiency or capacity of the battery in
Schedule Maintenance.
1. Capacity Test - It could be done by Charging and Discharging.
2. Efficiency Test – It could be measured in watt Hrs.
3. Cadmium Test - It could be done by using cadmium rod connect with Negative end.
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Q.36. VªkUth”ku D;k gksrk gS \ VªkUth”ku dh yksdkseksVho es D;ksa vko”;drk gSAM
a CY;w-Mh-,e-3, yksdkseksfVo
esa vkus okys VªkUth”ku ds ckjs esa fy[ksAa
What is transition? What transition is required in locomotive? Explain transition used in
WDM3A locomotive
ANSIntroduction
The purpose of transition is to obtain higher speed of the locomotive and still utilize the constant
horsepower of the engine at a speed setting. The output characteristic of the traction generator, as
determined by the excitation system, is Such that it holds the diesel engine at approximately constant
Horse power at a particular speed setting.
When starting the locomotive and at low locomotive speeds, the main generator supplies a high
flow of current to the Traction motors. As the traction motor armatures begin turning, they generate
a voltage commonly called back EMF. This back emf as if increases the effective resistance to the
current flow. Therefore, as the locomotive speed increases, the generator Voltage must increase to
maintain the traction motor current. The Traction motor current will decrease however because of the
constant power characteristic of the generator. With further increase in locomotive speed, if the back
emf reaches the Voltage limit of generator, the generator current starts falling and the horsepower
reduce.
However, by changing the generator motor connections, the Back voltage is reduced and the
generator can force more current to the motors to enable acceleration. To achieve higher starting
Torque, sometimes, two traction motors are connected in series during starting of the locomotive. In
these locomotives, the back EMF can be reduced by changing their connections from series to
Parallel. Back EMF can also be reduced by weakening the motor Fields. The change in motor
connections or weakening of fields is known as event of transition. The numbers of events are
decided depending on the generator characteristic and number of Motors.
We want to keep the engine working on the constant Horsepower part of the generator curve as
much of the times as possible. To do this we use what is called transition. That is, as the locomotive
speed changes, we change the traction motor Circuits so that they will draw a value of current that
falls on the horsepower curve. Let us see how transition is used to accelerate a train.
At the start the traction motors are connected to the Generator as This connection is called 2S3PFF i.e. two traction motors in series and three parallel paths with full Field. This means the
generator supplies current through three Paths to run six traction motors. So it has to supply only
thrice single motor current in starting. Even though the current drawn by each motor is very high by
using such a circuit the generator is kept to a reasonable size.
we can see how the current drops off as the train moves out. The arrows show this on the
horsepower curve of the curve. From this point it is necessary to stay on this part of the curve to get
constant power from the engine. If we have a locomotive with 75 MPH gearing and 40 inch wheels,
when we reach about 19.2 MPH (30.8 KMPH) point C in Fig. 3 is reached, the motor current will
have dropped so much that continued acceleration would be at reduced horsepower along the field
limit line.
To prevent this, the motor fields are shunted as shown in Fig.4 (this is called 2s-3p WF, i.e. two
motors in series three parallel paths with weak field). Part of the motor current then flows around the
field) through the shunting contactors (FS21, FS22 etc.) and the shunting resistors. This causes
motors to draw more current from the generator, because of fall in counter Emf. With this, operating
point moves back down toward the bottom of horsepower curve as show n in Fig. 4. On some
locomotives field shunting is done in two or more steps. This is done to keep the motor current to
safe value.
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MATHEMATICALLY
V - Ia Ra
N = --------Kφ
By reducing φ speed N can be increased
In WDM3A locomotive only one transition comes.

Q.37. Mk;uWfed czfs dax ls D;k le>rs gks A Mk;uWfed czfs dax ds le; esa dkSu&dkSu ls ifjorZu vkrs gSA
What do you understand about dynamic braking .What are the changes during dynamic
braking|?
What do you understand by dynamic braking? What are the changes occur during dynamic
braking.
ANSDynamic breaking – In diesel electric locomotive important features are provided for
breaking of locomotive called dynamic breaking.
Dynamic breaking basically resistance breaking is called during dynamic breaking traction
motor working as a generator by changing electrical composition. The important things, that the
reparation of breaking cannot be affected on the wheels tread and heat also not generated on the
wheel. So wheel life is more compared than air breaking.
For dynamic breaking wheel should be in rotation position and the traction motor should be
worked as a generator, current should be developed in such manner that it should be oppose the
rotational moment the armature.
Dynamic breaking can be achieved by changing connection of traction motor the following
changes be made through BKT, BKR, BKCL.
Main feature –
1.
The more current we put through the motor field , the more breaking current can get.
2.
The lower the breaking resistance, higher breaking current can get.
3.
The faster armature turns more current of higher breaking current can get.
4.
Higher breaking current equals to the more breaking current.
Working of BKT –
1.
Connect all motor fields in series.
2.
Connect series motor field accessories the main generator.
3.
Connect motor armature accessories the main generator armature.
Working of BKR –
1.
Race engine rpm to 4th notch.
2.
Replace engine speed signal with breaking out.

Q.38. MCY;w-Mh-th-3, ,DlkbZV”as ku iSuy esa dkSu&dkSu ls dkMZ yxs gksrs gSAa lHkh dk foLr`r fooj.k fy[ksA
How many types of card fitted in WDG3A excitation panel? Explain all in detail.
How many cards are provided in excitation panel? Explain any two of them.
ANSExcitation panel is a permanent unit located at the back panel. It controls the main
generator output according to the throttle notches. There are seven cards provided in the excitation
panel.
(i) Oscillator card no. 253
(ii) Reference Mixture Card No. 186.
(iii) Miscellaneous Card No. 187.
(iv) Pulse width Modulator (PWM) Card No. 188.
(v) Power Transition Card No. 254.
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(vi) Voltage control Card No. 492.
(vii) Function Generator Card No.493.
(i) Oscillator Card no. 253- It converts DC into AC. It is a two card pair and supplies 400 Hertz AC
supply to oscillator transformer for operating power transition by reactors.
(ii) Reference Mixture Card No. 186 – It controls main generator and dynamic braking voltage. It
adjusts reference current level. It controls the generator output through excitation system by
comparing the indications of Load Control Po-comparing the indications of Load Control
Potentiometer and main generator voltage & current. Reference current can be increased or decreased
through this card at 8th notch.
(iii) ) Miscellaneous Card No. 187 – It controls excitation system and is, used in the feed back
circuit of PWM.
(iv) Pulse width Modulator (PWM) Care No. 188 – This card controls the current in DC Exciter
Generator Field. It is also made up of two cards like the Oscillator Card. It is having a transformer
and measures the amperes and volts of main generator output. This Card has an important role to play
during wheel slip and motoring operation.
(v) Power Transition Card No. 254 – Power Transition Card No. 254 – This card controls the
exciter voltage. It is having power transistors, connected in series with exciter field. A diode power
transistor fitted in this card works in ‘off’ position. The capacitor provided in this card controls the
voltage surge of power transistor.
(vi) Voltage control Card No. 492 – It controls the horsepower of main generator. It is also a paired
card, Which regulates the main generator voltage limit during motoring and dynamic braking.
(vii) Function Generator Card No. 493 – It controls the horsepower of main generator. It is also a
paired card. This card helps in producing requisite horsepower as per diesel engine’s demand. It
compares the horsepower at various notches with engine demand and measures main generator
current.

Q.39. yksdks esa lfdZV czd
s j D;ksa yxkrs gSa MOyw Mh ,e 3, yksdks esa yxs lfdZV czd
s jksa ds uke ,oa la{ksi esa
dk;Z fy[kksA
Why circuit breaker is used in locomotive. Write names & function of each used circuit
breaker in WDM3A locomotive.

ANS-

Circuit Breaker

This term can be applied to a switch, but for circuit protection the device is designed to
operate automatically when abnormal current such as short-circuit occur. Most work
electromechanically. Lighting circuits usually carry relatively low currents and thus the components
used are often referred to as Miniature Circuit Breakers (MCBs).
Following Circuit Breakers used in WDM3A Locomotive
MB1200A used in Battery negative side.
MB2150A used in Battery positive side.
MFPB1 - 30A used in FPC circuit.
MFPB 2- 30A used in FPC circuit.
MCB1- 15A used in DMR circuit
MCB 2- 15A used in DMR circuit
FPB
- 30A used in FPM circuit.
CCEB
- 15A used in CCM circuit
HLCB
- 30A used in Head Light circuit.
DEB
- 30A used in DEB Motor circuit.
AGFB
- 30A used in Auxiliary Generator circuit
DLCB
- 15A used in Dome Light circuit.
ELCB
- 15A used in Engine Room Light circuit.
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CLCB
RFCB

- 15A used in Cabin Light circuit
- 30A used in Manual Radiator Fan circuit

Q.40. th Ã xouZj dh dk;Z iz.kkyh foLrkj ls le>kb;sA
Describe briefly about working principle about GE governor?
ANS-

Introduction

The governor is a hydraulic servo-mechanism used to control the position of the injection
pump racks on the diesel engine. Its hydraulic circuits are controlled electrically by the signal from
the Engine Control Panel (ECP). Oil under pressure for use in the governor is supplied by a motor
driven pump which may be mounted anywhere on the locomotive. However in WDM2 it is mounted
towards the free end of the engine. The governor is not mechanically connected to any of the
engine’s rotating parts.
Principles Of Operation
The system is closed loop or ‘feedback’ system. The tachometer generator (TG) produces an AC
electrical signal proportional to engine speed. The engine control panel (ECP) contains resistors
which are connected into the circuit between the tachometer generator and the governor. The
switching in or out of these resistors is done by the speed relays -ESR 1,2,3 & 4 whose coils are
selectively energized by interlocks controlled by the throttle handle (TH).
NOTE: - Engine speed signal device is an AC tachometer generator, used on locomotives equipped
with E -type excitation equipment..
The operating principle of the governor is to control engine speed to a level which always
results in the governor receiving an electrical signal of 475 mill amperes. Consider the arrangement
illustrated where the “TG” is a D-C generator producing voltage proportional to engine speed. The
governor would always adjust the fuel rack so that the engine speed and resulting “TG” voltage are
correct to put 475 mA into the governor speed pilot valve coil. Only one speed would be available,
although this speed would be maintained regardless of the load on the engine so long as the load did
not exceed the desired horsepower.
The ECP is required to “fool” the governor into thinking engine speed has changed. It does
this by adding or removing resistance from the circuit, thus altering signal, the governor receives at
any given engine speed. The governor must then increase or decrease fuel to speed up or slow down
the engine, changing the “TG” voltage until it again puts 475 mA through the circuit. To illustrate
this principle Inserting the extra resistance by opening the relay contact will cause the engine to
speed up, producing more “TG” voltage until the balance current of 475 mA exists. On the
locomotive, ECP contains several resistors required to obtain eight speeds. Switching is done by
remotely mounted speed relays.
Q.41. oqMoMZ xoZuj dh dk;Z iz.kkyh foLrkj ls le>kb;sA
Explain working principle about wood word governor in detail
ANSThe Woodward governor for locomotive applications is a standard hydraulic governor which
regulates engine speed with a number of special devices for locomotive and train operation. It
includes an electro-hydraulic speed setting mechanism for remote control of engine speed, a
mechanical-hydraulic load control device for automatic regulation of engine load to maintain a
specific power output at each speed setting, and a single acting spring return hydraulic power servo.
The power servo has a reciprocating or linear output. The governor usually has both a servomotor
and a rheostat as an integral part of the governor to adjust the generator exciter rheostat.
Basic Governing Section
This section consists of an oil pump, two accumulators, a speeder spring, a flyweight head and
bushing assembly, a thrust bearing, a pilot valve plunger, a buffer compensation system, and a power
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cylinder.
The governor drive shaft passes through the governor base and engages the flyweight head and
bushing. The pump supplies pressure oil for operation of the basic governor section, the speed setting
section, the load control system (except where engine oil is supplied to the control system), and all
other auxiliary features or devices.
A spring loaded accumulator and relief valve system maintains the governor oil operating pressure at
100 psi. Where the operating pressure is reached, the spring pressure is overcome and the oil is
released to sump. The four check valves in the pump result in the same direction of flow regardless of
the direction of rotation of the pump.
The governor drive rotates the oil pump and the flyweight head and bushing. A thrust bearing rides
on top of the flyweight head toes permitting the rotational motion between the downward force of the
speeder spring and the upward force of the flyweights.
The relative motion between the bushing and plunger minimizes static friction. A “spring driven”
billhead assembly is used to lessen vibration from the engine. These vibrations may originate from a
source other than the drive itself. But reach the governor through the drive connection. Unless
minimized or eliminated, these vibrations are sensed as speed changes and the governor will
continually adjust the full rack in an attempt to maintain a constant speed.
The greater of two opposing forces moves the pilot valve plunger up or down. Flyweight force tends
to lift the plunger while speeder spring force tends to lower the plunger. When the engine is on speed
at any speed setting, these forces are balanced and the flyweights assume a vertical position. In this
position, the control land on the pilot valve plunger is centered over the regulating port(s) in the
rotating bushing. A change in either of these two forces will move the plunger from its centered
position. The plunger will be lowered.
(1) When the governor speed setting is unchanged but an additional load slows the engine and
governor (thereby decreasing Flyweight force), or
(2) When engine speed is unchanged but speeder spring force is increased to raise the governor speed
setting.
Similarly, the pilot-valve plunger will be raised.
(1) When the governor speed setting is unchanged but load on the engine is reduced causing a rise in
engine and governor speed (and hence, an increase in flyweight force), or
(2) Where engine speed is unchanged but speeder-spring force is reduced to lower the governor speed
setting.
When the plunger is lowered (an under speed condition) pressure oil is directed into the buffer
compensation system and power cylinder to raise the power piston and increase fuel. When lifted
(an over speed condition)oil is permitted to drain from these areas to sump and the power piston
moves downward to decrease fuel.
The buffer piston, springs and needle valve in the hydraulic circuits between the pilot-valve plunger
and power cylinder make up the buffer compensation system. This system functions to stabilize the
governing action by minimizing overshoot or undershoot following a change in governor speed
setting or a change in load on the engine. It establishes a temporary negative-feedback signal
(temporary droop) in the form of a pressure differential which is applied across the compensation
land of the pilot valve plunger. The flow of oil into or out of the buffer system displaces the buffer
piston in the direction of flow. This movement increases the loading on one spring while decreasing
the load on the other and creates a slight difference in the pressure on either side of the piston with
the higher pressure on the side opposite the spring being compressed. These pressures are transmitted
to the opposite sides of the plunger compensation land and produce a net force, upward or downward
which assists in recent ring the plunger whenever a fuel correction is made.
Speed Setting Or Load Increase
Increasing the speed setting or increasing load on the engine at a given speed setting has an identical
effect. In either case, the flyweights move inward (under speed) due to the increase in speeder-spring
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force or due to the decrease in centrifugal force caused by the decrease in engine speed as load is
added. The movement of the flyweights is translated into a downward movement of the pilot valve
plunger. This directs pressure oil into the buffer system, causing the power piston to move upward in
the increase fuel direction. The oil pressures on either side of the buffer piston are simultaneously
transmitted to the plunger-compensation land with the higher pressure on the lower side. The net
upward force thus produced is added to flyweight force and assists in restoring the balance of forces
and recent ring the pilot valve plunger. In effect, this enables the governor to control the additional
fuel for acceleration by stopping the power piston when the differential pressure across the buffer
piston reaches a level which causes enough net upward force on pilot valve plunger to reenter it.
It will, therefore, be seen that the first correction to fuel, thus applied, is directly dependant on the
amount of speed error (or the difference in the speeder spring force and the centrifugal force). As the
engine continues to accelerate towards the set speed, the compensation force is gradually dissipated
to offset the continuing increase in flyweight force. This is done by equalizing the pressures on each
side of the compensation land through the needle valve at a rate proportional to the continued rate of
acceleration. If the rate of dissipation is the same as the rate of increase in flyweight force, the
pressure differential is reduced to zero at the instant flyweight force becomes exactly equal to
speeder spring force. This minimizes speed overshoot and permits the governor to quickly reestablish stable operation. The needle valve setting determines the rate at which the differential
pressure is dissipated and allows the speed rise to be “matched” to the leakage rate set with the
needle valve. If the rate of speed rise does not correspond to the leakage rate the pilot valve plunger is
uncensored again and another fuel correction (increase or decrease depending on the direction of
unbalance of pilot valve plunger) is applied to bring the rate of speed rise in line with that
corresponding to the set leakage rate. The speed recovery rate can thus be controlled to prevent
overshoot or hunting. Closing the needle valve is thus analogous to increasing the damping on the
governor speed maintaining action. The compressed buffer spring returns the buffer piston to its
centre position as the pressure differential is dissipated.
Wherever large changes in speed setting or load are made the buffer piston will move far enough to
uncover a bypass port in the buffer cylinder. This limits the pressure differential across the buffer
piston and permits oil to flow directly to the power cylinder. Thus, the power piston is made to
respond quickly to large changes in speed setting or load.

Q.42. ekbdzks dUVªky
s csLM xouZj dh dk;Z iz.kkyh foLrkj ls le>kb;sA
Explain working principle of micro control based governor in detail.
ANSThe MCBG for DLW diesel engine fitted on diesel electrical locomotive is realized using a
micro controller in conjunction with a DC servo motor. Micro controller with its associated cursorily
is used for monitoring the diesel engine. RPM lube oil pressure, BAP, FOP and positioning the
output shaft of a DC servo motor. The output shaft the servo motor is connected to the fuel control
shaft on the diesel engine by means of a linkage arrangement is regulating the fuel Supply in the
engine. MCBG regulates the fuel supply in the engine based as available BAP for efficient burning of
fuel. Various safety futures are incorporate in the MCBG for the shunting down the engine safety.
MCBG consist of three sub assembles are –
1. Actuator/sensor unit.
2. Controller/Display unit.
3. Crank rod assemblies.
Actuator unit
This unit having following assemblies1. DC servo motor. ( for measuring the servo motor output shaft position)
2. LOP Transmitter
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3. BAP Transmitter
4. FOP Transmitter.
Sensor unit mounted in the engine comportment at the exciting loco bar of loco/GE governors.
Controller/Display – This unit consist of electronic circuitry for –
1. Processing the notch position selected with throttle handle.
2. Engine rpm single derived from the exciting Techno generator.
3. Singles from LOP, FOP, BAP transmitter.
4. Driving the servo motor.
5. Displaying various parameters, viz, engine rpm, LOP, BAP, FOP.
6. E-type excitation system – reference voltage (24.4 v to 68.8 v )
7. Display of engine parameters and visual indication of engine status/ faults/alarms.
The controller /display unit consists of the following circuit board and modules for processing the
signals1. Field interface circuit board.
2. Micro controller board.
3. power supply modules
4. Auxiliary power supply modules
5. Servo motor drive module
6. Vacuum fluorescent display (VFD ) modules
7. Membrane key
8. Auxiliary DAC board.
Crank rod assembly – It is linkage between fuel rack of engine to actuator servo motor shaft. It
provides on to one movement zero fuel rack means 30 mm rack movement in 42 degree rotation of
servo motor shaft.
Requirement of MCBG – To control the rpm of engine as various notch positions, the rate of
increase or decrease of engine rpm while changing over from one notch to another. To maintain the
constant HP output and rpm, to limit the fuel in the diesel engine based on air manifold passage.
To shut down the diesel engine in case of low LOP, over speeding of engine rpm and abnormal
condition display of engine parameters and indication of engine status/ faults alarm etc.
Operation – The actual rpm of the diesel engine is sense from the exciting techno generator on
the engine placed against the teeth of cam shaft gear. (Techno signal 141.84 cycles/sec at 1200 rpm)
The desired rpm is computed by the micro computer in the controller based on the notch
position and achieved by monitoring solenoids A, B, C, D.
The actual engine rpm is continuously compared with desired engine rpm for every 25
milliseconds in the software with PID (proportional integral derivative) algorithm.
The desired servo motor shaft position so computed is in turn compared with actual shaft
position signals.
When crank the loco press the acknowledge button. It any massage display on the board.
When message display on the board that loco ready for crank that time we press the button it crank
the loco. It message displayed for any problem rectify the same and them so for cranking the
locomotive.
One dry run test button give in near the display unit for testing the dry run test. One bypass switch is
provided when in normal position BAP is not building up.
In this governor provision of electronic over speed also there by whenever the difference of
10 to 20 rpm of mechanical over speed can be adjusted. When the rpm reduce with this setting.
MCBG controlled the rpm and shut down the engine. By this system mechanical speed trip assemble
have not tripped. Only by processing the acknowledge button reset can be done. To crank the
locomotive.
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Q.43. fdlh daiksuVsa dk QsY;ksj fo'ys’k.k fdl izdkj fd;k tkrk gS rFkk fdu&fdu ¼iSjkehVj½ dks laKku
esa yk;k tkrk gS\
What factors are considered while doing the failure investigation? Please explain the failure
investigation/analysis in detail?
ANS•
•
•

1.

2.

3.
•
•
•
4.

5.

6.
7.
•
•
8.

9.

A part or assembly is said to have failed under one of the three conditions:When it becomes completely in operative-occurs when the components breaks into two or more
pieces.
When it is still inoperable but is no longer able to perform its intended function satisfactorily-due
to wearing and minor damages.
When serious deterioration has made it unreliable or unsafe for continuous use, thus necessitating
its complete removal from service for repair or replacement-due to presence of cracks such as
thermal cracks, fatigue crack, hydrogen flaking
General procedure for Failure Investigation
The Objective of failure investigations and subsequent analysis is to determine the primary cause
of failure, and based on this determination; decide on corrective measures, which should be
initiated to prevent similar failures. The principal stages of investigation are:Collection of background data of sample –
All available information regarding the manufacturing, processing and service history should be
collected.
Visual examination of failed componentsThe fracture face is cleaned with K oil, and soft metallic brush. Location of the fracture must be
done in relation to some fixed corner or side depending upon the specimen. Examine the fracture
face with a magnifying glass to determine the type of fracture. Nature of stress raiser can also be
determined
To determine the nature of fracture and stress raiser
Ductile fractures
Brittle fractures
Fatigue Fractures
Non-destructive testingThese tests include magnetic particle inspection, ultrasonic testing, liquid penetrate inspections,
and radiography. These tests are done to find out surface and sub-surface defects.
Mechanical TestingMechanical test include hardness test, UTS. Nick break test is done on non-ferrous materials to
see segregation and oxidation.
Chemical TestingDrillings of the component are taken to determine its chemical composition.
Macro examinationDeep etch test
Sculpture print
Micro-examinationThis determines the microstructure, inclusion, and mode of heat treatment given to the
component. This also tells about the presence of micro-cracks, welding, structural changes due to
working etc.
Analysis of all the evidence, formulation of conclusion on the basis of all the previous steps.
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Q.44. MCY;w-Mh-,e-2 yksdkseksfVo esa okf"kZd vuqj{k.k ¼,e&24½ ds nkSjku vuqj{k.k ds D;k&D;k dk;Z fd;s
tkrs gS] vuqj{k.k ds le; dks de djus ds fy, vkids D;k&D;k lq>ko gS]a foLrkj ls fy[ksa \
What maintenance is done during annual maintenance (M24) of WDM2 locomotive? What are
your suggestions to reduce maintenance time? Explain in detail.
ANSThe following maintenance activities undertaken during the yearly schedule as prescribed by
RDSO. Following conditions to be checked & what action to be taken during schedule should be
accorded. The person nominated to attend the item during schedule to be signed followed by counter
signed of subordinate.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Vacuum & compressor air system – Clean, Repair & Testing to be done.
Bearing – Dry idle & fan shaft.
Rear truck traction motor blower- Flexible coupling.
Spine shaft & Universal coupling.
Radiator fan, Gear box – Drain oil & refill.
Inspect stat – Remove & check operation, recalibrate if required.
Fuel & lubricating hoses – Hydraulically check flexible hoses to 100 psi.
Water hoses – Examine & renew as necessary, renew all lube oil & water system gasket, drain
cocks, water expansion tanks, expresser free end oil seal – Remove, Clean, Seal & Shaft
grooves fitted.
Radiator fan - Check & renew if necessary.
Fuel pump support – Check, renew if required.
Examine engine crank case.
CBC coupler – Check friction plate & renew if necessary.
ECC - Overhaul outer drum bearing.
Right Angle Gear Box – Adjust alignment, Check Air gap.
Overhaul roller bearings – SKF, renew axle box liners.
Bogie – Clean, Check & Inspect in position parts, clearances & traction motor air ducts, loading
pads.
Engine power assemblies –
Remove & overhaul cylinder heads, valve mechanism.
Remove water outlets - Check headers.
Remove piston with connecting rods – Overhaul & fitted.
Cylinder liners – Check & record sizes.
Air intake manifolds.
Rocker Arm Assembly – Check & record & renew if necessary.
Crank shaft - Check journal for scoring etc., deflection, alignment, out of roundness & torque is
given 200lbs.
Fuel injection pumps – Overhaul & recalibrate.
Engine lubricating air cooler – Overhaul.
Exhaust manifold – Overhaul & refit.
Engine lubrication oil system valves – Overhaul & refit.
Traction motor Gearing – Check gear & pinion, replace if required on condition basis.
Brakes rigging – Lubricate & adjust it.
Centre buffer, car body panels, windows, doors, framing, weather stripping – Inspect & repair,
Renew as required.
Painting – Paint locomotive interior, exterior as necessary.
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The following methods can be adopted to bring down the cycle time for this schedule:1. If the Design improvement can be done in bogie, power packs machines & electrical machines.
2. If the spare unit can be kept in advance in overhauled condition or new one.
3. If the control on staff absentees & overtime can be done.
4. The layout of shed should be so innovative, where the maintenance practice can be easily
followed.
5. Training to staff regarding correct maintenance practice.
6. Encouragement to staff for solving approach.

Q.45. bZt
a u fyad rFkk Øw fyad dks cukrs le; dkSu&dkSu ls dkjdksa dk /;ku j[kk tkrk gS]] ;fn ;k=h
rFkk ekyxkM+h Øw dks ,d gh Øw cqfdax vkWfQl ls pyk;k tk;s bl voLFkk esa vki dqy jfuax LVkQ dh
t:jr dh x.kuk fdl izdkj djsx
a ]s foLrkj ls fy[ksa \
What factors are considered while preparing loco link and crew link. If goods and mail crew
booking is operated from same crew booking office. How will you calculate the requirement of
total nos. of crew?
ANSLocomotive link is a plan for utilization of the loco to work different passenger trains between
nominated stations, This prepared keeping in view the working time table, and two planned
preventive maintenance schedule at the homing shed or depot.
The following point should be considered while preparing locomotive links:• Loco/Power links are prepared by the headquarters office & circulated to the division. The
objective of power links is to ensure optimum utilization of powers.
• Train timings should be checked from latest timetable.
Links to be prepared before commencement of new time table.
•
Effort should be made to send the loco to the home shed for servicing before 7 days or within
the stipulated schedule time.
• Sufficient margin should exist in case of switching of the loco from one train to other.
• Minimum possible outstation halt should be provided.
• The maintenance margin should not exceed 10% of the total loco in the link.
• Ensure running of loco at the maximum permissible sectional speed of the train.
Following points should be kept in mind while preparing the driver’s link:• Check train timings from the latest time table.
• Prepare links before promulgation of new time table.
• Max. duty hours in any one trip should not exceed 10 hrs.
• Avg. duty hours in a fortnight should not exceed 104 hrs.
• Min. no of rest in a month should be 5 of 22 hrs or 4 of 30 hrs including night in bed from 22hrs
to 6hrs from sign off to sign on.
• Efforts should be made to include all the section in the link to avoid giving learning road again
& again.
• Min. out of station rest in case less than 8hrs duty in the previous trip should be 6hrs from sign
off to sign on. In case duty is 8 hrs or more than 8 hrs, then 8hrs rest to be given. In case of short
trips of less than or equal to 5 hrs, then duty performed plus 1 hrs will be sufficient.
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Following procedure is adapted for calculating the requirement of the driver:1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Running staff review shall be carried out after every six months for the period from April to
September and October to March and to be completed by 31st December and 30th June
respectively of each year.
Mail/Express/Passenger crew requirement should be worked on the basis of crew links, Holiday
specials run in peak season during period under review should also be taken into consideration.
For Goods crews the requirement to be worked out at the rate of 6 crew for one freight
POL+30% leave reserve+10% trainee reserve=8.24 crew per POL. POL (Power on line)
consideration for calculation will be for the peak month of the period of review provision for
crew should be made separately for activities which cannot be covered in POL power plan e.g.,
DMT, PQRS running with derated powers not covered in POL, and empty coaching rake
running with mail powers etc.
Shunter’s requirement to be worked out @ 1 against 8 hrs. for each shunting pilot. Also rest
giver @ 1 for 6 shunters to be demanded. 30% leave reserve and 10% trainee reserve to be
de3manded separately.
Requirement of assistants will be same as that of pilots.
Running supervisors review should also be made with staff review @1 loco inspector against 25
loco pilots or 50 shunters. No rest giver allowed. Leave reserve 12.5%.
Running staff review duly signed by Sr. DME/Sr. DEE (in case of crew) or Sr. DOM (in case of
guard) should be put up to Sr. DFM for vetting.
After accounts vetting and formal approval of DRM, the proposal should be sent to HQ for
further processing and sanction of GM. In HQ the sanction of GM should be obtained preferably
in 15 days.

Q.46. bZt
a u ds lqijpktZ djus ds D;k ykHk gS\a MCY;w-Mh,e2 yksdks ds VcksZpktZj dk Mk;xzke cukdj dk;Z
fl)kar dk o.kZu djsa
What are the advantages of supercharging engine? Describe working principle of turbo
charger in WDM2 with diagram?
ANS• A supercharged engine of given bore and stroke dimensions can produce 50% or more power
than a naturally aspirated engine. The power to weight ratio in such case is much more
favorable.
• Charging of air during the suction stroke causes better scavenging in the cylinders. This
ensures carbon free cylinders and valves and better health for the engine also.
• Higher heat developed in a supercharged engine due to burning of more fuel calls for better
cooling of the components. The cool air charged into the cylinder has better cooling of cylinder
internally, piston, cylinder head and valves and save them from failure due to thermal stresses.
• Better ignition due to higher temperature developed by higher compression in the cylinder.
• Better fuel efficiency due to complete combustion of fuel by ensuring availability of matching
quantity of air or oxygen.
•

The exhaust gas discharged from all the cylinders accumulate in the common exhaust manifold
at the end of which the turbo supercharger is fitted. The gas under pressure there after enters the
turbo supercharger through the connector and the torpedo shaped bell mouth and then passes
through the fixed nozzle ring. The exhaust gas passing through the fixed nozzle ring is directed
on to the turbine blades at increased pressure and at the most suitable angle to achieve rotary
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motion of the turbine at maximum efficiency. After rotating the turbine the exhaust gas goes
out to the atmosphere through the exhaust chimney. The turbine has a centrifugal blower
mounted at the other end of the same turbine shaft and rotation of turbine drives the blower at
equal speed. The blower connected to the atmosphere through a set of oil bath filters suck air
from the atmosphere and deliver it at higher velocity. The air then passes through the defuse
inside the turbo, where the velocity is defused to increase the pressure of air before it is
delivered from the turbo.
•

•

Pressurizing air of-course increases its density which is the ultimate aim to achieve, but at this
stage due to compression heat develops in it to cause expansion and reduce the density already
achieved. This affects our effort of supplying higher density air to the engine. To take care of
the situation, at this stage air is passed through a heat exchanger known as After Cooler. The
after cooler is a radiator where cooling water of lower temperature is circulated through the
tubes and around the tubes air passes. Circulation of water through the after cooler is a part of
the water cooling system for the engine. The heat in the air is thus transferred to the cooling
water and air being cooled regains its lost density. From the after cooler air goes to a common
inlet manifold connected to each cylinder head. In the suction stroke as soon as the inlet valve
opens the booster air of higher pressure and density rushes into the cylinder completing the
process of supercharging.
The engine initially starts as a naturally aspirated engine and acceleration of engine speed by
increased quantity of fuel injection increases the exhaust gas pressure on the turbine. Thus the
self adjusting system maintains proper air and fuel ratio under all speed and load conditions of
the engine on its own. The maximum rotational speed of the turbine is 18,000 rpm for the 720A
model Turbo supercharger of ALCO 251B engine. Low booster pressure causes black smoke
due to incomplete combustion of fuel with consequential losses of power output and fuel
efficiency. High exhaust gas temperature due to after burning of fuel may result in considerable
damage to the turbo supercharger and other components in the engine.
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Q.47. ,;j dqlfuax D;k gS] ;g D;ksa iz;ksx dh tkrh gS\ VcksZpktZj lftZx
a D;k gS] rFkk blds D;k dkj.k
gS\a
What is air cushioning? Why it is used. What is surging of turbo super charger and what are
the reasons of surging?
ANSThere is an arrangement for air cushioning between the rotor disc and intermediate casing for the
following purpose:a. To prevent hot gas coming in contact with the lubricating oil
b. Prevent leakage of lubricating oil through the oil seal
c. Cool the hot turbine disc.
d. Reduce thrust load on the thrust face of the bearing.
Pressurized air from the blower casing is taken through a pipe inserted in the turbo to the space
between the rotor disc and the intermediate casing. Pressurized air from the blower side serves the
purpose as described above.
Turbo Charger Surging
Surcharging is defined as the operating point at which the compressor ceases to maintain a steady
flow for a given booster pressure and reversal flow takes place. This is usually accompanied by noise
in the form of pulsations, sometimes mildly and sometimes nosily with large amplitude. It is essential
that surging during engine operation is avoided. Damage may be caused to the rotating parts with
consequent damage to the complete turbocharger.
Following may give rise to surge :1. A violent change of engine load or excessive overload
2. An excessive rise of cooling water temperature in the charge Air-cooler
3. Extreme fouling of the in-let or exhaust manifolds
4. Miss-matching of compressor and turbine components in respective of a particular engine
5. The turbine nozzles and blades will accumulate carbon deposits from the burnt residue of fuel
impurities & lubricating oil additives, resulting in high turbine speeds, high booster pressure and
exhaust gas temperature rise.
6. Continued deposits will raise the exhaust gas temperature sufficiently to cause surging.
Causes of Turbo Failures :Turbocharger failures can be classified as :1. Bearing failures
2. Gas in-let casing failures
3. Nozzles rings failures
4. Turbine disc failures
5. Intermediate casing failures
6. Turbine casing failures
1) Ring Bearing Failures :- Defects with normally developed in the bearings are wearing of the over
lay portion, excessive contact area in the thrust face (more than 50%) due to wearing service,
bearing seizure etc. Some of the factors effecting bearing life are :a) Incorrect manufacturing of the material – either steel backing are the intermediate layer or the
nickel dam is not as per specifications.
b) The dimensional in accuracies in the new bearings like percentage of more flat initially, more than
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prescribed eccentricity etc.
c) Improper fitment of bearings by the staff.
d) Ingress of foreign particles causing heavy wear.
e) Dynamic imbalance of the rotor assembly- if the rotors are not balanced with in the limit, the
imbalance increases the centrifugal force on the bearing to whip the oil film causing conditions
which can lead to cavitations on the bearing surface.
f) Any reduction in the nozzle ring area below the specified value is going to reduce the life of the
turbine and bearing by causing excessive thrust on its thrust face.
g) Performance of reclaimed intermediate casing also effects the life of bearings because incase of
any early loss of the interference fit between the bearing and intermediate casing, the bearing is
likely to start rotating there by failing prematurely.
h) Presence of water content in the lubricating oil can bring conditions of cavitations, erosion and
other effects.
i) Improper hardness at the shoulder.
j) Frequent withdrawal of bearings may tend to enlarge the bores of the casing resulting in uneven
interference. This will lead to fatigue and failures of bearings.
k) Low lube oil pressure may also lead to bearing failures lack of lubrications due to choked passage
or due to breakage of turbo filter or the flexible pipes may also lead to the failures of TSC.
2) Gas inlet casing: - Gas inlet casing generally fail due to cracking of their lugs and the cracked
casing are continued in service after reclamation by welding. Quality of welding and level of
exhaust gas temperature plays an important role to obtain the optimum life from this component.
3) Nozzle ring :i) Breakage of one or more blades due to fatigue or manufacturing defects or consequential damage
to the nozzle ring due to breakage of valve or valve seat inserts.
ii) Thermal cracks in the hub portion
iii) Nozzle rings with cracked hubs are generally continued in service after reclamation by welding.
Quality of welding and proper machining to ensure sureness of the bolting face of the hub is very
essential to obtain maximum life from the nozzle ring.
4) Turbine Disc :- In the rotor assembly, generally the failures are on the turbine end due to the
breakage of blades, cracking of disc, shearing of tab locks, etc. Some of the important factors
effecting the performance of the turbine disc and blades are :i) Exhaust Gas Temperature:- level of exhaust gas temperature depends upon a number of factors
like the maintenance practices in regard to the calibration and maintenance of fuel injection
equipments, condition of cylinder liner and rings, leak tightness of the joints in the exhaust and
air manifold system, maintenance of after coolers, restricted air intake filters and minimum
booster pressures allowed by shed.
ii) Excessive rotational speed due to incorrect setting of nozzle ring.
iii) Dynamic balancing of the Rotor.
iv) Consequential damage due to the failure of their components like cracking of gas inlets casing
lugs, infringement with nozzle rings, piston and valves.
5) Intermediate casing :i) Cracking of the casing.
ii) Its bores holding beginning becoming loose in service
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Q.48. Mhty 'ksM es LisDVksxzkQ dh D;k vko';drk gS\ ;g fdl fl)kar ij dk;Z djrk gS] bldh
fo'oluh;rk dks dkSu lh dkjd izHkkfor djrs gS]a LisDVksxzkQ fo'ys’k.k dk uewuk ysus ds fy, D;k rjhdk
gSA ,Ydks yksdkseksVho esa fdruk fo;j esVy da'kuVª's ku fjde.MsM gS\
What is the necessity of Spectrograph in a diesel shed ? On which principle does it work?
What are the factors affecting its reliability? What is the procedure for taking lube oil samples
for spectrograph analysis? What are the recommended wear metal concentrations in an
ALCO locomotive? What inference would you draw from the elements wear?
ANSThe usual physical-chemical analysis of used diesel engines crankcase oil provides adequate
information regarding :
• Dilution with fuel
• Contamination with cooling water. .
• Extent of insoluble matter.
• Additive depletion.
• Acidity.
It does not however give indication in respect of wear pattern of the engine components, which
may be resulting due to the above or from other cause. With the help of spectrograph, it is possible
to determine the various metal concentrations quickly, accurately and at a reasonable cost. The
spectrographic analysis of used crankcase oil helps in :
• Predicting the required maintenance.
• Scheduling the overhauls thus avoiding unexpected down and thereby increasing the locomotive
availability
• Eliminating the premature engine removal.
• Preventing costly engine failures resulting from the incipient wear of engine components.
• Controlling the quality of lube oil supplies.
The spectrograph makes use of two phenomena in physics i.e., the emission of light from an
excited atom or molecule and dispersion of this light by 3' prism/grating to produce a spectrum,
which is characteristic of that atom or molecule. When the atoms of an element are excited, they
emit electromagnetic radiations, which are uniquely characteristic of that element. The light emitted
is passed through a lens and dispersed by a prism on to a focal plane. The intensities of various light
bands are fed on to a photo-multiplier. the current output of which are proportional to the individual
instantaneous light intensities. This is the principle of spectrograph and the method of producing
the familiar line spectrum of the elements. This procedure is adopted as an accurate method for
quantitative evaluation of elements by measuring the intensity of the radiation of the various
elements at the particular wavelengths.
Following factors are important in obtaining reliable and accurate information from the
spectrograph
• Environmental conditions - Room should be air-conditioned and dust free. The temperature and
relative humidity should be maintained as per manufacturer’s recommendation
• Stability of electronic circuits.
• Constant input voltage to the power unit - Fluctuation in input voltage varies the sparking
characteristics of the source unit resulting in uneven sparking.
• Proper calibration of the equipment.
• Homogeneity of standard samples for calibration.
• Follow proper procedure for drawing the test samples.
• Procedure for taking lube oil samples
• The lube oil samples for spectrograph analysis should be preferably be taken from the engine
sump/crankcase immediately after the locomotive comes to the shed after performing its trip,
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with engine running at idle rpm.
• Sample must be drawn before topping up oil.
• Samples should be taken with a syringe with the nozzle extended by a transparent tube.
The tube shall be inserted through the dip-stick hole in the diesel engine
reach midway between the bottom of the sump and surface of the oil.

crankcase

so

as

to

The syringe shall be purged by filling and discharging at least twice back into the crankcase.
• The sample contained shall be pre cleaned and shall be flushed with the crankcase oil at least
twice.
The syringe shall be filled, sample taken out and transferred to the container which shall be filled to
2/3,rd of its capacity to facilitate thorough mixing prior to analysis.
• The syringe for drawing out the sample shal1 be made from aluminum or brass and shall have a
capacity of about 1/4litre.
• . The lube oil sample should be taken during trip schedule.
• . The following data must be recorded - homing shed, loco no, Schedule, Kms, last oil changed, last
filter changed, last major schedule, date of sampling, abnormality in last testing.
• . Before the analysis of lube oil sample is carried out, the sample of used oil shall be heated to 60
+-10 C1: t O"C and vigorously agitated for 5 minutes in the original container until all the
sediments are homogeneously suspended in the oil. After complete suspension of all sediments,
strain the sample through a 100 mesh screen for the removal of large contaminant particles. The
strained oil shal1 be heated and thoroughly mixed before carrying out the analysis. The strainer
for straining oil, the aluminum boats for carrying out the analysis and the containers into which
the oil is strained shal1 be thoroughly cleaned with chemical solvents like paraffin
• . The graphite rotating disc electrode shall be used only for one test and the tip of the counter graphite
electrode shall be ground after each test.
Following are the recommended wear metal concentrations:
Element
Copper

Abnormal PPM
10

Critical PPM
20

Lead
Tin
Iron

5
5
20

10
10
50

Chromium

5

510

Sodium
Aluminium
Silicon

50
5
5

100
10
10

Comments
Bushing wear. If leads is abnormal,
main/connecting rod bearing wear
Main/connecting rod wear
Main/connecting rod wear
Wear of ring, piston ,liner, crankshaft
journal, gear train ,cams etc
If sodium is normal, liner wear is
indicated. Otherwise water leakage
Water leakage
Piston wear
Inefficient air filteration
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Q.49. FkzLV fo;fjax rFkk baVjehfM,V dsflax dh ejEer djus ds fy, D;ksa vko';drk,¡ gS\a VoksZ pktZj ds
izhesP;ksj QsY;ksj gksus ds D;k dj.k gS rFkk budks dSls jksdk tk ldrk gSA
Explain important maintenance requirements of thrust bearing and intermediate
What are the causes of premature failures of Turbo charger and how these can be prevented?
ANSMaintenance requirement of Thrust bearings
The bearings provided in ALCO turbocharger are fixed bush type with flanges to provide
location and to take side thrust of the rotor. TSC bearings operate under very arduous conditions in
which they have to maintain perfect alignment continuous oil film and dimensional accuracy even
under localized high temperatures and high rotational speeds of the rotor. The turbine end bearing, in
addition, has to withstand the axial thrust load on its thrust face.
.
Both the bearings (Turbine as well as blower end) are interference fit in the bearing housings in
the intermediate' casing. The nominal interference is 0.0005" - 0.00 15". Rotation is prevented by
means of dowels.
• The face of the bore must be parallel within 0.00 1" in 3" and at right angles to the bore. The
eccentricity of the bores must be within 0.0005".
The thrust pad of the turbine and bearing is composed of 8 thrust pads which have a certain %age of
its surface flat whereas the remaining %age is tapered. These bearings are to be condemned when the
area of flat face reaches 50%
Causes of Turbo failures
Turbocharger failures can be classified as :
• Bearing failures
• Nozzle ring failures.
• Turbine disc failures.
• Intermediate casing failures.
• Turbine end casing failures.
I.

Bearings failures
Defects which normally develop in the bearings are wearing away of the overlay portion.
Excessive contact area in the thrust faces (more than 50%) due to wear in service. Bearing seizure,
etc. Some of the factors affecting bearing life are :
Incorrect manufacturing of the material- Either steel backing or the intermediate layer or the
nickel dam is not as per specifications.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Dimensional inaccuracies in the new bearings like %age of more flat initially, more than
prescribed eccentricity, etc.
Improper fitment of bearings by the staff.
Ingress of foreign particles causing heavy wear. ·
Dynamic imbalance of the rotor assembly - The permissible limit is 0.05 Oz-inch. If the rotors
are not balanced within the limit the imbalance increases the centrifugal force on the bearing to
whip the oil film causing conditions which can lead to cavitations on the bearing surface.
Any reduction in the nozzle ring is. (which may be due to. incorrect setting or choking due to
excessive carbon deposits during service) below the specified value is going to reduce the life
of the turbine and bearing by causing excessive thrust on its thrust face.
Performance of reclaimed intermediate casing also affects the life of bearings because in case
of any early loss of the interference fit between the bearing and intermediate casing, the
bearing is likely to start rotating thereby failing prematurely.
Presence of water content in the lubricating oil can bring
conditions
of
cavitations,
erosion and other effects.
Improper hardness of the shaft at the shoulder.
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•
•

Frequent withdrawal of bearings may tend to enlarge the bores of the casings resulting in
uneven interference. This will lead to fatigue and failures of bearings.
Low lube oil pressure may also lead to bearing failures.
Lack of lubrication due to choked passage or due to break failure of TSC.

2.

Gas Inlet Casing

•

Gas inlet casings generally fail due to cracking of their lugs and the cracked casings are
continued in service after reclamation by welding. The quality of welding and level of exhaust gas
temperatures play an important role to obtain the optimum life from this component..
3.
•
•
•

4.

Nozzle ring
Breakages of one or more blades due to fatigue or manufacturing defect or consequential
damage to the nozzle ring due to breakage of valve or valve seat insert.
Thermal cracks in the hub portion.
Nozzle rings with cracked hubs are generally continued in service after reclamation by welding.
Qualities of welding and proper machining to ensure squareness of the bolting face of the hub
are very essential to obtain maximum life from the nozzle ring.
Turbine Disc

In the rotor assembly generally the failures are on the turbine end due to the breakage of blades,
cracking of disc shearing of tab locks, etc. Some of the important factors affecting the performance of
the turbine disc and blades are :
Exhaust gas temperature - Level of exhaust gas temperature depends upon a number of factors
like the maintenance practices in regard to the calibration and maintenance of fuel injection
equipments, condition of cylinder liner and rings. Leak tightness of the joints in the exhaust and
air manifold system, maintenance of after coolers. restricted air intake filters and minimum
booster pressures allowed by shed.
• Excessive rotational speed due to incorrect setting of nozzle ring.
• Dynamic balancing of the Rotor.
• Consequential damage due to the failure of their components like cracking of gas inlet casing
lugs, infringement with nozzle rings piston and valves.
5. Intermediate casing.
• Cracking of the casing.
• Its bores holding bearings becoming loose in service. Causes of less booster pressure in TSC
assembly
• Turbine blade or nozzle ring or impeller damaged.
• Bearing seizure.
• Exhaust Gas leakage from gas inlet casing.
• Dirty turbocharger
Causes of less booster pressure in air/fuel charge system
• Gas leakage from exhaust manifold
• Dirty air filters, dust exhauster motor not functioning ,non availability of oil in oil bath filters
• Air leakage from after cooler
• Malfunctioning of governor
• Governor linkage not moving freely
• One or more injector defective
• Breakage of valve or valve seat insert
• Poor blow by due to piston rings in one line
• Cylinders liner size beyond condemnation limits
•
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Q.50. fuEufyf[kr esa fdUgha pkj ij laf{kr fVIi.kh fy[ksa A
Write down brief notes on any four of the following.

1-

VªSD”ku tujsVj Traction generator

A machine, which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy, is called a Generator.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
We note that generator is an energy conversion device (from mechanical to electrical energy).
This energy conversion is based on the dynamically induced EMF. According to the Faraday's law of
electromagnetic Induction, an induced EMF is produced in the conductor, which cuts the magnetic
flux. This EMF causes a current to flow in the conductor if its circuit is closed.
Hence the basic essentialities for an electrical generator are: (i) Magnetic field;
(ii) Conductor or conductors and ;
(iii) Relative motion between magnetic field and conductors.
CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF A DC MACHINE
Here we are dealing with a DC generator. But there is a good similarity with a DC motor also as far
as construction is concerned.
The following are the main parts of a DC generator:
(i) Yoke
(ii) Pole core or pole shoes
(iii) Field coils
(iv) Armature core
(v) Armature winding
(vi) Commutator
(vii) Brushes and bearings
2-

¶;wy iEi eksVj Fuel Pump Motor

It is fitted on the right side expresser room. When the loco fitted with WW governor and MCB
governor fuel pump motor fitted in left side where in EH governor fuel pump motor fitted one side
and other side. Governor pump is fitted two no. brush holder have the fuel pump motor each has
carbon. It horse power is 1.5 and rotates at speed of 1725 fuel pump operate through this motor and
oil suck from tank and further send to the system. Where the EH governor pump is fitted. Pump
creates the presser to act the governor. Now a day’s AC fuel pump motor used in new loco i.e.
WDG4 and WDP4 microprocessor locomotive.

3-

jsMh,Vj QSu dkW
dkWUVWDVj Radiator Fan Contactor

There are two no. of radiator contactors fitted in the loco called R1 and R2 radiator fan contactor.
These contactors works as a switch when we want to operate radiator fan slowly or in full speed. By
these contactors supply goes to ECC coil so ECC coil energies and radiator fan works.
When engine temperature rises up to 680 C engine temperatures switch no.1 picks up and positive
supply goes to R1 contactor coil. So R1 contactor picks up due to R1 pick up supply goes to eddy
current clutch coil through TCS and radiator fans works slowly.
When temperature reaches on 720 C engine temperature switch no.2 pick up and supply goes to R2
contactor coil and R2 contactor picks up and full supply goes to ECC coil and radiator fan works on
full speed
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4-

yks okVj Lohp Low water Switch

This safety device is provided against low cooling water level. If the cooling water level drops to a
predetermined level the alarm sounds and the engine shuts down.
The LWS contact opens in clutch coil circuit. The Governor clutch coil is de-energized. The Engine
is shut down through the governor circuit. LWS also energizes wire 5B thereby the hot engine light
comes on. The signal relay is energized (SR) and the alarm gong rings.

ls¶Vh vkWD>yjh fjys Safety auxiliary Relay
5This safety device is provided to prevent the diesel engine from over speeding in case any open
circuit takes place in the speed coil circuit of the governor. In addition to this, a mechanical device is
also provided to prevent engine from over speeding. This device is known as over speed trip
assembly.
6-

vksoj LihM Vªhi vlaEs cyh Over speed Trip

The engine is equipped with an automatic over speed stopping device. It consist of spring loaded
plunger
Which during normal operation is held with in carrier? However when the centrifugal force is great
enough to overcome the spring force the plunger is instantly thrown outwards.
In the outward position the plunger strikes a trip lever releasing the spring loaded reset shaft. The
shaft is directly coupled to the fuel pump control shafts. As the spring unwinds it causes rotation of
the fuel pump control shaft which moves the fuel pump racks to shut-off position. An over travel
mechanism of the governor and over speed device to return the racks t “off” even through the
governor ay remain at full fuel level.
Accessories such s the vibration damper or flywheel may be attached between the carrier assembly
and the camshaft to help eliminate camshaft vibrations.
In some application a micro switch is mounted on a plate attached to over speed triupper housing.
The switch is operated by a cam attached to the reset shaft and gives either an audible or visual
indication that over speed has tripped.
To reset, pull the reset handle until it latches. This rewinds the torsion spring and rests the trip lever.
The trip manually pull the emergency shutdown handle.

7vksoj ySi ihfj,M dk egRoA Importance of overlap period
On any loco to achieve higher horse power. A valve opening & closing timing designing has been
made and when compression takes place 18% of total heat generation during compression piston
absorbed the heat so to reduce the thermal losses on the piston and surrounding parts. Overlap period
has been designed in ALCO loco over lap period designed for 123O 48’’. Overlap period means the
timing when both valve i.e. inlet & exhaust valve keeps in open position. Now a day’s ALCO loco to
overcome with the problem of thermal losses on piston & surrounding parts of combustion chambers.
8lqij pkftZx
a dk egRoA Importance of Supercharging
A supercharged engine of given bore and stroke dimensions can produce 50% or more power than a
naturally aspirated engine. The power to weight ratio in such case is much more favorable.
• Charging of air during the suction stroke causes better scavenging in the cylinders. This ensures
carbon free cylinders and valves and better health for the engine also.
• Higher heat developed in a supercharged engine due to burning of more fuel calls for better
cooling of the components. The cool air charged into the cylinder have better cooling of cylinder
internally, piston, cylinder head and valves and save them from failure due to thermal stresses.
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•
•

Better ignition due to higher temperature developed by higher compression in the cylinder.
Better fuel efficiency due to complete combustion of fuel by ensuring availability of matching
quantity of air or oxygen.

The exhaust gas discharged from all the cylinders accumulate in the common exhaust manifold at
the end of which the turbo supercharger is fitted. The gas under pressure there after enters the turbo
supercharger through the connector and the torpedo shaped bell mouth and then passes through the
fixed nozzle ring. The exhaust gas passing through the fixed nozzle ring is directed on to the turbine
blades at increased pressure and at the most suitable angle to achieve rotary motion of the turbine at
maximum efficiency. After rotating the turbine the exhaust gas goes out to the atmosphere through
the exhaust chimney. The turbine has a centrifugal blower mounted at the other end of the same
turbine shaft and rotation of turbine drives the blower at equal speed. The blower connected to the
atmosphere through a set of oil bath filters suck air from the atmosphere and deliver it at higher
velocity. The air then passes through the defuser inside the turbo, where the velocity is defused to
increase the pressure of air before it is delivered from the turbo.

9-

Vªk'a kfea'ku dk egRoAImportance of Transmition

1.

It should be able to multiply the torque and reduce the speed to such a level that the train can be
started without a jerk.
2.
Once train is started it would decrease the torque and increase the speed as required
automatically.
3. The torque & speed characteristics should be varied uniformly throughout the traction depending
on the road requirement so that power transmission is jerk free.
4.
It should be capable of reversing the power transmission easily with identical torque & speed
characteristics on both directions.
5. It should be light, robust and occupy very little space.
6. It should be reliable and ask for minimum maintenance.
7. It should be approachable easily for maintenance and ask for low & minimum number of
consumables.
8. It should not transmit road shocks and vibrations to the engine.
9. It should have good efficiency, good utilization factor and good degree of transmission.
10. It should be capable of starting the engine if required.

10a u CykWd Engine Block
10- bZt
1.

The engine block is the most important and very highly stressed structure on which are fitted a
number of important fittings like crank shaft, cam shaft, cylinder heads, cylinder liners, piston
of con. rod, fuel injection pumps and crosshead, turbo support, governor etc.
2. Like engine base this structure (in case of ALCO Locos is also fabricated from low carbon steel
to specification IS 2062. The saddle, however, is a forging out of steel to specification IS-1875.
3. The fabrication is done in a definite sequence to minimize distortion and build up of stresses. In
order to ensure that best quality of fabrication is done in all cases down hand welding is resorted
to. For this purpose extensive use of petitioners is made. Wherever possible continuous welding
is done in the process of automatic submerged arc welding. To make sure that there is no defect
in the welding. X-ray of welding is done liberally; in case of elements on the saline 100% X-ray
is done as these elements undergo the maximum stress.
4. After fabrication by welding, stress relieving and shot blasting is done and then hydraulic test of
water chamber is done so that no water leakage can take place. Finally the block is taken to the
marking table for marking and then machining.
5. After marking the engine blocks are placed on the planning machine for machining the sides and
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6.

7.

8.

9.

the top faces, all the faces being machined at a time. While setting up for machining, it is
ensured that the side faces are at right angle to the end face. The bottom face and that saddle
faces are also machined in the same machine.
The blocks are then taken for serration milling of saddle faces. In continuation with serration of
saddle faces the serration milling of bearings caps are done. This is to avoid error caused due to
wear and tear of the milling cutter. Each bearing cap is marked for the location so that the
bearing cap cannot be pooled about or wrongly fitted. After the milling operation the depth of
serration distance between two consecutive pitches as also that between cumulative pitch are
measured with the help of special dial gauges. These gauges are set for standard dimension and
deviations give the error. After the inspection the bearing caps are assembled and they are
tightened to the specified torque value.
Subsequent to fitting of the caps to the block the engine blocks is placed on the horizontal
boring cum milling machine. On this machine end face milling is done and boring of main
bearing housing and cam shaft bearing is done in one setting with the help of a fixture. This
is done to ensure that the distance between crank shafts to camshaft are exactly equal
throughout and the central line are perfectly parallel to each other.
The engine blocks have been found to show signs of distortion after a life of 12 to 15 years or as
an after effect of crankshaft seizure or major accident. In order to cope with such defects,
capacity has been created in DLW for reclamation of blocks.
There is, however, considerable difference between technique of manufacture, inspection and
maintenance of CLW/MAK engine blocks for WDS4 /ZDM3 Locos to those of ALCO Locos.
These cylinder blocks are of 6 cylinder in line are cast from unalloyed cast iron grade 17 at
C.L.W The main bearings caps are forgings but have no serration like ALCO ones. The block
& lateral movement is prevented by two socket head cap screws from the two sides. Bearing
housing bore alignments is checked after machining with help of optical instrument (colliemeter).

1111- flfy.Mj gsM fjis;fjax Cylinder head repairing
Water test- Hydro test cylinder head for leaks at 70psi with 190F water temperature .Cracked heads
should be scrapped
Valves, Valve seat Inset and Valve guides
Unless extreme caution is used while grinding the valve seat inserts ,valve seat cracking may result.
Table of clearance and torque values
Valve guide to head
0.0020 to 0.0005 in. dia .int.
Yoke guide to head
0.0005 to 0.0020 in. dia.int metal to metal
Yoke guide(press into dimension)
3.210 to 3.72 in.(exhaust)
3.195 to 3.257 in. (air)
Yoke guide(press into dimension)
2.25 in.
Major cause for this condition is either the use of improper stones is the application of too much
pressure on driver while grinding the seat.
If it is necessary to remove a valve seat insert, use a valve seat extractor tool. After removal
inspect bore for damage. Check bore diameter to determine f it is necessary to machine the bore for
an oversize insert. If the bore is in within the standard dimension a new standard size insert may be
applied without machining.
Application of valve guides
1. Press in new valve guides with inserting sleeve tool, in accordance with the dimension.
2. Check that the valves guide bore dimension is0.622 in. diameter by passing a 0.622 in. arbor
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3. If the 0.6 in. diameter arbor doesn’t pass easily through the valve guide bore, check the
interference fit between valve guide and cylinder head. Normal limits are 0.0005 to 0.002 in.
interference. Select another guide and apply. Recheck with arbor until correct.
Do not attempt to ream the valve guide because of the hardness of the material
4. All valve guide bores should be cleaned using 5/8 in. diameter wire brush. The brush has a
spindle which may be attached to hand drill or some other hand machine.
Valve and valve seat grinding
In addition to the apparatus to grind valve seats a supply of Turbo “Dy- check” fluid should be
available for use in detecting surface cracks.
The procedure for grinding valve seat inserts and reconditioning valves is s follows:
1. Remove glaze on valve seat by placing piece of sandpaper under grinding stone and then spinning
stone. Should seat be bad, use reamer. Turning it slowly with air motor.
2. Grind seat. Use dial indicator to check the trueness. Weight of grinder should be only pressure
exerted on insert during grinding. Dress stone frequently at angle to eliminate formation of glaze
on stone.
3. Check valve seat run out. The concentricity with valve guides bore must be within tolerance.
4. Check surface of valve seat insert with “Dy check” for cracks.
5. Valve faces should be checked for cracks. Valves showing cracks should be scrapped.
6. Valves should also be scrapped when disc thickness is beyond limit
7. Valves should be faced to 450 and 30o respectively
To check valve with seat, blue valve, insert in valve guide and bounce against valve seat. Fine
blue line must show round entire circumference on large diameter of seat contacting area.

1212- ¶;wy iEi Fuel Pump
The fuel oil feed system has a transfer pump or booster pump to lift the fuel from the tank below to
the system. The Cam type pump used is driven by a D.C. motor with the help of Love Joy Coupling
keyed with Allen keys, with current available from the storage batteries through a suitable circuit.
The pump capacity is 14 ltrs. Per minute at 1725 rpm at pressure 4 to 4.8 kg/cm. sq. Booster pump
safety is being done by the relief valve fitted on the pump.

1313- ,e ;w 2 ch okWYo MU2B valve
The MU-2B Valve is a two-position valve arranged with a pipe bracket and is used to enable a 28LV-l brake equipped unit to be used in multiple unit service with other type equipped units. The MU2B valve pilots not only the F-1 selector valve, which is a device that enables equipment of one
locomotive to be controlled by equipment of another, but also controls the movement of the VA-1
release valve
The two positions used in the MU-2B valve are: "LEAD" and "TRAIL or DEAD."
In "LEAD" position, main reservoir air piped to port 63 is connected to port 53 and thus to the double
check valve that leads to the piston of the VA-1 release valve. Independent brake control pressure
emanating from the independent brake valve is connected to port 2 of the MU-2B valve through the
spool valve and to port 20. Port 20 of the MU-2B valve is connected to the F-1 selector valve, as well
as a double check valve which is, in turn, connected to the control port of the relay valve and thus
provides an independent brake application on the lead locomotive. Port 13 and port 3 are connected
as a means of providing the passage to charge the brake pipe from the automatic brake valve. Port 30
connected to the F-1 selector valve provides the connection for a supply of air that positions the F-1
selector valve when the locomotive is used as a trailing unit.
When the unit is used as a trail locomotive, the MU-2B valve is positioned in "TRAIL or DEAD"
position. Ports 2. 3, 13 and 20 are blanked at the MU-2B valve. Port 53 is connected to exhaust at the
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MU-2B valve. Main reservoir piped to port 63 is connected to port 30 which, in turn, positions the F1 selector valve for trail position operation. At the F-1 selector valve, brake cylinder equalizing pipe
air, port 14, is connected to ports 16 and 20, both of which are connected through a double check
valve and thus to the control port of the relay valve. This provides a passage for air emanating from
the lead unit during a brake application.

1414- ,l-,-& 09 SA-09. Independent Brake system (Loco Brake)
Loco brake system is provided to stop the Locomotive, when; ever it runs as light engine. It is purely
compressed air brake system, for which a separate air circuit is provided in 28LAV1 & IRA B-1
brake systems independent to other air circuits. SA9 Independent brake valve is provided in driving
control stand for application & release of loco brake. This valve has three positions ie. quick release,
release and application. Complete independent brake system consists of SA9 Independent Brake
valve, Double check valve and C2-Relay valve.
Description of loco brake (Independent brake) system
The SA9 Valve handle is kept normally in release position (right side). MR air i~ always available at
port no.30 ofSA9 valve. When handle is brought in application position (left side), then SA9 port 30
connects port 20 and starts supplying pilot air to C2-Relay air valve. The pilot air passes through
MU2B Valve port no. 2&20 and enters C2-Relay valve at port no.2. The pilot air pressure depends
upon the handle position, at maximum it is 3.5kglcm2. C2-relay air valve actuates after getting pilot
air and connects MR pressure to brake cylinders of locomotive through port no.I&3. The brake
cylinder pressure depends upon pilot air pressure, supplied into C2-Relay chamber through port
no.2. For full brake application SA9 handle is moved to maximum travel position. When SA9 handle
is placed in release position. Loco brakes are released. A gauge line is taken from front truck of
locomotive to driver's cabin control stand for indicating brake cylinder pressure.
Loco brake can be applied any desired pressure between the minimum and maximum. This pressure
will automatically be maintained in the locomotive brake cylinders against their normal leakage. The
locomotive brake can be graduated on and off with either the automatic (A 9) or the independent
brake valves (SA9). It is always possible to release the locomotive brakes with the SA9 valve.

1515- lhlh-Vw-fjys C-2 Relay
The C-2 Relay Valve is a diaphragm operated, self-lapping valve which functions to supply and
exhaust brake cylinder air pressure during brake applications.
Referring to the diagrammatic, operation is as follows:
While supply air pressure present in port 1 and no air pressure present on control diaphragm 36, both
supply valve 6 and exhaust valve 23 will be Seated by the respective springs. Assume that air
pressure is admitted to the control port 2 of the valve. This pressure will be delivered to the upper
side of diaphragm 36 causing it to move downward, carrying diaphragm stem 20 with it. During this
movement, the diaphragm stem will contact the differential type supply valve 6 and unseat it by
compressing supply valve spring 5. Supply air from port 1 will then flow past the unseated valve to
the delivery port 3 where it is piped to the brake cylinders. Supply air also flows through a choke in
the exhaust valve to the underside of the control diaphragm 36. When the pressure under the
diaphragm is substantially equal to the control pressure on top of the diaphragm, the diaphragm
assembly will move back toward its initial position, and supply valve 6 will seal, aided by spring 5,
thus cutting off further flow of supply air to the delivery port.
The relay valve will maintain this delivery pressure against leakage. In the case of a reduction
in delivery pressure, the high pressure on the upper side of diaphragm 36 will cause movement
downward, repeating the application cycle and restoring the delivery pressure to the desired value.
When the control pressure to the valve is reduced, the high pressure on the underside of
diaphragm 36 will cause it to move upward, carrying stem 20 with it. During this movement, the
shoulder on the diaphragm stem will contact differential type exhaust valve 23 and unseat it by
compression of spring 27: Air from the delivery port will then flow past unseated exhaust valve 23 to
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atmosphere, reducing the pressure in the brake cylinders. When the pressure has been reduced to
balance the pressure in the diaphragm, the diaphragm assembly will move back to its initial position
and exhaust valve 23 will seal, aided by spring 27, thus cutting off the flow of brake cylinder air to
exhaust. If the control pressure is completely removed from diaphragm 36, the valve will completely
exhaust the delivery pressure to the brake cylinders.
From the foregoing, it will be seen that the C-2 Relay Valve will reproduce in the delivery line to the
brake cylinders a pressure equal to that in the control line and will maintain this pressure against
leakage or temperature effect.

16s flLVe LAV-1 Brake System1
16- ,y,oh&1 czd
Locomotive brakes maybe applied with any desired pressure between the minimum and maximum.
This pressure will be maintained automatically in the locomotive brake cylinders against their normal
leakage.
1. Locomotive brakes can be graduated on & off with either
the automatic or the independent
brake valve.
2.
It is always possible to release the locomotive brakes with the independent brake valve, even
when automatically applied.
3. The maximum braking position (emergency) ensures the
shortest possible stops distance.
4. It is always possible to haul both vacuum / air brake trains
5. Automatic brake application and power cut off with idle rpm of engine is always possible
during train parting.
6. Multiple unit operation is also possible.

1717- ohlhMh VCD
Vigilance Control Device: Now days Locomotives are equipped with vigilance control to enhance
the safety of the locomotive operation.
a. In the old days Locomotives were equipped, a vigilance control device had been provided in
which a separate vigilance control push button is provided. The driver has to operate this button
once in 60 seconds in addition to his regular locomotive operations to inform the control system
that he is vigilant. Drivers are not happy with the system and the vigilance device slowly
disappeared from the loco control system.
1. Now days The multi reset vigilance control device provided in Locos so Control System acts
very smart. It recognizes the following loco operations performed by the driver and assumes he is
vigilant.
2. Change of notch position
3. Application / release of Dynamic brake
4. Application / release of brakes through A9
5. Operation of sand buttons
6. Operation of Elec. Horn buttons
7. Change of locomotive direction through RH
8. Operation of GF switches
9. Sufficient increase / decrease of Dy. Brake level (20%) through master handle
10. Operation of VCD reset switch.
If the driver performs none of the above operations within 60 seconds, the system initially alerts
the driver with visual indication (blinking LED provided on each control stand) for a period of 17
seconds.
Within these 17 seconds, the driver needs to perform any one of the above operations to reset the
LED indications; otherwise the driver is alerted through audio visual indication (blinking LED +
Buzzer) for a period of another 17 seconds.
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In total if the driver did not perform any of the above operation within 94 seconds to reset the
alarm indications, the system assumes that the driver is dead and applies penalty brakes. Along
with penalty brakes application, engine speed is brought to IDLE. GF and power contactors are deenergized .In Micro Processor Loco On display shows a message ‘VCD applied penalty brakes’
and the VCD counter is incremented by one.
Once the penalty brakes are applied, the penalty brakes cannot be released until loco speed is
reduced to zero,35 seconds lapsed from brake application, and master handle is kept in IDLE
position. The Locomotive control system thus alerts the loco operator to be vigilant and
applies penalty brakes automatically if the driver is not alert.
1818- ,p,p-ch&5 fjys okYo HB-5 relay valve
1. Introduction
The HB5-Relay air valve is provided in vacuum brake circuit It is connected to
protection valve, MR pressure pipeline and PCS. When train pipe vacuum drops below a pre
determined value, it gets-.HS4 air. pressure from VA1B protection valve. This valve works as a
safety valve in vacuum brake circuit and relays vacuum drop in train pipe to Driver by power cut
off and idling diesel engine speed
2. Objective
This valve is provided to power cut off and idling diesel engine during vacuum brake
train parting and emergency brake application. .
3. Construction.
This valve has a pipe bracket containing number of port connections and a valve body.
The diaphragm makes two chambers, top is connected to VA1B protection valve and bottom
(spring chamber) is connected to Al Differential pressure valve through port 13. The passage
below spring chamber is connected to exhaust and delivery port 11, which leads to PCS. There
arc two valves, valve 16 connects port 12 MR to port 11, which leads to PCS and valve 17
connect port 11 to port 9 exhaust At bottom supply valve spring is there, which normally keeps
the supply valve in close position.
4.
, Function
Control pressure (HS4) enters through passage 10 to the chamber above diaphragm 10.
See the line diagram of safety devices. When the pressure reaches above spring setting, the
diaphragm and its follower 5 move down word, compressing spring 6 and seating valve 17 on
the top of va1ve16. As the downward movement continues, valve 16 moves away from its seat,
compressing the lower spring. Passage 9 is now closed by valve 17, while passage 12 MR is
connected to passage 11, which leads to PCS.
When control pressure above diaphragm 10 is vented, spring 6 returns diaphragm
follower 5 and valve 17 to their upper position, unseating valve 17. The lower spring then seats
valve16 and closes passage 12 MR, while passage 11 is connected to passage 9 exhaust through
the unseated valve 17. In this way the air, which was supplied to PCS is exhausted.
If the HS4 control pressure is not removed from top chamber due to stuck up of
Protection valve, the spring chamber gets BP pressure through port 13 from Al Differential
pressure valve. It win nullify the action of HS4 control pressure by returning the diaphragm
follower 5 at its previous position. At the same time BP presume will be supplied to spring
chamber of protection valve to reset the protection valve.
1919- VªSD”ku eksVj Traction Motor
INTRODUCTION

A motor is a mechanism by which electrical energy is converted into mechanical energy. Its
operating principle is the reverse of a DC generator. When a coil, carrying current, is placed in a
magnetic field, it experiences forces, which turn it about in a direction perpendicular to both the
field and current. Thus the motor armature placed inside the magnetic field gets motion,
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converting electrical energy to mechanical.
DC MOTORS – Principle of operation
A motor is a mechanism by which electrical energy is converted into mechanical energy.
Both in principle and design, a DC motor is the reverse of a DC generator.
A steady current is passed through the armature coil from the commutator and the brushes are
so arranged as to reverse the current every half revolution.
When a coil, carrying a current, is placed in a magnetic field, it experiences forces which turn
it about in a direction perpendicular to both the field and the current.
Due to the rotating torque the motion of rotation will not be continuous, unless the direction of
the current is reversed each half revolution with the help of a split ring commutator (in a 2-pole
machine).
The electric motor is fundamentally similar to the primitive form of d.c. generator and is based on
the fact that, if a "loop of wire", capable of being rotated in a magnetic field, is supplied, through
its commutator, with electric current; from a battery or any other source of direct current (d.c.)
supply, the loop will rotate.
If the brushes of the machine were connected to the terminals of a primary cell, instead of being
connected to load R, the "loop of wire "would rotate. A greatly enhanced performance would be
obtained by having an iron core on this loop, a further improvement would be to have many
loops, another to have increased pole area, and a still further improvement would be obtained by
having electromagnets instead of permanent magnets.
When used for traction, the direct current electric motor is usually of the series wound type, that
is, the current which passes through the armature also, passes through the field coils. The reason
for this is that a motor having this particular type of winding has characteristics eminently
desirable for traction work, its torque being proportional to the current flow, multiplied by the
magnetic strength of the field system. The series wound motor is capable; therefore, of producing
a high torque when the vehicle is started, and also has the advantage that as the load increases its
speed drops.
The direct current traction motor, can be considered as having the following major parts;
1. The electro-magnetic system consisting of the frame with pole pieces, the field windings and
brush gear.
2. The reduction gears between the armature shaft and the road wheels, together with the gear
case which protects the gear wheels and holds the gear lubricant.
3. The axle bearing where the traction motor frame rests on the axle of the vehicle, this
arrangement maintains a constant.
4.
The nose suspension arrangement prevents the frame of the motor from rotating
round the axle of the vehicle, The nose is spring borne on a bogie cross member.
2- ¶;wy iEi eksVj Fuel Pump Motor
It is fitted on the right side expresser room. When the loco fitted with WW governor and
MCB governor fuel pump motor fitted in left side where in EH governor fuel pump motor
fitted one side and other side. Governor pump is fitted two no. brush holder have the fuel
pump motor each has carbon. It horse power is 1.5 and rotates at speed of 1725 fuel pump
operate through this motor and oil suck from tank and further send to the system. Where the
EH governor pump is fitted. Pump creates the presser to act the governor. Now a day’s AC
fuel pump motor used in new loco i.e. WDG4 and WDP4 microprocessor locomotive.

Q.51. ,d yksdkseksfVo esa fuEufyf[kr VªcYl gS] buesa ls fdUgha ik¡p dks nwj djus ds fy, fd, tkus okys
mik; dk Øekuqlkj o.kZu dhft,A
ANS-
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A locomotive has following troubles; Write down the stepwise remedial action of any five.

1.

batu jsl ughas gks jgk gSA

Engine is not picking the speed.
Cause
1. DMR not pick up
• MCB1,MCB2 not in On position
• Throttle handle not in idle position

Remedy

• On/Reset
• Put the throttle hand on idle position in
both control stand
• Selector handle not in motoring position
• Put the selector handle on motoring
position in both control stand
• Required vacuum/BP pressure not available
• For correct required vacuum/BP pressure
Take corrective action against the cause
• Defect in PCS
• On/short PCS bypass switch
• Still if DMR not pick up
• Check carefully DMR coil connection
wires.
DMR drops on picking throttle notch
Clean DMR interlock 16-A-16 or shift wires
on other interlock, if wires. Connections ok.
ECS is not in run position
Keep it on Run
GR not reset
Reset it
ERR not pick up, loco fitted with WW Attend ERR and keep notching.
governor
Amphenol plug in WW governor is loose
Fit it properly
ESR 1,2,3,4 not pick up in correct order
Check coil connection of ESR 1,2,3,4
BKT in breaking position
Do BKT in motoring position

2.

cSVªh pktZ ugha gks jgh gSA

Battery is not charging.
1. Battery is not charging :• Check battery ammeter.
• Check BN/BX cards and battery ammeter for zero.
• If unable to adjust AG voltage, check VRP base.
• Battery ammeter is showing 0 or discharge, check
• Check VRP fuse.
• Check AGFB- whether ON or OFF. If off put it on.
• Check AG output voltage.
• Check terminal connections on back panel TB having wire of auxiliary generator
field.
Check wiring of auxiliary generator between Aux. gen. and back panel terminal – whether short
circuited or open circuited
3.

cSVªh vksojpktZ gks xbZ gSA

Battery is over charged.
Battery showing over discharge
• Start the engine and check battery ammeter .If showing overcharge, check BN/BX cards
• If BN and BX card are OK and battery ammeter is still showing overcharge, check auxiliary
generator output voltage. If more than 72+-1 V, adjust it.
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If unable to adjust AG voltage ,check VRP base
Check VRCLS .
Check 44A,44B connection for loose or open circuit.
Check terminal connections in the terminal box of Aux generator and back panel terminalwhether short circuited or open circuited
• Check terminal connection on back panel TB having wire no.AGA1,AGA2,AGF1,AGF2
• Check wiring of auxiliary generator between Aux generator and back panel terminal-whether
short circuited or open circuited

•
•
•
•

4.

MOyw Mh ,e 3, yksdks LVkVZ ugha gks jgk gSA

WDM-3A Loco is not starting.
Engine not cranking
• Check battery condition. If it is not OK ,then check whether
o
Battery is run down or not
o
One or more cells are dead or battery terminal is burnt. In such case ,replace the
defective battery/jumper head
• In case the battery is run down, start the engine by having parallel jumper from the battery of
another loco and check for battery charging. In case the battery charging is not taking place
check VRP fuse
• If VRP fuse is blown OFF replace the fuse. If battery charging still is not taking place check
VRP cards BN/BX replacing them one by one
• Even if then the battery charging is not taking place check whether battery knife switch is
closed or open MB1/MB2 and MFPB1/MFPb2 are ON/OFF. Also see whether FPC is
energized or not. IF it is not energized then check supply at the coil(wire no. 13 and 4) If
supply is coming but FPC is not energized check its coil
• If the defect is still not found, press the engine start push button and check CKR1/CKR2
whether these are energized or not If not energized check following interlocks.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

BSR (NC)-71-43
ECS(idle)-43-43A
P22-NC-43A-43AA
S-1(NC)-43AA-43B
Start push button(NO)-43B-43C & 43C-43E
CKR1 & CKR2 Coil connection 43E loose or broken.
Check CKC pick up or not if not pick up manually.
Check GR2 interlock 71-43F
Check CKR1 interlock 43F - 43G
Check CKC coil connection 43G &4
Check Ck1 AND CK2 are picks up or not. If not check CKC contact 43G 43D
and CK1 CK2 coil connection 43D.
Check CK3 pick up or not. If not
Check CK1 interlock 71-43J
Check CK2 interlock 43J 43K
ECS(idle)-50T-50C
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o
P22-NC-43-43A
Check these interlock and rectify and ensure the supply is coming through these interlock
If –ve wire no4 supply is not coming check –ve loops or magnet valves of EP
contractors(PC/REV/BKT) and ensure that these are in perfect order
IF CK1, CK2 and CK3 are energizing but engine is not crank-ing check
o
Starting field and cable of Exciter/Auxiliary generator for burnt overheated
terminal lug
o

5.

If Exciter/auxiliary generator cables are OK check diesel engine by manual
cranking. if the crankshaft is not cranking manually check diesel engine thoroughly
and record observation

batu fcuk fdlh bafMds”ku ds cUn gks x;k gS vkSj LVkVZ ugha gks jgk gSA

•

Engine shut down without any indication & does not start
Check the loco in dead condition for the following :Governor oil level and leakage. If less top up the oil.
Tripping of OSTA reset, if tripped.
Check fuel rack movement. If not free, check fuel linkage pin.
Lube oil level.
Battery condition – OK or run down.
If the loco is fitted with GE/EDC governor, carry out dry run test, If it is not taking
place, check for stabilizing action. If stabilizing is not talking place, check :Governor pressure.
OPS interlock between wire no. 71-50F.
If stabilizing action is taking place, but engine is not starting
If supply is coming, the governor clutch coil should energies. If not energizing, it
indicates some problem in the governor. If supply is not coming, check the supply at pin
no. J of governor Amphenol’s plug.
If loco is fitted with Woodward governor.
Remove governor am phenol plug and start the engine. If the engine is not starting,
governor base or governor itself is defective.
Check CPR-6 and replace if shorted

6.

gkWfyax ikoj iqvj gSA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Poor hauling power
• Carry out dry run and see the rack position .Also check the condition of rack linkage and pin
• Note down the following parameter
o Engine RPM at idle and 8th notch. Idle RPM 400 and 8th notch RPM-1000 in WDM2
& 1050 in WDM3A
o Note down Techo generator output voltage(42-45 V )at idle and (115-120V) at 8th
notch
o Reference current-At 8th notch it should be 31 milli ampere for WDM2
o No load voltage-At 8th notch it should be 685/770V &1080/1100 in AC-DC If NLV is
less then check card no 188,254, and 292/492.Also check ECP and excitation panel.
The tightness of connection and condition of various terminal lugs and studs to be
checked. IF NLV is not building at all then check
• Exciter armature for proper rotation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure main field resistance
Condition for internal connection and exciter terminal connections.
Exciter carbon brush size and breakage.
Check traction generator/alternator and record main field resistance .Also check the condition
of main field connection
Check and record turbo run down time
In case of wood word governor check position of LCP
Is there any leakage of exhaust gases from exhaust manifold If yes mention location
Is there any leakage of air from after cooler ?Check after cooler dummy plug whether intact
or not
Condition of cyclonic filter or oil bath air maze filter
Carry out blow by test and identify defective assembly
Check tappet clearance .If not proper remove cylinder head and check for breakage or
bending of inlet and exhaust valves.
Check condition of yoke/yoke guide/push rods
Check valve timing
If nothing is found do load box and record following
o Compression and firing pressure and identify location with less pressure
o Voltage and current at 8th notch
o Rack opening
o Position of LCR
o Leakage of air and exhaust gases. Leakage from the air inlet elbows, block to after
cooler gasket and air maize filter to after gasket ca be checked
o Exhaust gas temperature
o In case all the above checks are OK and still the HP is not developed ,inspect split
gear .If on half load rack opening is maximum replace dirty after cooler which may be
choked

izR;sd ukWp ij ikoj xzkmUM vk jgk gSA
Power is earthing at every notch.
Power ground on every notch
o Start the engine and race it by putting both GF switches in on position and see whether it is
non explosive/explosive power ground
o In case of non explosive ground shut down the engine and record the IR between power
circuit and earth, between control circuit and earth, between power circuit and control
circuit& control circuit and power circuit with earth.
o If IR is zero or low between control circuit and earth, it indicates any component or wiring in
the control circuit is earthed. Identify the component location and rectify the same
o After removing the earth fault in control circuit check IR of power circuit .If it is still zero/low
proceed as under
 Put both BKT/REV in neutral and check IR between between power circuit and earth.
 If there is signs of improvement, check IR of all main fields of traction motor from FS
contractors.
 If IR of one or more FS contractors is low/zero, disconnect F and FF cable joint of that
particular traction motor and check IR of car body cable and traction motor cable.
 If IR of car body lead is zero check concerned FSPR, main contacts on REVand bus bars for
any leakage path. Rectify the cause of low IR
 If IR is still zero or low check car body cable for rubbing/discharged insulation
 If IR of traction motor leads(F&FF) is zero clean the traction thoroughly with dry compressed
air and proper cleaning agent. If IR is not improved, connect the cable in normal way and put
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the loco on dynamic braking system and check IR after even half an hour. If still IR does not
improve replace the motors.
Put BKT/REV in neutral if there is no improvement, disconnect –ve leads(GA-2) from
traction generator alternator terminal and lead no A1,A2,A3 ,I9,20 and 21 from ACCR .And
record IR of power circuit. If IR is OK then check IR of traction motor armature cable from
control compartment also check the condition of cable and joint sleeve and bus bar see the
cables are in proper positioned in wooden sleeve.
If IR of motor side lead of one/more cable is zero/low then check oil/water ingress traction
motors and IR of armature and inter pole of relevant motor
If IR of inter pole is zero, clean the motor with dry compressed air. In case the IR of armature
is zero check the condition of commutator ,V ring carbon brushes for free movement and
breakage, armature winding and bearings.
F IR of traction generator/alternator is low/zero record IR of armature and inter pole
If TG armature IR is zero check condition of armature accumulation of dust and oil, winding,
V ring and PTFE sleeve
If inter pole IR is zero, check IR of brush holder assembly and their insulators. If OK then
improve IR by air blowing through dry compressed air and hot air blower
On traction alternator check IR of stator and rotor also check oil ingress ,power diodes,
flashing of heat sink. Rectifier unit etc.
Check WSRR and WSR1, WSR2 , WSR3 for defects.
IN case of explosive power ground check for signs of flash on traction generator. Power
contactors tips and traction motors. Check condition of power contactors and FS contactors
tips. Check interlock gaps, pick up and drop out of contactors at the time of transition/check
for sluggish operation and leakage from EP valves

7yksdks izFke ukWp ij tdZ ns jgk gS ,oa yksM ehVj vf/kd djSVa crk jgk gSA
Loco is giving Jerk on first notch and load metre is showing excess current.
Loco giving jerk on 1st notch and load meter showing excess current
• Start the engine and check reference voltage and exciter voltage
• If reference voltage is zero or less ,check governor LCP and brush arm. If not OK get it
rectified
• If reference voltage is OK and exciter voltage is high then check
o
GF NC interlock between wire no 61E-61EE
o
ER-15 wound resistor resistance
o
Wire no 34 on ACCR
o
Wire no 36 on Traction generator –ve terminal
o
Card no 254 and 188
o
Connection on ACCR
o
Resistance of ACCR ;working of AC and DC winding.
o
If load meter is showing excess current, but loco is not giving jerk, check LAS
7.

jsMh,Vj QSu dk;Z ugha dj jgk gSA

Radiator fan is not working
• Check R1 and R2 contactors are picking up or not. If not picking up check ETS1 and ETS2
connections. For loose connection ,broken wire, defective-attend
• Check R1 and R2 coil connection or and –ve supply .If proper check CPR1,CPR2 for short
circuiting
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•
•
•
•
A.
B.
C.
D.
8.

Check ECC coil connection .Loose, broken
Check ECC carbons their size or condemns.
Check ECC coil value Ok or open circuit
Check free movement manually of ECC drum.
If movement, check flange joint of splint shaft, radiator fan joint
Check bottom joint with right angle gear box flange
If there is no movement change bearings
Check the connection between right angle gear box and outer drum

yksM ehVj thjks djSVa crk jgk gS vkSj yksdks fdlh Hkh fn”kk esa ugha py jgk gSA
Load meter is showing zero current and loco is not moving in any direction
2. No current in first Notch. :• Examine the loco and if one load meter is not showing replace defective load meter.
• If both load meters are showing zero loco no t moving, check picking up of power
contactors and GF contactors. If GF contactor is picking up, check NLV. If GF
contactor is not picking up, attended it.
• If GF contactor is picking up, but power contactors are not picking up, check Air
control pressure is 5 Kg/cm2 or not, if not adjust/attend it.
• If Air control pressure is 5 Kg/cm2, but power contactors are not picking up, checkBKT, REV, P1, MCO, BKT, ECS etc. and rectified.
• In case of GF contactor and power contactors are picking up, but still the load meter is
showing zero & loco is not moving, check NLV.
• Check LCR and brush arm are alright.
• Check excitation panel, VDP and FCP.
• If exciter output is not coming at all, check exciter, armature, carbon brush and
connection wires.

9.

th ,Q dkUVªSDVj fidvi ugha gks jgk gSA

G F Contractor is not picking up
ECS cam broken, unable to put ECS in run
Short circuit 6A-6B
(All RUN contacts should be closed and IDLE contacts open)
GR 6B-6C open
Make it close
TR 6D-6E open
Short the contact.
CK1 or CK2 welded
Get them separated.
Make sure that CK1 6E-6F & CK2 6F-6Hare closed. (Some times due to wrong fitting of CK1/CK2
arc chutes cause this problem.)
GF switch defective
Both GF switches can’t be defective at a time. Find out he defective and short circuit it.
Both the switches shouldn’t be shorted
Check GF Contractor coil connection and coil for burnt.
10. gkWV

batu dk bafMds”ku ty jgk gS ijUrq batu LVkVZ gSA

Hot engine indication is glowing but Engine is start.
Check engine temperature 900 C or less than it if temperature is more than 90 C check radiator fan
operation. If radiator fan not working
Radiator fan is not working
• Check R1 and R2 contactors are picking up or not. If not picking up check ETS1 and ETS2
connections. For loose connection, broken wire, defective-attend
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Check R1 and R2 coil connection or –ve supply .If proper check CPR1,CPR2 for short
circuiting
Check ECC coil connection.Loose,broken
Check ECC carbons their size or condemns.
Check ECC coil value Ok or open circuit
Check free movement manually
If movement, check flange joint of spleen shaft, radiator fan joint
Check bottom joint with right angle gear box flange
If there is no movement change bearings
Check the connection between right angle gear box and outer drum
If temperature is less than 90 C check ETS 3 pickup .If pick up change its setting and set up at
90C .
If it is not pick up check
defective ETS3 –replace it
Defective LED –replace it
Defective diode-replace it

11. bZt
a u

gafVax dj jgk gSA

Engine is hunting
Engine hunting or surging
Cause
Needle valve adjustment incorrect
Binding in engine linkage fuel pump
Less governor oil
Dirty oil foaming oil in governor

12. tc

Remedy
Adjust needle valve
Required linkage fuel pump
Add oil slowly
Check flyweight pins and bearing for wear
Check flyweight toes wear and flat spots
Check flyweight thrust bearing
Pilot plunger may be sticky. Clean and polish
if required
Check vertical adjustment of pilot valve
plunger and correct if necessary
Clean and polish all moving parts to ensure
smooth free operation

bZt
a u dks ØSd
a fd;k tkrk gS rks ¶;wy iEi jSd 'kh?kzrk ls ugha [kqyrkA

Fuel Pump rack is not opening immediately at the time of starting the engine.
Fuel Racks are not opening on cranking the engine
Cause
Remedy
Low oil pressure in governor
Check governor pumps gears and gear
pockets for excessive wear >no correction
except to replace parts
Flush governor and refill with clean oil to
remove dirt in pump check valve
Cranking speed too low
Correct condition
Shitdown nuts not adjusted properly
Adjust correctly
13. LihM

lsfVax pst
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Engine is responding very slowly after changing the speed setting.
Engine is too slow to respond to a change in speed setting
Cause
Remedy
Low oil pressure in governor
Check governor pump gear and gear pockets
for excessive wear, No correct except to
replace parts.
Flush governor and refill with clean oil to
remove dirt in pump check valve
Fuel supply restricted
Check fuel filter and fuel supply line
Engine may be overloaded
Reduce the load
Supercharger does not come speed quickly to Overhaul the turbo
supply sufficient air burn the added fuel
14. ,DlIykstu

Mksj doj cLV gks x;k gSA

Explosion door cover worked out • CCM motor not working- check and rectify the same
• Exhaust pipe choked – check and rectify the same
• Explosion door not fitted properly – to be fitted properly
• Explosion door assembly is not proper – replace the same
• Seizer of any parts, check it .
• Explosion door material is not as per IS – should be used as per material specification
15. bZt
a u

cqLVj iz's kj de gks x;k gSA

Engine Booster pressure is reduce.
• Defective turbo – should be replaced
• After cooler choked – checked and rectified
• Governor defective - checked and rectified (LCP, brush arm of GE governor)
• Fuel rake not adjusted properly - checked and rectified
• Breakage of FCP wire - checked and rectified
• Exciter defective - checked and rectified
• Check Cards no 254, 293, 186 & 188 - checked and replaced
• Check operation of WSR - checked and rectified
16. yksM

ehVj 'kwU; n'kkZ jgk gSA

Load metre is sowing Zero
• Examine the loco & if one load meter is not showing, replace defective load meter.
• If both load meters are showing zero but loco is moving.
• Check LAS/ connection.
• If both load meters are showing zero if loco not moving, check pick up of power contactors &
GF contactors.
• If GF contactor is picking up, check NLV. If GF contactor is not picking up, check supply at
coil terminal of GF contactor.
• If GF contactor is picking up, but power contactor is not picking up then,
• Check BKT – They should be in motoring position
• Check REV – They should be in desired position.
• If no defect is found by above trouble shooting, check control air pressure. It should be 05
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kg/cm2.
• In case, GF contactor & power contactor are picking up, but still the load meter is showing
zero & loco is not moving, check NLV.
17. bZt
a u

fcuk fdlh iwoZ lwpuk ds can gks tkrk gSA

Engine is shut down without any indication
• Check the loco in dead condition for the following:1. Governor oil level & leakage. If less, top up the oil.
2. Tripping of OSTA reset if tripped.
3. Check lube oil level,
• If the loco is fitted with GE/ EDC governor, carry out dry run test.
• If it is not taking place, check for stabilizing action. If stabilizing is not taking place,
check:1. Governor pressure..
2. OPS interlock.
3. CK2 NC interlock
• If stabilizing action is taking place but engine not starting.
1. Check the supply at the governor terminal.
2. If supply is coming at J pin & not coming at the terminal of the governor clutch coil, it
indicates some problem in the harness of the governor.
• If loco is fitted with Woodward governor, then
1. Remove governor Amphenol plug & start the engine. If the engine is not starting,
governor base or governor itself is defective..
2. Check the position of MUSD on both control stand
18.

iwjk ikuh fudy x;k gSA
Whater is completely drained out.
1. All water drained.
• Check water level in expansion tank.
• Check the working of radiator fan. If not working then check the parameters.
• Check ETS setting. It should be ETS 1 = 68oC, ETS 2 = 72oC, ETS 3 = 93oC.
• Check if pressurization of cooling water system is working or not.
• Carry out cooling efficiency test to see the functioning of the radiators. It is the test to
check the time taken to bring down the temperature from 85oC to 65oC. The time
should be more than 5 minutes.
• Checks the gaps in radiator compartment.
• Check radiator fan RPM. It should not be less than 1150 RPM. If RPM is less, then
check coil resistance, condition of outer drum and air gap between outer drum and
inner drum.
• Check the conditions of radiator fins – whether damaged or good.
• Whether the radiator is chocked or not.
• Check water pump pressure at 8th notch. It should be between 1.8 to 2.2 Kg/Cm2, but
if it is less than 1.8Kg/Cm2, then either the water make up pipe is choked or water
pump is defective or impeller nut of water pump is worked out.
• If no defect occurs, check exhaust gas temperatures at Load box. Sometimes the
water leakage can also be seen only during load box.
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